




BUILT-IN lOOOW 
RF WATTMETER 

TOP BAND SYSTEMS introduces the TBL- 
2000, a totally new concept linear arnpli- 
fier with self-contained AC power supply 
and built-in RF wattmeter. Weighing but 
18 pounds, the TBL-2000 packs a full kilo- 
watt CW and 1600 watts PEP SSB on 160 
through 10 meters - including MARS. 
Assembled in a rugged package, the TBL- 
2000 boasts a tube compliment of five 
hefty 6LF6 power pentodes, each with its 
own easy-reach side-panel mounted bias 
potentiometer for peak performance. 
Our team of engineers designed the ulti- 
mate in compact linear ampltfiers. Loaded 
with features, the TBL-2000 has the com- 
petition beat. For the discriminating Ama. 
teur who demands to know what is hap- 
pening in every part of the circuit, we pro- 
vide a meter switch capable of monitoring 
eleven different functions on an illuminat- 
ed, shielded meter. With a flip of the 
switch, you can monitor the cathodes of 
each tube, the total plate current, B+ 
voltage, RF watts, and much, much more. 
Our heavy-duty band-switch "snaps" with 
authority at your command. Our two posi- 
tion tilt-stand adjusts to your eye level. 
And the TBL-2000 remains cool, even 
after hours of operation. 
Order now, and enjoy the thrills which 
only a kilowatt can give. 

BANDS: 160. 80, 40, 20. 15. and 10 meters. 
plus MARS 

INPUT WWER: lOOOW CW, 1600W PEP, 700W 
RTTY and S S N  

DRIVING POWER: 70W mln. - 150W PEP max. 
before saturation 

AC INPUT: TBL-2000: 200VAC-250VAC @ 8 
amperes 50/60Hz TBL-2000X: 100VAC.125VAC 
(3 15A or 200VAC-250VAC O 8A 

WEIGHT: TBL-2000: 18 Ib (8Kg). TBL-2000X: 
20 Ib (9Kg) 

SIZE: 123/lri W x 11" D x 61/2tt ti. (33crn x 
28cm x 16.5cm) 

ANTENNA: 50/70 ohms nominally. SWR not to 
exceed 2:1 - - - ~  - -  

METER FUNCTIONS: 0-200mA each tube. 0.2A 
total plate current. 0-2KV high voltage. 
0-200mA screen current. 0-2mA grid current, 
0.1000W forward & reflected power. 

MODEL TBL-2000 
built-in 240VAC supply ........................... $259 
MODEL TBL-2000X 
built-in 120/240VAC supply .................. $299 
Airmail shipping 
anywhere in USA ..................................... $10 
Airmail shipping anywhere 
in the world ...................................... $SO or less 
Spare set five 6LF6 tubes ...................... $20 
Instruction manual only ............................. $2 
Calif. residence add 5% sales tax 
All COD orders require 20% deposit 

TOP BAND SYSTEMS, INC. 

1839 Redondo Ave., Dept. 3A, Long Beach, Calif. 90804 USA 
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O second look fisk 

Periodically, a story about the first ham 
station makes the rounds. It goes some- 
thing like this: In Boston, just before 
1910, there were three young wireless 
operators, Albert S. Hyman, Robert 
Almy and Reginald Murray. These young 
men put together a small wireless station, 
and since there were no licensing regu- 
lations at the time, they decided to call i t  
the Hyman-Almy-Murray Wireless Sta- 
tion. 

They soon found that that was quite a 
fist-full on CW, so they took the first two 
letters of each name and Station 
HYALMU went on the air. They used this 
callsign for several months, but were 
nearly involved in an international inci- 
dent when a Mexican ship named the 
HYALMO almost went aground off the 
New Jersey coast. They decided that their 
HYALMU callsign was too close to  
HYALMO for comfort, so they took the 
first initials of the three names, and put 
Station HAM on the air. The first ham 
station? No. But probably the first, and 
possibly the only amateur radio station 
with the HAM callsign. 

Several sources have labeled this story 
as outright fiction, but i t  has been just 
persistent enough to arouse my curiosity. 
Several years ago I decided to  track it 
down, and to determine once and for all 
i f  the story had any grain of truth. 

Since at least one of the young men 
was supposedly a student at Harvard 
University and a member of the Harvard 
Wireless Club, I decided to start my 
search in the archives at Cambridge, 
Massachusetts. Sure enough, deep in the 
yellowed files there was an entry: Dr. 
Albert Salisbury Hyman, A.B., 1915; 
M.D., 1918. Could this be the same man 
who gave his last initial to Wireless 
Station HAM? 

It looked promising. The Harvard 

Alumni Records Office revealed that Dr. 
Hyman was alive and well, and furnished 
me with his current address. I wrote to 
him, and his gracious reply confirmed 
that, yes, he was the same person who, 
with boyhood friends Robert Almy and 
Reginald Murray, had put Wireless Sta- 
tion HAM on the air. He also revealed 
that the "original ham" story got i t s  start 
in a story written by wartime correspond- 
ent Percy Greenwood for a New York 
medical publication. 

According to Dr. Hyman, Station 
HAM was not located at Harvard, as 
Greenwood's story indicates, but was 
actually at the Roxbury High School, 
which in the early 1900s was a prep 
school for the Ivy League. 

A further search through the records 
disclosed that Dr. Hyman, before his 
graduation, was a shipboard wireless oper- 
ator for the Eastern Steamship Line that 
ran ships from New York to Boston 
through the Cape Cod Canal. After gradu- 
ation from medical school Dr. Hyman 
became a heart specialist and owned one 
of the first electrocardiograph machines 
in New York (in 1923). He was also the 
inventor of the artificial pacemaker used 
in resuscitating the dying heart. 

So goes the saga of Wireless Station 
HAM. It was definitely not the first 
amateur radio station - that honor goes 
to some unknown wireless operator at 
least 20 years earlier. Nor does i t  have 
anything to do with the fact that radio 
amateurs are called "hams." That term 
goes back to the early days of wire 
telegraphy when unskilled, incompetent 
operators were called hams by their more 
experienced colleagues. The connotation 
is  less than desirable. 

Jim Fisk, WIDTY 
editor 
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polarization of 

satellite signals 

I 
With the upsurge of interest in amateur 
satellite transmissions, amateurs are be- 
coming aware of the problems and chal- 
lenges of proper antenna polarization for 
optimum signal reception. The subject is 
vast and there is  s t i l l  a great deal of 

Some background experimentation to be done. I hope that 
these few introductory notes and the 
reports on some of my experiments might for understanding .- 
be of interest and assistance to others. - 

m 
polarization losses I 

5 - 
3 - with practical g 
0 
.c 
-L 

antenna information g- 
2! 
;j for better 
E 
m 
3 

satellite reception h 

Faraday rotation 
Back in 1845, Michael Faraday, the 

experimental genius, discovered that 
when a block of glass is  subjected to a 
strong magnetic field, it becomes opti- 
cally active - it is  able to polarize light 
and, conversely, is able to detect the 
plane of polarization of light. Light is an 
electro-magnetic wave and so are radio 
signals. 

A linearly, polarized signal (from a 
dipole or equivalent) originating in space 
rotates as i t  travels through space, the 
amount of rotation being a function 
of the magnetic field and electron con- 
tent of the intervening medium. 

Fig. 1 shows a linear wave originating 
in some form of synchrotron radiation 
(radio signal) which is rotated as it 
progresses towards earth through space. 
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At the earth end of this ribbon, the 
receiving dipole or array must be rotated 
to match the polarization a t  that instant 
in order to get maximum pickup. A 
simplified relationship in the case of light 
is given by: 

8 = KHL 

Where: 
8 = the angle of rotation, 
K = the medium through which the 
wave travels, sometimes called the 
Verdet constant, 
H = the magnetic field strength and 
L = the thickness of the medium. 
A more practical simplified relation- 

ship in the case of radio frequencies is 
given by: 

where: 
4 = amount of rotation, 
K = proportionality constant, 
f = frequency, 
H = magnetic field 
0 = angle between the plane of the 
incident wave and the magnetic field 
and 
dh = differential element of the path 
length. 
I t  follows that you can measure the 

fig. 1. Rotat ion of wave through a magnetic 
field. 

electron content of the intervening 
medium by measuring the Faraday rota- 
tion. Note that rotation is frequency 
sensitive. 

The photograph shows the ATS-1 
communications satellite which weighs 
800 pounds and is  spin stabilized at 100 
rpm, i t s  axis of rotation being parallel to 

Ll- 1910 l.--l- 1930 +- 
RJO 

TIME (GMT) 

fig. 2. Signal variation due t o  Faraday rotation. 
B o t h  readings were taken the same d a y  - 
November  1. 1971. 

t he  earth. it i s  geosynchronous a t  1490 
West longitude a t  the equator which 
places i t  around 720 elevation from 
Hawaii. 

The top edge of the photo shows the 
eight vhf antennas which are phased 
electronically so that the array sends a 
conical beam with an aperature roughly 
corresponding to one third the earth 
which it illuminates. 

The signal is linearly polarized, yet 
when i t  arrives on earth, i t  might have 
undergone several rotations because of 
the Faraday effect. 

The number of rotations varies fro~m a 
few degrees per hour to as much as five 
turns per hour and sometimes even more. 
A typical rotation curve is  shown in fig. 
2. Depending on the type of receiving 
antenna used, signal differential between 
planes of polarization can be as much as 
15 dB. The implication is obvious: you 
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must correctly polarize the antenna for 
successful reception. 

I f  a piece of thin mica, commonly 
known as a quarter-wave plate, i s  inserted 

fig. 3. A wave polarizer - the E vector at 45 
degrees emerges as a circular wave. 

in the path of polarized light, i t  will 
introduce a 900 phase shift and a 
half-wave plate can cause a 1800 shift. 

Likewise, consider fig. 3 which shows 
a wave polarizer, which is  merely a 
collection of conducting slabs. I f  a linear- 
ly-polarized radio wave is incident at 450 
into the page (z direction), the incident 
electric field can be resolved into two 
components. The x component is un- 
affected since there is  little interaction 

page) circularly polarized. Conversely, a 
circularly-polarized wave originating on 
the back side of the page will emerge out 
of the page as a linearly-polarized wave. 

I f  the slab dimension L is  increased to 
2L (1800 phasing), then the emerging 
wave will again be linearly polarized since 
the x and y voltages will be opposite in 
phase, but the polarization will be dis- 
placed by 900. Increasing the slab dimen- 
sion to 3L makes the emerging wave 
circularly polarized again but with a 
counterclockwise rotation. Finally, if the 
slab dimension is increased to 4L, the 
emerging wave is  linearly polarized at 450 
as in the incident wave. Now, if you are 
confused, think what you have to con- 
tend with when fabricating a circularly 
polarized antenna using linear (Yagi) 
elements. Sometimes, at microwave fre- 
quencies, slabs of plastic are used to 
introduce the proper phase delay. 

Incidently, the picket fence analog to 
explain polarization, so common in high 
school textbooks, i s  pedagogically wrong. 
Fig. 4 shows a rope being vibrated in a 
circular mode (unpolarized light) which 
when passing through a s l i t  (polarizer) 
emerges as a polarized wave. This polar- 
ized wave passes through a parallel s l i t  
(analyzer) but not through a perpendicu- 

fig. 4. The erroneous picket fence amlog of a polarized electromagnetic wave. 

with the slabs in the x direction, but the lar slit. 

y plane wave is reduced in velocity. I f  the The student erroneously thinks of the 
L dimension of the slabs is  sufficient to plane of the opening as passing the 
retard the voltage by 900, the wave polarized wave. Consider fig. 5 which 
emerges from the back side (behind the shows an unpolarized wave from a micro- 
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wave generator impinging on a grid of Look at what you're up against. First, 
wires held a t  right angles to the plane of each individual Yagi must produce exact- 
polarization. By the picket fence analog ly the same magnitude of voltage at its 
the wave should be stopped by the feedpoint which means that it must be 

fig. 5. A n  electromagnetic analog of polarization. 

second fence, but no, it goes right 
through without attenuation. But if the 
polarizer is held parallel to the plane of 
the wave, the wave does not emerge from 
the other side. If the grid elements are 
less than a half-wave long, there is no 
interaction with either orientation. Grid 
elements longer than a halfwave behave 
like a halfwave grid. The phenomenon is 
one of absorption and reradiation not of 
transmission as implied by the picket 
fence analog. 

Where does all this discussion lead to? 
Merely, that fabricating a circularly polar- 

- 4-S4Y, 80-ELEMENT CROSSED YAGI -.- m€L£*IENT CRDSgD Y4GI ---- 4-ELEMENT LINEAR Y K l  

ma D m  o m  CWO O K U  
TIME (GMTJ 

fig. 6. Comparison of different antennas during 
changing polarization. 

ized antenna of the crossed Yagi type for 
picking up vertically and horizontally 
polarized signals i s  not an easy task, and 
that what most of us like to think of as 
being a circularly-polarized, crossed Yagi 
i s  wishful thinking. 

electrically balanced - a difficult task at 
best.1 The phasing sections must inl.ro- 
duce the right quadrature voltage. Unless 
you have a line stretcher or some lumped 
circuit equivalent, this is difficult to do. 

More basic than matching and phasing 
is  that you lose a precious 3 dB by the 
mere act of phasing the two antennas. 
Depending on the phase and amplitude 
relations of the two antennas, the combi- 
nation rejects some circularly polarized 
waves. Only one-half the energy is accept- 
ed. 

practical antenna performance 
Fig. 6 shows the non-circularity of a 

commercially made, inexpensive, 4-bay 
80-element antenna designed to pick up 
either vertical or horizontal polarization. 
Also shown on the same graph is the 
performance of a home-made, 20-element 
crossed Yagi, and a four-element linear 
Yagi which was rotated to follow the 
Faraday rotation. Readings were taken in 
rapid sequence on the transponded signal 
from ATS- 1. 

Where does a l l  this discussion lead to? 
Nothing more than what we already 
know - that the simplest i s  best. Unless 
you have access and the know-how to 
adjust a circular antenna configurat~on, 
better stick to a simple Yagi for amateur 
satellites. I f  you think big, you won't get 
there in time. 
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The Applications Technology Satellite (ATS-1) shows antennas at top. (Photo courtesy Hughes 
Aircraft Company.) 

transmitting antenna 

Unfortunately, the solution to the 
uplink problem is completely different. 
Here we have no choice but to use a 
circularly-polarized antenna. The entree 
into the satellite (assuming a linearly 
polarized antenna) is contingent upon 
correct polarity because we have no way 

of telling what the correct polarization is 
until we send up a transponding signal. 

Fig. 7 shows the rotation necessary for 
entree into ATS-I as a function of polar- 
ization. As can be expected, with high 
power (one kilowatt output) there is  a 
broad entree. With low power (ten watts), 
however, you have to be sure the polarity 
is correct. 
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A crossed Yagi is really a turnstile 
antenna shown in fig. 8, but arranged so 
that there is axial radiation by use of 
directors and reflectors. Note that the 
two radiators must be fed equal-magni- 
tude voltage of the right quadrature - 
900 lead or lag for right or left polariza- 
tion. Any unbalance, either in phase or 
magnitude, results in an elliptical pattern 
which degenerates to a linear pattern in 
the extreme case. 

Since you have no choice, make the 
best of a difficult situation and attempt 
to tune the Yagis for equal current in the 
driven elements. This i s  discussed in a 
previous article.] 

The cheap and dirty method of tuning 
for balance is to feed considerable power 
into the antenna and to go around with a 
pencil on the end of an insulated stick 
and touch the various elements. By con- 
siderable juggling of element lengths as 
discussed in the previous article. you can 
get some semblance of circularity. 

Meishin Electric Company of Tokyo 
has come up with an interesting variation. 
The driven elements are of turnstile con- 
figuration, but the reflectors and direc- 
tors are circular discs of the proper 
diameter. Helix antennas are a ta le  in 
themselves. 

I - - I  I I I 
0. !?7 I R r  2 nr 

RILARIZaTION 

0 HIGH POWER - 603 W A n S  

. -  L 1 . -  -1- --L 
u' 97 g, 270. 

PDLAQIZATION 

0 LOW M W E R  - I0 WATTS 

fig. 7. Result5 of the uplink polarization test 
with entree to the ATS-1 satellite. Tests were 
run using an 1 1-element linear Yagi at experi- 
mental station KBZXXK on December 13. 
1971. 

fig. 8. A turnstile antenna and the resultant 
pattern. 

space diversity 
There is little to be gained by space 

diversity since fading is  not due to iono- 
spheric reflection or absorption, unless 
you are receiving a t  a low elevation angle. 
Deep fades which occur occasionally are 
s t i l l  unaccounted for. 
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high-performance 
single sideband 

rf speech 
This solid-state I 

rf  speech clipper 

features the use 

of crystal filters 

to provide 

maximum talk power 

with minimum distortion 
As I pointed out in last  month's issue of 
ham radio, there is considerable con- 
fusion over the various aspects of speech 
processing for ssb.' I discussed the differ- 
ent processing systems that are currently 
being used by amateur radio operators, 
and tried to clear a way through some of 
the conflicting statements that have per- 
meated the literature. This month I will 
discuss a practical ssb speech-processing 
system, along with some circuit details 
and operating advantages. 

practical speech processing 
The first systems I tried were based on 

surplus FT243 crystals built into a half- 
lattice filter as shown in fig. 1. Some 
crystal selection was necessary, par- 
ticularly for the shunt crystals (Y1 and 
Y3) which produce the notch on the 
carrier side of the sideband. Inductor L1 
was wound by cut and try to resonate at 
the desired i-f with about 200 pF at C1. 
The secondary of L1 consists of 5 or 6 
turns wound symmetrically over the pri- 
mary. 

The value of resistor R 2  is fairly 
critical, and if you have trouble obtaining 
proper passband response, this i s  the first 
component to change. I f  you are not able 
to obtain suitably-spaced commercial 
crystals, you may have to resort to 
grinding. However, the 2.2 to 2.5 kHz 
frequency separation required is  fairly 
small, and crystals should be readily 
available. 

Although I used an i-f of 5435 kHz, 
the same alignment procedure should be 
satisfactory for other frequencies. I have 
used these half-lattice crystal filters with 
2N706 input and output circuits in 
several transceivers, but construction is 
simplified through the use of integrated 
circuits. I used ICs for an improved rf 
clipper design based on 5200-kHz Jap- 
anese crystal filters as shown in fig. 2. 
There should be no difficulty in adapting 
this circuit to FT243 crystal filters, al- 
though there would be some performance 
loss because of the lower number of 
crystals. 

design 
The first clipping stage is operated 

with a low value of bias to provide a large 
dynamic range (and relatively poor 
limiting). The second stage operates with 
a higher bias level which provides the 
over-all limiter characteristic plotted in 
fig. 3. The diodes I used in the circuit of 
fig. 2 were salvaged from surplus corn. 
puter boards, but any switching types 
should be suitable (I used 1N914s in 
earlier designs). 

The value of capacitor C1 (about 3 
pF) may need to be changed to insure 
that the characteristics of the limiter 
circuits coincide. The value of C2, about 
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2 pF, is selected so that U2 is  not driven level. The monitor scope was also used in 
too hard. With a six-volt power supply, conjunction with the rf gai~i control, R3, 
the output voltage was 380 mV, varying to check the transmitter for linearity, an 
with the supply voltage as indicated in operation which is made easier by the 
fig. 3. relatively constant output level provhded 

solid-state ssb exciter 
The rf clipper is part of the solid-state 

ssb exciter shown in block form in fig. 4. 
This transceiver is based primarily on 
Plessey SL600 series integrated circuits, 
and can be detached from the main rig 
for portable use. When running 400 watts 
PEP output from the main rig, thorough 
shielding of the solid-state exciter, and 
filtering of all power-supply, microphone 
and audio-output leads is essential to 

by the clipper. 
It is not always convenient (or de- 

sirable) to place the rf gain control 
immediately after the second filter, and i t  
is important to make sure that the inter- 
vening amplifier or mixer stage is lin~ear. 
You might think that any non-linea~rity 
between the balanced modulator .and 
clipper would simply leave the cliplper 
with less work to do, but unfortunat~aly, 
capacitors in bias and decoupling circuits 
have a habit of charging up so that stage 

Y 1  54375 kHz 

f i g .  1 .  H a l f - l a t t i c e  
crystal filter using sur- 
plus F T 2 4 3  crystals. 
L1-C1 and LZ -C2  reso- I .F  INPUT m 
nate at 5 4 3 6  kHz .  
Crystals Y1  and Y3 are .- 

selected, as discussed in  
text. 

prevent rf feedback. gain varies with the peak or mean signal 
A calibrated gain control, R1, was level. Therefore, it i s  advisable to check 

included in the circuit for clipping level linearity and make sure there are no 
adjustments. This is quite straight- amplifier time constants exceeding ablout 
forward since attenuation varies linearly 1 millisecond. 
with the voltage applied to pin 8 of the 
SL630 microphone amplifier, with zero performance 
attenuation a t  0.8 volt, and 30-dB attenu- 
ation at 1.34 volts. The gain of the 
pre-amplifier was adjusted, through 
choice of components, to suit the sen- 
sitivity of the microphone. When com- 
pleted, it was just possible to reach the 
maximum allowable input of 200 rnV to 
the balanced modulator when speaking 
loudly. 

Some pre-emphasis i s  provided by C1 
and the 500-ohm input resistance of the 
SL201 speech preamp. The rf gain be- 

In use, this system provides a big 
increase in intelligibility when signals are 
weak or interference is bad. The oper- 
ator's voice is always clearly recognizable 
by those familiar with it, and removal of 
all clipping produces an average drop of 
about two S-units. In general, other op- 
erators have no idea that speech clipping 
is in use, and are often quite surprised 
when they are told. However, the us~e of 
more than 20 dB of clipping tend:; to 
result in adverse reports. 

tween the balanced modulator and 
clipper is preset by R2  so that normal surplus crystals 

voice peaks just reach limiting level with The carrier and unwanted sideband 
R1 set for 25 to 30 dB of attenuation. rejection of surplus crystal filters, al- 

A monitor scope on the output of the though much inferior to commercial 
transmitter was used to observe limiting crystal filters, should be adequate folr a t  
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least 12 dB of rf clipping. Surplus crystal 
filters are not normally suitable for re- 
ceiving because of the high amplitude of 
spurious responses. However, the use of 
two filters for the rf speechclipping 
system offered a key to the reception 
problem, with two separate filters. In the 
receiving filters the crystals were selected 
to stagger the spurious responses so that 
any unwanted frequency passing through 
one filter were blocked by the other. 

alignment 
The system shown in fig. 2 is easily 

checked for correct operation. A sensitive 
rf indicator such as that shown in fig. 4 is 
connected to the output of the balanced 
modulator. An audio tone is applied to 
the microphone input and the audio gain 
is increased until the rf signal output 
starts to limit. The audio gain is increased 
by about 20 dB (with R11 and the 
transmitter output is  checked to make 
sure the output remains constant while 
the output of the balanced modulator 

rises linearly. 
Connect the rf indicator to the output 

of the second filter and increase the rf a t  
this point by increasing the size of ca- 
pacitor C2. The output of the final 
should increase proportionately, indi- 

o X ) w w * ) l ) w  

RELATIVE AUDIO INPUT SlGN4L (dB) 

fig. 3. Limiter characteristics of the circuit of 
fig. 2. Curves represent extreme values of 
battery voltage for portable operation. 
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fig. 4. Solid-state ssb transceiver used by  author is based on Plessey SL600 series ICs. 

cating that there is no non-linearity 
occuring after the limiter. Alternately, if 
the rf gain control, R3, is not at maxi- 
mum, the rf indicator may be placed after 
R3, and R3 varied instead of C2. 

Remove modulation, place an rf short 
between the input and output of the 
second filter and check that carrier leak- 
age remains at least 20 dB down, relative 
to the limiting level. Place an rf short 
across the input to the second filter and 
check that there is no r f  output; repeat 
this test with a short across the input of 
the first filter. 

conclusion 

For the present, rf clipping is likely to 
appeal primarily to the serious experi- 
menter who is looking for the ultimate in 
performance. There are no shortucts to 

fig. 5. Sensitive rf probe for aligning rf speech 
clipper. 

good performance, and as I noted in last 
month's article, careful attention to a 
large number of small details is essential. 
However, even with simple designs, you 
can expect some increase in talk power. 

In this context, of course, I am talking 
about the end product, and not the 
means of achieving it. The system of fig. 
2 i s  not the only possible method. For 
example, by converting the clipped i-f 
signal back to audio, you have a device 
which can be plugged into the milcro- 
phone lead (such as the Comdel speech 
processor). 

Yet another approach is  the modifica- 
tion of commercial gear along the lines 
used by KGJYO.' Each case presents a 
different problem, but some involve less 
difficulty than others. Although I I ~  is 
probably not always possible to follow all 
of the rules mentioned in my first ariticle, 
particularly in regard to filters, the in- 
clusion' of as many points as possible i s  
likely to  prove worthwhile. 

references 
1. Leslie Moxon, GGXN, "Performance of RF 
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page 6. 
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evaluation of 

simple dx antennas 
for 

40 and 80 meters 

DX is possible 

on 40 and 80 meters 

with a variety 

of antennas 

designed around 

practical limitations 

The introduction of awards by several 
organizations for recognition of multiple 
band DX capability have considerably 
diversified the antenna farm of the 
serious DX man. Working DX on 10, 15 
and 20 meters is no problem using the 
popular three-band beam and an average 
station. Things get more difficult, though, 
as you move inland from the east or west 
coast. Due to the deterioration of signals 
as they are propagated over land a t  low 
frequencies, amateurs in the interior re- 
quire antennas more elaborate than a 
dipole a t  25 feet to compete with their 
colleagues in more advantageous geo- 
graphical locations. 

a proposed solution 
A survey of available commercial 

low-frequency DX antennas revealed that 
most were an electrical compromise and 
were also expensive. There was also the 
problem of compatibility with the 
present tower-rotator-tribander con- 
figuration. I looked to see what could be 
homebrewed. The results were somewhat 
discouraging - I didn't have a tuner, a 
100-foot tower, 20,000 feet of wire or a 
big lot. The only simple low-frequency 
antennas which were useful as DX an- 
tennas and could be considered con- 
structionally feasible were the vertical, 
the horizontal wire beam and the sloped 
dipole. I developed the following tesl 
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plan: First, to construct simple wirebeam, 
ground-plane and sloped-dipole antennas 
for 40 meters, and to determine which 
antenna was the most effective for DX. 
Second, to extend the 40-meter ground 
plane to about 60 feet to act as quarter- 
wave radiator on 80 meters and to 
attempt to use the same antenna as 
something close to a 5/8-wave vertical on 
40. Next, I wanted to determine how well 
the ground plane worked on 80 and if the 
518-wave vertical is more effective on 40 
than the quarter-wave ground plane. Last, 
I wanted to construct a slopeddipole for 
80 meters to compare with the ground 
plane for the same band. I did not try a 
wire-beam configuration on 80 because of 
its large size and generally unfavorable 
comments in the literature.' 

two element wire beam 
The ARRL Antenna Book contains a 

simple two-element wire beam in the 
chapter on 14-, 21- and 28-MHz an- 
tenna~.~ Extending the concept to 40 
meters was easy. The original design for 
the two-element folded dipole beam 
specified that the radiating elements 
should be constructed of number-12 wire, 
spaced 3 to 6 inches. Constructing some- 
thing of this nature appeared to be a lot 
of work, so I used regular 300ahm 
twin-lead instead. As an effective flat-top 
configuration required four poles of at 
least 60 feet, I tried an inverted-vee array 
using a boom for proper spacing. 

The boom was assembled from an old 
tv mast and two sections of conduit. I 
installed pulleys on the boom so that the 
folded dipoles could be pulled out to the 
proper spacing from the tower. I attached 
the boom to the tower as follows: I 
mounted an eyebolt through the center 
of gravity of the boom and attached an 
18 inch threaded rod to the tower a t  the 
55-foot level. The rod was attached with 
U-bolts, with about 6 inches to the 
threaded rod extending from the tower. 
The eyebolt on the boom was then slipped 
over the threaded rod and secured with 
two bolts. 

Stability of the boom was improved 
by installation of a wooden beam as 
shown in fig. 1. The length of the 

wooden beam i s  dependent on the desired 
orientation of the boom. The ends of the 
boom drooped, of course, so I added two 
eyebolts five feet from either end. Cables 
attached to the eyebolts were connected 
to the tower at the 70-foot level. Axial 
tension was increased by turnbuckles. 
Once the folded dipoles were in place on 
the boom and the ends attached to trees, 
each leg of the dipoles made a 30' angle 
with the horizontal. 

Electrically, the antenna consists of 

fig. 1. Wire beam for 4 0  meters uses two 
inverted-vee folded dipoles made from 300-ohm 
twinlead. Boom i s  attached to tower as shown 
in fig. 2. 

two inverted-vee folded dipoles spaced a 
quarter-wave apart. The length omf the 
feedline to the folded dipole which is  the 
back element of the beam is  a quarter- 
wave longer than the feedline going to the 
folded dipole which is  the front element 
of the beam. The major radiation lobe is 
off of the front element. The feed 
impedance for the original flat-top con- 
figuration was 150 ohms. Since I didn't 
have any 150-ohm twin lead, and since I 
had no idea what the impedance would 
be for the modified array, I tried feeding 
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the antenna with 72ahm twinlead. The 
swr was very high. 

I tried 300-ohm twinlead and the swr 
was 1.5: 1 a t  the resonant frequency. The 
dipoles were originally cut for 7150 kHz 
but the resonant frequency was about 
6950 kHz. This was anticipated because 
inverted vees have lower resonant fre- 
quencies than dipoles for the same an- 
tenna length. Six inches removed from 
each end of each dipole moved the 
resonant frequency to 7050 kHz. The swr 
was 1.5: 1 at 7050 kHz and 3: 1 at 7300 
kHz, which was acceptable. I speculated 

Installation of the folded-dipole inverted-vee 
antenna at W5RUB. The two folded dipoles are 
suspended from a boom mounted on the side of 
the tower at the 55-foot level (see fig. 1). 

that possibly the swr measured at the end 
of the 300ahm transmission line and the 
feed point of the antenna were different, 
but an swr measurement at the feedpoint 
indicated that they were practically the 
same. A dpdt relay was installed at the 
feedpoint so I could reverse the direction 
of the major radiation lobe. 

40 meter ground plane 
Next, I built the ground plane. The 

antenna was made by topping off a 
50-foot push-up tv mast with a 21-foot 
CB whip. The radiating element for 7 
MHz is only 33 feet, but the additional 
height was necessary so the antenna could 
be used as an 80-meter ground plane in 
future tests. The mast was guyed only at 
the ten-foot level during the 7-MHz tests. 

Unfortunately, the top section of the tv 
mast and the bottom section of the CB 
whip were the same diameter so they had 
to be joined with a section on one-inch 
inner diameter copper tubing. 

Ground losses for vertical radiators can 
be significantly reduced by using artificial 
grounds like a ground plane. It is wise to 
erect an array of this nature as far above 
ground as possible. One common location 
for a ground-plane antenna is on the peak 
of the roof. Many people feel, however, 
that radials spread out on the roof detract 
from the house's appearance. 

To avoid this problem the 40-meter 
quarter-wave radials were apprehensively 
installed on the ceiling of the attic. Not 
knowing the electromagnetic properties 
of my roof (asbestos shingles, tar paper 
and plywood), I anticipated assorted 
gremlins, but none have been observed. 
Ten 33-foot radials were attached to the 
ceiling of the attic spaced 30 to 40 
degrees apart - some being bent to f i t  the 
available area of 30 x 70 feet. I f  an open 
area is available for erection of the 
ground plane, by al l  means use it, but if 
yard space or aesthetic arguments are a 
problem, the attic provides a good al- 
ternative. 

Insulating the vertical radiator from 
the roof was another problem. After 
some experimentation, the best solution 
appeared to be a roof saddle with a 
U-flange and some method of insulating 
the U-flange from the vertical. The best 
solution was an ordinary automobile rear 
shock absorber with rubber inserts on the 
mounting eyes. Using the shock absorber, 
a quarter-inch bolt was inserted success- 
ively through one side of the U-flange, 
the lower rubber insert and the other side 
of the U-flange. A hole slightly larger 
than a quarter inch was then drilled in 
both sides of the bottom section of the 
50-foot tv mast about six inches from the 
bottom end (see fig. 3). The bottom 
section was then slipped over the shock 
absorber and a bolt inserted through one 
of the previously drilled holes in the 
mast, through the upper rubber insert of 
the shock absorber and out the other side 
of the mast. Thus, once erected, the 
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vertical was insulated from the roof. 
I f  your roof is guaranteed to be a good 

insulator this ritual i s  not necessary, and 
the vertical can simply be attached to the 
U-flange. A hole was drilled, under a 
shingle, through the roof and a number- 
ten wire was inserted to connect the 
vertical element with the transmission 
line. Plenty of plastic roof cement was 
applied to the modified part of the roof. 
The ground plane was fed with 52-ohm 
coax (which was also in the attic). No 
reflected power was observed at the 
calculated resonant frequency. 

the sloped dipole 
The sloped dipole configuration con- 

sisted of a simple folded dipole attached 
between one point 47 feet up the tower 
and another point 47 feet from the base 
of the tower. Hence, it made an angle of 
45' with the horizontal with the major 
radiation lobe for the antenna in the 
direction of the slope. 

performance comparison 
The relative merits of antennas are 

usually evaluated in terms of field 
strengths at various angles and distances 
from the point source of the radiation. 
However, the major object of this exer- 
cise was to work DX with a minimum 
amount of blood-letting, hence, whichever 
antenna had the best punch was ob- 
viously the best antenna. 

The sloped dipole and one major lobe 
of the beam were oriented towards 
Europe which is the major source of 
long-haul DX from Mississippi. Averaged 
reports received from Europe indicate 
that the sloped dipole and the ground 
plane are equally effective. The average 
report for the two antennas ran about 
one S-unit higher than the faithful in- 
verted vee at 65 feet. The twoelement 
wire beam generated average reports 
which were two S-units higher than 
the inverted vee and one S-unit high- 
er than the sloped dipole or ground 
plane. Included angles of other than 
45O might be tried with the sloped 
dipole. No optimum angle has been pub- 
lished for 40 meters as far as I know. 

The sloped dipole is  economical and 
easy to erect if a 50-foot support is 
available. This antenna provides some 
reduction of stateside interference ar~d a 
worthwhile increase of signal strength on 
distant propagation paths as compared 
with an inverted vee or dipole at a 
comparable height. The ground pllane 
requires very l i t t l e  erection area (if the 
radials are in the attic) and provides a 
tremendous reduction in stateside inter- 
ference. This antenna is a good ornni- 
directional performer for the DX rnan 
who does not have much space or hats no 

fig. 2. Boom for wire beam is attached to t(ower 
with an eyebolt and threaded rod. Short piece 
of wood is used for stability boom. See text for 
complete description. 

means of raising an antenna to 50 or 60 
feet. 

The two-element wire beam takes up a 
lot of room and takes quite a bit of 
erection effort, but this is a good antenna 
to have in a pileup. Two of these an- 
tennas mounted perpendicularly to each 
other will provide excellent worldwide 
coverage on 40 meters. Rejection of 
signals off the side is good and fair off the 
back. Stateside interference, of course, 
increases off the front and this i s  some- 
times a problem if the East Coast i s  
between you and Europe. Many tirnes I 
have worked Europeans who could only 
hear me on the wire beam, but I could 
hear them only on the ground plane. 

On the other hand, the beam is a great 
contest antenna. I have often found as a 
stateside contest winds down on the 
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higher frequencies and you are forced to 
go to the lower frequencies in search of 
contacts, it i s  sometimes difficult to work 
the East Coast until a couple of hours 
after sunset. This is  because much activity 
is concentrated in the 1-2-38 and upper 4 
call areas and the signals are so strong 
within this area that signals from the 
outside are buried in the interference. 
The beam is a very effective aid for 
getting the attention of the East Coast 
community both in the hours near sunset 
and later in the evening. 

dual-band antenna 
As previously mentioned, the 40-meter 

fig. 3. Vertical antenna is insulated from roof 
with an old automobile shock absorber with a 
rubber bushing. 

ground plane was constructed so it could 
be converted to an 80-meter ground plane 
and something close to a 5/8-wave ver- 
tical for 40 simply by extending the 
push-up tv mast. The 518-wave on 40 is 
significant because a t  that length maxi- 
mum low-angle radiation  occur^.^ The 
vertical was raised to 60 feet and the 
antenna was guyed a t  10 and 28 feet. The 
guys were attached to eyebolts in the 
roof some 15 feet from the base of the 
antenna. The eyebolts were anchored in 
the rafters and plastic roof cement 
applied around the eyebolt on the roof 
surface. The vertical was insulated from 
the guy wires by egg insulators which 
were placed in each guy wire about six 
inches from the vertical. Six feet of the 
fourth section and five feet of the fifth 
section of the tv mast and the 21-foot CB 
whip were left unguyed. The 32 feet of 
unguyed antenna have presented no sta- 

bility problems and the antenna has 
sustained gusts to 70 mph without dam- 
age. The lower three sections of the tv 
mast were extended to the maximum 
attainable length which came to about 28 
feet total, but the fourth and fifth sec- 
tions were extended to only six and five 
feet respectively in order to keep down 
the number of guy wires. 

A dpdt relay was installed a t  the base 
of the ground plane (in the attic) to 
switch between the 40- and 80-meter 
matching circuits. The 40-meter con- 
figuration required a simple L-network to 
match the 518-wave vertical to the 
52-ohm coax.4 On 80 a small loading coil 
was necessary because the vertical was 
electrically short a t  3.5 MHz. 

Operation of the extended vertical on 
40 indicated that no increased effective- 
ness was apparent as compared with the 
quarter-wave vertical. This conclusion was 
based on comparison with the 40-meter 
sloped dipole. Therefore, if you don't 
plan to use the vertical as a ground plane 
on 80, the extended vertical i s  not worth 
the effort. 

ground system 
Contrary to popular opinion, radials 

shorter than one-quarterwave can be 
effectively used in a ground plane an- 
tenna configuration provided the vertical 
radiator is at least 1/5 wavelength or 
longer. No problem was experienced in 
loading the 80-meter vertical against the 
40-meter ground system using the L-net- 
work. I worked a lot of DX on 80 using 
this configuration. Some weeks later, 
fifteen quarter-wave radials were added to 
the system making it a true 80-meter 
ground plane. This made a total of fifteen 
80-meter radials and ten 40-meter radials. 
Reports received from DX stations were 
somewhat better, but I am not sure 
whether the improvement was due to 
increasing the number of radials or adding 
longer radials. It is interesting to note in 
Lee's work3 that increasing the length of 
radials from 118 to 1/4 wavelength in- 
creases the unattenuated field for a ver- 
tical radiator a t  one mile by 5 millivolts 
per mile while doubling the number of 
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quarterwave radials from 15 to 30 pro- 
vides a 12 millivolt per mile increase. 
Agreed, we are comparing apples and 
oranges, but it i s  conceivable that an 
amateur who i s  cramped for space may 
do nearly as well with thirty l/&wave- 
length radials as an amateur with fifteen 
quarterwave radials. 

Quarterwave radials on 80 take up a 
lot of room. My attic, only 30 by 70 feet, 
necessitated placing the 80-meter radials 
on top of the roof. The 80-meter radial 
system was connected to the transmission 
line and the 40-meter ground system by 
an additional number ten wire through 
the roof. Fortunately, during DX season 
on 80 the nights are long and the days 
short; so if you are clever with the 
deployment of radials, evening guests will 
never be aware of the conglomeration of 
wire hanging above their heads. My 
gracious wife allows me to lay out my 
radials anytime after we go off of day- 
light savings time! 

80-meter sloped dipole 
Dalton recommends using a 100-foot 

tower to support a sloping dipole cut for 
3650 kHz. Th~s configuration yields an 
included angle of 52" between the an- 
tenna and ground, which he says is 
optimum for DX. Unfortunately, my 
tower is only 70 feet, and by using the 
same scheme, the included angle would 
decrease to 3 3 O .  obviously unacceptable. 
Practicality dictated a compromise. Lde- 
creased the included angle from 52 to 
45O and raised the resonant frequency to 
3800 kHz. The length of the antenna now 
was 123 feet. I stretched 100 feet of it 
from the ground to the top of the tower 
(at a 45 degree angle) and dangled the 
remaining 23 feet down the side of the 
tower (secured at the 47-foot level). This 
array worked fine at 3800 kHz but the 
swr was very high 100 kHz from the 
resonant frequency. It is  well known that 
the bandwidth characteristics of a folded 
dipole can be improved by placing 
shorting straps a t  a distance from the 
center of the dipole which i s  equal to the 
velocity factor of the twin lead times half 
the length of the dipole.' This worked out 

to be about 7.6 feet from the ends of the 
antenna on 3800 kHz. Using this con- 
figuration, the swr was 2.5 to 1 at the 
low edge of the band. 

80-meter antenna comparison 
Reports received from Europe and 

Oceania indicated that the ground plane 
has an edge over the sloped dipole al- 
though I noticed no difference on the 
receiving end. The sloping dipole may be 
equal to, or more effective than, the 
ground plane if it were erected correctly 
utilizing the 100-foot tower. 

recommendations 

If supporting structures of I00 feet are 
not available, try the ground plane for an 
effective DX antenna. If a 100-foot struc- 
ture i s  available, try a sloping dipole first, 
since the erection effort is small com- 
pared with the effort expended in putting 
up a ground-plane radiator with its associ- 
ated radial system. 

Possibly neither configuration is feasi- 
ble; if this is the case, the mod~fied 
sloping dipole is preferred over an in- 
verted vee at 60 feet or less. 

If 40- and 80-meter OX capability is 
required and only space for one antenna 
i s  available, the 80-meter ground plane/ 
40-meter 518-wave vertical will delive~r the 
DX even if there i s  no room for 80-meter 
radials. If no 80-meter radials are used, 
loading against earth ground may improve 
results. This can be accomplished by 
running a number 6 or 8 wire from the 
common junction of the 40-meter radial 
system and the shield of the transmission 
line to the nearest earth ground. 
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vhf and uhf 

micro-strip monimatch 
swr indicator 

I 
This article describes the application ol 
the micro-strip transmission line tech. 
nique to an old favorite, in-line sw 

These two micro-strip indicator, the monimatch'. Two models 
are described, a vhf model to cover the 
frequencies, 40 to 200 MHz, and a uhl 

monimatch model to cover the frequencies, 200 to 
600 MHz. The original monimatch and .- swr indicators .E z' .- - > 

cover the complete g 
r 
m frequency range L~ 

0- 
(3 from 40 to 600 MHz 
3 - - 
m - 

2 

5 Construction detrlls of the micro-strip uhf 
;i pickup line. 
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most of its decendents have been widely 
accepted down through the years as one 
of the easiest to build and most reliable 
of the in-line swr indicators. 

As good as most of the monimatch 
designs are, they do have an upper fre- 
quency limit that prevents most of them 
from being reliable at vhf frequencies, 
and none seem to function reliably at 
uhf. 

Actually, I tested the idea of adapting 
the micro-strip technique to the original 
monimatch design six years ago with a 
number of versions being built with good 
results. Since then, activity on the vhf 
and uhf bands has mushroomed tremen- 
dously, particularly on two-meter fm. 

Most of the newer two-meter trans- 
ceivers are all solid state and can be very 
unforgiving if they are used with an 
antenna that is not properly matched to 
the output circuit. The two micro-strip 
swr indicators described here will provide 
the means for reliably measuring swr and 
relative power in the region of 40 to  600 
MHz. 

fig. 1. Cross section of the micro-strip trans- 
mission line system. Impedance is determined 
by the width of the strip, thickness of the 
dielectric and dielectric constant. 

theory of operation 
Basically, a micro-strip transmission 

line is an unbalanced, constant impedance 
conductor analogus to a wire above a 
ground plane with a dielectric in between 
as depicted in fig. 1. The characteristic 
impedance is dependent upon the line 
width, the distance of the line above the 
ground plane and the dielectric constant 
of the printed circuit material. (G-10 
material was chosen because of its low 
loss factor at these frequencies, its wide 

b 0 

fig. 2. Circuit of the printed-circuit, micro-strip 
swr pickup line. C 1  and C2 are Aerovox type 
5601 discoidal feedthrough capacitors. 

availability and i t s  reasonable cost.) 
A second line running parallel to the 

conductor line is center tapped to  grolund 
through a 33-ohm carbon resistor. High- 
frequency switching diodes rectify the 
induced rf voltage (on the pick-up line) 
which is  then filtered by uhf feedthrough 
capacitors (see fig. 2). The pick-up line is  
coupled both inductively and capacitively 
to  the main conductor line as shown in 
fig. 3. One half of the pick-up line 
samples the power flowing in the center 
line in one direction between one diode 
and the terminating resistance, the other 
half of the line senses the r f  power 
flowing in the opposite direction between 
the other diode and the terminating 
resistance. 

The upper frequency limit of these swr 
indicators is dependent not upon the 
microstrip center line, but upon the 
pick-up line. It appears that the induct- 
ance of the pick-up line from one end, to 
the terminating resistance and its dis- 
tributed capacitance to the ground plane, 
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i s  the determining factor. One theory of Another word of caution is  in order at 
limitation i s  that the pick-up line consists this point. Even though a micro-strip 
of multiple series inductances with multi- transmission line is  designed very care- 
ple distributed capacitances to ground as fully to maintain a constant 50shm 
illustrated in fig. 4A. impedance, discontinuities may occur a t  

Closeup of the vhf circuit board shows the micro-strip pickup line, diodes and resistors. 

Fig. 4A can be approximated as a 
simple pi network as in fig. 4B. Since a pi 
network is  a low pass network, the 
cut-off frequency would then be a 
function of L2, C1 and C2. Laboratory 
measurements of these values correlate 
closely to the upper frequency limit of 
reliability of both the vhf and uhf swr 
indicators. 

One important factor often over- 
looked in the design and fabrication of 
in-line swr indicators is  that it must 
maintain a constant impedance, exactly 
the same as the characteristic impedance 
of the line it is measuring. If it does not, 
the in-line swr indicator can, itself, cause 
a mismatch even though it shows a 
perfect match between the generator and 
the load. 

fig. 3. Upper operating frequency of swr pickup 
line is limited by the distributed capacitance 
and inductance of the line (see fig. 4). 

each end of the micro-strip line where it 
connects to the coaxial connectors. It is 
for this reason that I have chosen to 
mount the two coaxial connectors direct- 
ly to the micro-strip line. This method of 
attachment will maintain a near constant 
50-ohm impedance between the coaxial 
connector and the line. 

PICK-UP UNE 

0 0 
fig. 4. The dlstrlbuted capacitance and induc- 
tance of the pickup line (A) limit the upper 
frequency limit of the swr indicator because 
they form the pi-network in (B). 

Laboratory measurements of the in- 
herent swr of the two micro-strips using a 
General Radio Model 900LB precision 
slotted line, is shown in fig. 5. The results 
are quite acceptable throughout the use- 
ful range of each indicator. 

Another important factor in the design 
and fabrication of a reliable swr indicator 
is that i t  must be perfectly balanced 
between the center of both the conductor 
line and the pick-up line - one side must 
be a mirror image of the other. This i s  
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most easily achieved using the micro-strip they are actually identical except for the 
technique. line lengths." 

After the boards have been photo 
construction details etched and trimmed to size they should 

As was pointed out earlier, accuracy of be drilled using very sharp drills of proper 
line width, thickness of dielectric and size at high speed. The two holes that the 

Half-size layout of the vhf printed-circuit board. 

dielectric constant must be maintained to 
close tolerance for best results. Experi- 
ments show that when using G-10 epoxy- 
glass material of 1/16 inch thickness, a 
line width of .094" * .002" will provide 
the necessary 50-ohm characteristic im- 
pedance. The copper-clad should be no 
thicker than I-ounce material to mini- 
mize undercutting during the etching 
process. Both the vhf and uhf indicators 
follow the same construction technique; 

40 00 En 

FREOUENCY f MHz I 

fig. 5. Insertion vswr of the two microstrip swr 
indicators. 

center conductors of the connectors pass 
through should be beveled on the ground 
plane side so that a short does not occur. 
This beveling can be done with a 
counter-sink tool, or better still, a slieet 
metal 0.312-inch drill can be used with an 
appropriate pilot drill. The idea is t o  just 
go deep enough to remove the copper 
without cutting into the G-10 dielectric. 

The two coaxial connectors are stand- 
ard UG-290lU BNC units which lhave 
been modified for micro-strip use by 
being turned down on a lathe (see fig. 6 ) .  
The face of the square flange should be 

faced off approximately .010" to  rernove 
any imperfections that might exist in the 
connector. When facing off  the flange, 
continue all the way through to the 
center conductor, removing the shoulder 
boss. Then cut of f  the center conductor 
so that .080" remains. This will yield an 
r f  connector that can be directly attached 
to the micro-strip printed-circuit board. 
Attach the modified UG-290/U con- 
nectors to the micro-strip board with %" 
long, 3-48 machine screws. 

"Completely cut  and drilled G-10 epoxy glass 
boards and complete kits are available from 
TRI-COM, Inc., 12216 Parklawn Drive, Rock- 
ville, Maryland 20852. Either the vhf or the uhf ~f i  ~ f i f ~ . c ~ m  010 ' 

board is $7.00 and either complete kit is 
$13.50. Both prices include airmail first-class STWDA90 M ~ F I E D  

shipping charges. Maryland residents, please UG 290/U UG - EV/U 

include the 4% sales tax. Rush orders can be fig. 6. Modifying the UG-290/U BNC con~nector 

placed by telephone to 301-770-5585. for use with the micro-strip line. 
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The next step is to sweat solder the testing and calibration 
two feedthrough capacitors in place. This The swr indicators can be tested for 
operation should be done with a heavy accuracy by inserting each indicator be- 
duty soldering iron with a large tip. Make tween an appropriate transmitter of 

UHF SWR BRIDGE 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 

_I 

Full-size layout of the uhf micro-strip swr bridge. 

sure solder flows evenly all around the 
capacitor flange. 

The soldering of the two center con- 
ductors of the modified UG290/U con- 
nectors should be done with the same 
heavy-duty iron. Use solder sparingly at 
these two points. This operation should 
be done quickly to reduce chances of 
peeling the foil from the board material. 
This i s  not a critical point but care should 
be exercised. 

Lastly, install the two diodes and 
terminating resistor. No special care is 
needed here except to keep these com- 
ponents perpendicular to  the pick-up line. 

fig. 7. Complete circuit of the swr indicator, 
including the micro-strip pickup line and meter. 

1-watt or more and a known 50-ohm 
non-reactive dummv load such as a Bird 
Termaline, etc. Most homebrew dummy 
loads, when used at vhf and uhf, will be 
reactive, thus producing a reflected read- 
ing on the indicators. In fact, these 
indicators should be accurate enough to 
indicate how good your dummy load is  at 
these frequencies. 

I have not made provision for enclos- 
ing the indicators in a mini-box, choosing 
to let the builder make his own decisions 
in this regard. The only word of caution 
here would be to keep at least a %-inch 
clearance between the rear plane of the 
micro-strip and the enclosure. A suggest- 
ed schematic including balancing resis- 
tors, forward-reflected switch, sensitivity 
potentiometer and meter i s  provided in 
fig. 7. 

Acknowledgement goes to Mr. David 
W. Reynolds, W3QKR, for assisting with 
the circuit analysis, and to Mr. John 
Gregory, W3ATE, for his assistance in 
providing the photo-copy work. 
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2. "Micro-Strip - A New Transmission Techni- 
que in the Kilomegacycle Range," Proceedings 
of the IRE, December, 1952. 
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OFF 

monitor 
for 

RTTY autostart 

A stable receiver 

for continuous 

monitoring of 

the RTTY 

autostart nets 

receiver 
This receiver was built to monitor the 
fixed-frequency autostart RTTY nets on 
the 80-, 40- and 20-meter amateur bands. 
I f  one RTTY station wants to leave a 
message for another, he sends it at a time 

Q) 
when the band is expected to be open 

0 between the two stations. All of the w 
stations in the net usually leave their 

m equipment on 24 hours a day, and every- 
body copies al l  the messages transmitted. z 
Of course, the addressee of a specific - message doesn't have to be in attendance 
to receive a message. When 14.075 MHz is 
open, copy is excellent and results in a 

5 nationwide intercom system linking 
W RTTY enthusiasts. Other nets on other 
W 

bands are used for shorter distances. 
Y 

5 overview - - 
Y" The equipment required for this type 

of operation is  not elaborate. Many sta- 
$ tions use ST-4 or ST-6 autostart demodu- 
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O R Y R  5362 5 
Fa9 l l l 75  

ORDER la325 kHz 

L) 7 MI42 I - F  TRANSFORMER 
P A W  TD 9MHI MILLER 
M i V .  M71.  OR LVTZ ARE 
WlTrPBLE S / B S T M S  

fig. 1. The f ixed frequency moni tor ing receiver. C1 should be a panel-mounted variable. A l l  the 
tuned circuits w i t h  the asterisks use the same inductance, al l  wound o n  Amidon  T-50-2 forms. F o r  
80  meters, the coils are 40  inches of no. 30  enameled wire; fo r  4 0  meters they are 29 inches o f  no. 
26 enameled wire; and for  20 meters they are 13 inches of no. 24 enameled wire. Capacitors C2 and 
C3 are about 47 p F  for  80 meters and are omit ted o n  all other bands. Y1 is 5075 kHz f o r  20 meters, 
Y 2  is 5362.5 k H z  fo r  3637.5 kHz monitoring and 1882.5 k H z  fo r  moni tor ing 7117.5 kHz. 

lators and Model 15 or Model 28 tele- 
printers.' Since only 170-Hz shift is used, 
it is necessary to operate close to the 
nominal frequency. Frequency precision 
and accuracy, therefore, are the most 
demanding requirements. Many stations 
have secondary-frequency standards and 
use quality amateur receivers with crys- 
tal-locked permeability-tuned oscillators. 

A receiver that i s  to compete with 
such equipment must have good selectiv- 
ity, sensitivity and excellent stability. The 
best way to get these features is  to 
solid-state the old reliable super- 
heterodyne circuit. 

stability 
The basic receiver design may be mod- 

ified to f i t  other applications. The KVG 
filter i s  available in bandwidths that 
would be suitable for ssb, slow-scan tele- 
vision, 850-Hz shift RTTY or WWV re- 
ception. The front panel control provides 
a plus or minus 1-kHz tuning range. I f  a 
greater range is  needed, a transistor vfo 
might be considered at a trade-off in 
stability.2 

Crystal control i s  recommended be- 
cause, properly compensated, the fre- 
quency drift of this receiver i s  less than 
10 Hertz for a 20' ambient temperature 
change. To get this kind of stability, i t  i s  
necessary to use a reasonably-priced 
high-accuracy crystal, specified for a 
32-pF circuit capacitance and compensa- 
ted for any remaining drift with properly 
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selected N750 temperature-compensating 
capacitors. I used an International Crystal 
HA type crystal in my unit." 

The oscillator is a modified Colpitts 
circuit, and the large silver-mica capaci- 
tors effectively disconnect the crystal 
from the transistor junctions. The more 
capacitance that i s  used here, the better 
(up to the point where oscillation ceases). 

Inside of the receiver. Antenna input is at lower 
left, audio output is at upper left. Bfo crystal is 
at right center. The two crystals mounted 
adjacent to one another are for 80 and 20 
meters. 

As might be expected, the 9002.2-kHz 
bfo crystal i s  the most temperature-sensi- 
tive component. While temperature 
compensating various crystals, I found 
that the ordinary garden-variety HC-6/U 
crystals drifted about five times more 
than the lnternational Crystal HA type 
recommended here. 

devices 
After constructing a few receiver front 

ends using transistors and integrated cir- 
cuits, it was a pleasant surprise to find 
how well the mosfet performed.3 Forget 
the broadcast-band rejection filter and 
the attenuators in the antenna leads; 
mosfets provide plenty of gain without 
feedback. Toroid coils in the rf stage 
help, too. 

The MC1550G IC is an inexpensive 
three-transistor array that works well as 
an agc controlled i-f amplifier and makes 

a terrific product detect0r.t The HEP590 
is a similar device." 

The audio-derived automatic gain con- 
trol for the mosfet front end and IC i-f 
requires two different voltage levels and 
polarities. The mosfet requires a small 
negative voltage for agc, but the 
MC 1550G agc becomes effective on1 y 
after voltage rises to 5.1 volts. 

After the voltage gain provided by the 
2 k: 10k transformer, and impedance 
matching in  transistor Q6, the 
peak-to-peak voltage a t  the emitter 
measures about 2.3 volts maximum, and 
averages about 1 volt. This ac voltage is  
rectified and charges a 5-pF capacitor, the 
ground end of which is connected to a 
5.1 -volt reference. 

Another emitter follower, Q4, is used 
t o  give high-impedance input and 
low-impedance output. The emitter volt- 
age follows the charge across the small 
capacitor and is used to drive the s-meter 
and provide agc to pin 5 of the i-f 
amplifier. Rf agc becomes effective after 
about two S-units. 

audio 
There is a variety of audio amplifier 

ICs available, but they are not recom- 
mended for this receiver because their 
high gain is not needed. Also, they 
usually will not stand sustained audio 
overloads. The transistor audio amplifier 
stages used in this receiver have the right 
amount of gain, are very rugged, and cost 
less than the IC. I f  600-ohm output is not 
needed, no transformer is required. 

construction 
The 2N3055 used in the power supply 

i s  a rugged transistor often used in com- 

*International Crystal Manufacturing Com- 
pany, 10 North Lee, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma 
73102. Write to them for their complete 
catalog with details on ordering high-accuracy 
crystals for your specific frequency and applica- 
tion. 

tBoth Hal Devices and Circuit Specialists stock 
them. 
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mercial equipment. You can find it sur- 
plus for less than $2. 1 recommend that 
you build the power supply and check i t  
out first. When building the receiver, 
work backwards from the audio stages, 
checking stages as you go. 

The photos show the receiver built on 
a 6-718 by 5%-inch circuit board mounted 
on spacers and inside a 10 by 6 by 

Pr ln ted-c i rcu i t  boa rd  be fo re  etching. An tenna  
I n p u t  Is a t  t o p  left, w i t h  m i x e r  t o  r ight,  and  
f i l t e r  (large b lack  area). T o p  t o  b o t t o m  o n  t h e  
r i gh t  are  t he  I-f, produc t  detec tor  and  agc. 
A u d i o  Is a t  l o w e r  left. 

3%-inch minibox. The board is laid out in 
a semicircle around the large electrolytic 
capacitors. 

In these days of kits and commercial 
equipment, it takes a special breed of 
amateur to build his own receiver. I f  you 
are a builder, and if you need a really 
good monitoring receiver, build this one. 
You'll like it. 
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I PROVEN ON-THE-AIR PERFORMANCE 

MODEL ACA-1 

$49.95 KIT 
ASSEMBLED 

$69.95 
MODEL ACA-1 AUDIO COMPRESSOR features 45 DB 
compression range . Flat 20-20.000 Hz response . 
Extremely low distortion Front panel compresslon 
meter and inlout switch . Accepts both high and 
low-impedance mikes . Easily installed In mike line . 110-volt a.c. or 12-volt d.c. operation . Only 5" W 
X 2%" H X 4'/2" D. 

MODEL ACP-1 

$24.95 KIT 

ASSEMBLED 

$34.95 

MODEL ACP-1 COMPRESSOR-PREAMP has 30 DB 
compression range . Flat 20-20,000 Hz response and 
low distortion Designed for high-Impedance mikes 

Easily installed in mike line 9-volt battery opera- 
tion = Only 4" W x 2Yz" H x 3%" D. 

I IDEAL FOR TAPE RECORDERS! I 
Try one of these compressors as an autornatlc re- 
cording-level control. Used by recording studlos. 
schools, and radio-tv stations. Great for p.8. systems. 
too! 

I 
I I &CHANNEL WWV RECEIVER I 

(5, 10, and 15 MHz) 

$74.95 KIT 
ASSEMBLED 

$99.95 

0.25 microvolt sensitivity . Crystal controlled . 110- 
volt a.c. or 12-volt d.c. operation . Compact size 
only 4%" W x 2lh" H x 5%" D. 

I Send check or money order, plus $1.50 tor shlpplng 
anywhere i n  U.S.A. Calilornia residents add 5% sales I I tax. 

DEALER INOUlRlES INVITED 1 
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building 
Motran and Motrac 

channel elements 

Building simple I 
w plug-in crystal board g 
m 
pr) 
m replacements for 2 
B - 
LI 

the hard-to-find 
3 Motran and Motrac 
2 

channel elements d 
tr: 
Z 

Finding channel elements fo r  Moto r -  
ola's popular Motrac and Motran f m  
transceivers can o f ten  be a problem. 
Gett ing crystals fo r  these rigs is relatively 
easy, b u t  channel elements are b o t h  
scarce and expensive. Y o u  can get around 
the problem, however, b y  bui lding your 
o w n  receiver and transmit elements. 

It is fair ly easy t o  make an oscillator 
u n i t  o n  a perf board and press it i n t o  
service as a channel element b y  connect- 
ing it t o  the proper pins o n  the radio 
circuit  board. The general circuit  o f  a 
receiver element, fig. 2, consists o f  a 
crystal oscillator and resistor-diode com- 

ECG- 126 

fig. 1. Simple receiver oscillator circuit. Pre- 
cision grade crystals help to eliminate the need 
for the temperature-compensating components 
In fig. 1. 
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pensating network to correct for the 
effects of temperature change on the 
crystal. The circuitry for the transmitter 
element is the same except for the 
changes in the collector circuit as noted 
later. If you need a receiver element, 
build the circuit in fig. 1 and order a 
precision grade crystal. 

crystals 
I have made several elements and 

ordered crystals from Sentry cut for 
circuit number 5 in their catalog. Each 
has tuned to frequency without prob- 

home-brew oscillator which won't tune 
on frequency, pad C1 with a 10-pF 10% 
NPO ceramic disc. This will work i f  the 
frequency is too high. If the crystal is too 
low in frequency or if no amount of 
padding helps, change C2 from 100-pF 
N750 to 75-pF N750 disc ceramic. This 
decreases the circuit capacitance enlough 
to raise the frequency a little. Note that 
the new style single oscillator elements 
have holes in the circuit board so you can 
pad C1 if necessary. The older dual 
oscillator elements don't have this provi- 
sion, but C1 is a 5 to 25 pF NPO unit so 

fig. 2. Basic receiver channel element circuit. The text explains about the resistors marked R. 

lems. I found that a precision grade 
crystal will eliminate most drift problems 
even though the homebrew element does 
not have the compensating network. You 
will certainly stay within 0.001%. which 
is close enough for amateur work. This is 
exactly the same as buying a used ele- 
ment and installing the crystal in it 
yourself without adjusting the precision 
1% resistors in the compensating network 
(fig. 1, labeled R )  to eliminate oscillator 
drift with temperature change. These 
resistors may be anywhere from 9k to 
15k depending on the particular charac- 
teristics of the crystal involved, and i t  
really isn't worth the time i t  would take 
to find the correct values unless you have 
access to some expensive test equipment. 
I f  you need a transmitter element, build 
the circuit in fig. 3. This is exactly the 
same as fig. 2 except the collector of Q1 
i s  grounded to pin 3 and the rf is taken 
directly from the emitter. Fig. 4 is a guide 
to finding the proper pins. 

If you have a used element or 

i t  shouldn't need padding. The new ele- 
ments have a 3.5 to 14 pF N300 unit for 
C1 which accounts for the padding provi- 
sion. Other than this slight difference, the 
circuitry for both the old and new types 
is the same. 

I f  you have regular elements and are 
ordering crystals, i t  i s  best to get preci- 
sion grade crystals cut for the particular 
model of element you are using. Table 1 
gives the proper designation for many 
elements. If you are ordering crystals for 
home-built elements, I would advise spec- 
ifying them to be cut for element model 

table 1. Motorola channel element designation. 

New style single-frequency element 

0.0005°/0 0.0002% 

transmitter TLN 1083 TLN 1087 
receiver TLN 1081 TLN 1086 

Old style two-frequency element (all are 

0.0005%) 

single freq dual freq 

transmitter TLN 1024 TLN 1025 
receiver TLN 1020 TLN 1021 
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- - a  

i l l  

fig. 3. Transmitter oscillator circuit. 

TLN1081, or if you buy from Sentry, 
specify circuit 5 in their catalog. The 
crystals should tune without any prob- 
lems in the homebrew circuits. 

The ersatz elements I made are a l l  on 
perf boards, and I mounted them in the 
rigs using the pins from an old octal 
socket - they just f it on the male pins on 
the radio circuit board. I f  you're desper- 
ate or just don't care, you can even solder 
the element right into the radio. 

transistors 
The transistors in the standard ele- 

ments are Motorola type M9190, a house 
number only. Since this i s  a PNP rf type, 
HEP-1 works well, but it is no longer 
being produced and is  not available at all 
distributors. HEP-52 works well in trans- 
mitter elements, but the output i s  a little 
too low for use in a receiver element 
whose output is run right into a tripler 
stage, unlike the transmitter exciter. 
Sylvania ECG-126 is  also a good bet for 
either receive or transmit elements be- 
cause these are fairly high-output devices. 

NEW S T V U  SIhWLE FRE(YIEI** 

OLD S I I L E  
DUAL FREOUECI  

fig. 4. Bottom view of old and new Motorola 
channel elements shows pin designations. 

There are countless other types which 
will work; even some audio types will 
have high enough output to be used. 

I f  you have one of the older two-fre- 
quency elements which has only one 
oscillator board in the can, i t  can easily 
be converted into a functioning two-fre- 
quency element if you have a 5 to 25 pF 
NPO trimmer and oscillator board out of 
an unused element. Likewise, any receiver 
element can be changed to a transmitter 
element and vice versa. This only requires 
connecting the wire from the rf terminal 
to the proper transistor lead on the board 
and either grounding or ungrounding the 
collector as the situation dictates (see fig. 

@ 1 MULT~PUER RECEIKR 

RECEIVER 
ELEMENT 

COIL 

a 

T R A N S M I r n R  1 
ELEMENT 

fig. 5. Difference in  the hookup arrangements 
for a receiver element (A) and a transmitter 
element (B). 

5.). If you haven't noticed, receiver and 
transmitter elements are not interchange- 
able. 

birdies 
Another characteristic of Motracs and 

Motrans is  that the i-f crystal is usually 
8.455 MHz, Motorola part G09. I f  the 
receiver is set up to receive on 146.94 
MHz an intermod type birdie will appear 
in the receiver. This condition can easily 
be eliminated by changing the i-f crystal 
to 7.545 MHz, Motorola part GI 1, availa- 
ble either from Motorola, Sentry or Inter- 
national. 

ham radio 
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I HOLIDAY SPECIAL 1 SAVINGS UP TO 50°/o 

ham 
radio mmnazlme 

What better gift for 
your amateur friends 

than a subscription to 
HAM RADIO 

+ + 

With our special Holiday Gift Plan 
the more you buy the greater your 
savings. 

You save at least $1.00 on any 
subscription, but you can save as 
much as $3.50. 

Here is an opportunity to whittle 
your gift list down in a hurry and 
save a lot of money doing it. 

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS 
Anywhere in the world 

Flnt Subscription ........................... $6.00 Save $1.00 
Second Subscription ..................... $5.50 Save $1.50 
Third Subscription ........................... $5.00 Save $2.00 

..................... Fourth Subscription $4.50 Save $2.50 
.............. ........ Fifth Subscription - $4.00 Save $3.00 

Additional Subscriptions $3.50 each. 

Order Today - Include your own subscription 
or renewal while you are at it. 

Offer expires December 24, 1972 

i 
+ + 

HAM RADIO MAGAZINE 
GREENVILLE, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03048 - 

cym ,..I ~ r n  

-1 
AMECO Code Courses 

Improve your code 
Carefully prepared 12" 33 1/3 rpm rec- 
ords prepares the user for FCC code 
exams. Each record includes a code 
course booklet to  assist your progress. 

JUNIOR CODE COURSE 
Preparation for the Novice and Techni- 
cian code examinations from start to 
8 WPM. - $3.95 
SENIOR CODE COURSE 
Everything given in the Junior Code 
Course, plus additional lessons to bring 
code speed up to 18 WPM. 

2 records - $7.50 

ADVANCED CODE COURSE 
It contains the last twelve lessons of the 
Senior Code Course, as well as the FCC- 
type code examinations. Speed from 81/2 
WPM to 18 WPM. - $3.95 

EXTRA CLASS CODE COURSE 
Code speed is from 13 WPM to  22 WPM. 
Sample FCC-type code examinations are 
included. - $3.95 
GENERAL CLASS 
SUPPLEMENTARY CODE COURSE 
Additional material from 12 to 15 WPM 
for general class exam. - $3.95 
EXTRA CLASS 
SUPPLEMENTARY CODE COURSE 
Additional material from 19 to 24 WPM 
for extra class exam. - $3.95 

All prices ppd. U.S.A. 

cow* 
BOOKS 

Greenville, New Hampsh~re 03048 
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monitoring oscillator 

evolution 0, 

C 

and modernization 
> 

of a very handy 2 
z 

station accessory 2 
m 
w- 
a 
C 
0) 

k 

However sophisticated some of our mod- 
ern transceivers may be, sometimes they 
can benefit from some old tricks. The 
monitoring oscillator, for instance, has 
been around for decades but it still can 
serve very useful functions. I feel the 
modernization of this handy gadget might 
be of interest to old-timers who used one 
in the 1930's, to newcomers who proba- 
bly never heard of the critter and to 
experimenters who might enjoy sharing 
my adventures in adapting modern com- 
ponents to an old circuit. 

When you operate your transceiver on 
CW, you have a so-called side-tone oscilla- 
tor to monitor your sending. However, 
you can't monitor your signal as it sounds 
to the distant station unless you have an 
additional receiver. I f  something goes 
awry while you're on the air - your final 
takes off, your frequency shifts suddenly 
or the note goes sour - you will never 
know about the trouble until the opera- 
tor at the other end of the circuit te l ls 
you that something has happened. Fur- 
ther, the regulations specify that the 
frequency of the station must be mea- 
sured by external means other than the 
station receiver. When you speak of fre- 
quency measurements, you mean the 
operating frequency, of course, and the 
quality of the emitted signal -. since i t s  
frequency will be shifted if ripple appears 
in the output or if the stage takes off due 
to amplifier instability or loss of excita- 
tion. 
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The side-tone oscillator operates a t  
just one frequency (usually about 1 kHz). 
I like to shift the frequency of the 
monitoring oscillator as I operate to 
break the monotony. Of course, this is 
impossible with the built-in side-tone 
generator. Rf-actuated monitors which 
derive their dc power from the radiated 
energy from the transmitting antenna are 
satisfactory. However, they do not check 
the quality of the emitted signal as it 
sounds to the distant operator. 

the monitoring oscillator 

In the days when amateur transmitters 
employed self-excited oscillators to gener- 
ate the carrier frequency, a monitoring 
oscillator was an invaluable tuning and 
operating aid. The monitor i s  a simple 
oscillating detector enclosed in a shielded 
container. The shielding guarantees that 
the signals picked up on this receiver 
from the output of your transmitter will 
be weak, and will not overload the 
monitor. The typical instrument i s  made 
with a minimum of components and i s  
fitted with plug-in coils to make band 
changing easy. My original pre-war moni- 
tor was made in a metal lunch box and it 
operated from 160 through 20 meters by 
means of four properly wound plug-in 
coils. The other day I dug i t  out of the 
junk box and modified it by replacing the 
1G4 triode oscillating detector tube with 
a 3N139 field effect transistor. I've been 
using i t  ever since, and it does such a 
good job that I thought the monitor and 
its applications might make interesting 
reading for other amateurs, newcomer 
and old-timer alike. 

The circuit for the original monitor as 
i t  was constructed here at W2JIO is  
shown in fig. 1. S1 was part of the 
"filament lighting" type phone jack. You 
will note that the earphones are in the 
negative (ground) lead of the detector. 
This is done to keep hand capacity effects 
to a minimum, improving the frequency 
stability. Pickup from the phone cord is  
also minimized, and the unit really per- 
forms as a weak-signal receiver. 

The unit is used to set the amateur 
transmitter within an amateur band in the 
following manner: Set the station receiver 
inside the amateur band. This may be 
checked by means of the receiver's dial 
calibration and by listening to other 
stations in the particular band of freqluen- 
cies. Tune the monitor to zero beat \ ~ i t h  
the receiver frequency by turning on the 
receiver bfo and then setting the monitor 
to zero beat with the receiver. Disable the 
receiver by placing it in the stand-by 
position and listen to the monitclring 
oscillator. Then tune your transmitter .to 
give zero beat with the signal in the 
oscillating monitor. The transmitter fre- 
quency is  now set close to the ori!linal 
frequency tuned in on your station 
receiver. 

fig. 1. The original monitoring oscillator used a 
164  triode and plug-in coils to cover 160 
through 20 meters. The unit was turned on b y  a 
filament lighting type headphone jack (not 
shown here for clarity). 

In the case of a radio-telephone trans- 
mitter operating on a-m, the quality of 
the carrier may be checked by listening to 
a beat note produced between the rnoni- 
tor and the carrier frequency, and then 
modulating the transmitter. I f  the pitch 
of the signal varies during moduliltion, 
there is frequency modulation of the a-m 
carrier rather than just amplitude modula- 
tion. In the case of your CW transmitter, 
tune the monitor to give a beat note with 
the transmitted signal and monitor the 
keying characteristics just as you  might 
monitor them in a modern receiver. The 
overload characteristics of the monitor 
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are relatively good because the entire board to accomodate the leads for the 
monitor circuitry i s  shielded, and the fet, and wired i t  in place of the tube, just 
character of the signal may be judged just as in the original circuit. The transistor 
as it appears to the distant receiving oscillated right off the bat, and I could 
station. hear the beat note from my transmitter - 

When most amateurs used regenerative the job was finished - or was it? 
receivers, the monitor was a must in the When I pulled the coil out of the 
operation of a station. Today, however, socket to try the monitor on 20 meters, I 
the stability of the average communica- found that the transistor had gone bad. I 
tions receiver is good enough so that the had read that you have to be careful with 
transmitter may be set directly to the these insulated gate fets, and I hadn't 
operating frequency. In the case of been careful. That gate must remain a t  
transceivers, there is  no problem because ground potential or random charges will 
the transmitter is automatically set to the simply burn out the microscopically thin 
receiver's frequency. insulation. I simply connected a one-meg- 

fig. 2. The modernized monitoring oscillator. Coil-winding data on the L l - L Z  plug-in coils is given 
in table 1. 

modernization 
The final, updated schematic of the 

monitoring oscillator i s  shown in fig. 2. 
The steps to get to this point, however, 
were many. When I dug the old monitor 
out of the junk pile, I decided that the 
gadget would have to be transistorized. 
The tube filament was 1.4 volts at 50 
mA, and the B supply was a 45 volt 
battery. Both batteries were expensive, 
and if I was to use the monitor as much 
as I expected, batteries would become 
costly. My first thought was simply to 
replace the 1G4 triode with a field effect 
transistor, a type 3N139 which I happen- 
ed to have on hand. 

I removed the tube socket and set a 
small piece of perforated board in i t s  
place - held with the same machine 
screws and nuts which held the original 
socket. I set four eyelet type terminals in 
a square through the perforations in the 

ohm resistor from gate to ground, and 
found that I could change the coil with- 
out fear of destroying the fet. 

I tried the circuit with my surplus 
HS33 headphones, which have an im- 
pedance of 500 ohms, and decided that 
perhaps high-Z phones would give me 
slightly more audio to make monitoring 
easier. However, upon plugging the 
2,000-ohm phones into the unit, I found 
that the transistor didn't oscillate. In fact, 
the total current from the battery had 
fallen to practically zero. Somewhere 
back in the distant past, I had read that a 
source resistance would tend to make the 
transistors less critical as to the load, and 
that transistors of the same type could be 
plugged into the socket and the circuit 
performance would be more uniform. A 
500-ohm resistance shunted by the usual 
0.05-mF disc ceramic capacitor from 
source to ground did the trick. I could 
now use the circuit with both headsets, 
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and the output was even higher with the 
source resistor in the circuit. 

audio stage 
With a supply of 9 volts, I found that 

the output in the headphones wasn't 
quite what i t  was with the tube operating 
from the 45-volt B battery. Therefore, I 
decided that a single grounded-emitter 
stage as an audio amplifier following the 
oscillating monitor would be a worth- 
while addition. This makes a very handy 
monitor - one which can now be used to 
check for harmonics as was the older 
circuit back in the 30's. The original 

table 1. Coil-winding data for the updated 
monitoring oscillator. All  coils are wound on 
standard 1Vn-inch, four prong forms. Each coil 
has an approximate frequency ratio of three to 
one. Approximate frequency coverage is then: 
160 meters from 1.75 to 5.10 MHz.  8 0  meters 
from 3.4 to  10.5 MHz.  4 0  meters from 7.0 to 
21.5 M H z  and 2 0  meters from 12 to 30 MHz.  

160 meters ~ 1 .  50 t .  no. 28 enameled wire 
closewound; L2, 6 t. no. 28 enam- 
eled wire. 

80 meters LI. 34 t .  no. 24 enameled wire, 
closewound; L2, 4 t .  no. 24 enam- 
eled wire. 

40 meters LI, 16 t. no. 24 enameled, space 

wound to  diameter of wire. L2,  3 

t. no. 24 enameled wire. 

20 meters L1. 6 t. no. 24 enameled space 
wound at about twice the wire 
diameter. L2. 2 t.  no. 24 enamel- 
ed wire. 

In all cases. L2 is closewound at the cold end of 
L1, in the same direction as L1. 

phone jack with the additional filament 
switching leaves is  still used, although i t  
was necessary to insulate it from the 
chassis because the jack is  now in the hot 
side of the circuit. As these jacks are 
scarce, you might prefer using a plain 
jack and simple SPST switch. This switch 
and the old bakelite vernier tuning dial 
are the only panel controls. 

I found that the circuit starts more 
readily at the higher frequencies if the 
tank circuit is isolated from the gate of 

the fet by means of a small coupling 
capacitor of about 50 to 100 pF. The 
current drain of the oscillator i s  about 5 
mA with the circuit oscillating, and this 
current falls to about 2.5 mA when the 
circuit falls out of oscillation (as pro- 
duced by placing your hand on the tuning 
capacitor stator). This effect i s  just the 
opposite of that occurring in a vacuum 
tube oscillator and I decided to look into 
it before completing the design of the 
instrument. 

As the gate is completely insulated 
from the rest of the field effect transistor, 
there can be absolutely no rectified dc 
flowing from the gate to the source 
through the gate leak resistor, R 1. Ttiere- 
fore, there will be no dc voltage dlzvel- 
oped across this resistor to provide addi- 
tional operating bias during oscillatio~n of 
the circuitry. I decided to furnish the 
necessary bias by connecting a 1N34A 
small-signal germanium diode with its 
anode to the gate and i t s  cathode grolund- 
ed. 

With a supply of 9 volts applied to the 
oscillator drain, the negative voltage is 
now about minus 3 volts from gate to 
ground. The drain current now decreases 
when the circuit oscillates, just as i t  does 
with the vacuum tube oscillator, and the 
audio output from the monitor has in- 
creased markedly with the introduction 
of the diode. I t  is quite possible that a 
higher value of source resistance from the 
fet source to ground would enhance the 
weak-signal performance of the instru- 
ment, However, i t  i s  quite satisfactory 
with the values shown in the circuit. 

The monitor performs very well all the 
way from 160 to 10 meters, by inserting 
the proper plug-in-coil. It will oscillate at 
frequencies higher than 30 megacycles, 
although the oscillator stability is rather 
poor at these higher frequencies. This 
instability is produced by the poor rnech- 
anical arrangement of components and 
the relatively large amount of slip in the 
old bakelite vernier dial. However, i t  i s  
reasonably satisfactory - good ensough 
for monitoring my CW. 

ham radio 
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helically wound 

mobile 

Improved performance 

over a manufactured 

whip is claimed for 

this antenna design 

This article describes a helically wound 
whip antenna for mobile operation. The 
final design evolved over a period of 
about five years. An antenna was desired 
that performed better than those avail- 
able on the market; tests have indicated 
that this objective has been achieved." 

The antenna has flat response a t  reson- 
ance and frequencies above resonance, 
with pronounced fall-off a t  frequencies 
below the design frequency. 

Design data and construction details 
are given to enable you to duplicate the 
antenna, either as a single-band design 
(1-150 MHz) or as a 4-band amateur 
antenna covering 10-80 meters. 

Construction procedures, dimensions, 
and winding instructions must be follow- 
ed explicitly, otherwise the antenna may 
not perform as claimed. After you've 
built the antenna from the instructions 
provided here, then try your own varia- 
tions. But it's important to "stick to the 
script" to start with. 

* A  copy of the test report is available from 
ham radio for $1.00 and a self-addressed 
stamped envelope. editor. 

antenna 
During the I964165 period, I con- 

ceived an idea to build a single-band 
helically wound whip into a two-band 
antenna while also trying to improve the 
coupling to space by the production of a 
near-sinusoidal current and voltage dis- 
tribution over a short antenna. The re- 
sults have been very satisfactory. 

Having made many single-band helical- 
ly wound whips, I noticed that a second 
resonance was apparent around 18-1 9 
MHz on most antennas, using rod about 
318 inch in diameter for the dielectric. 
While developing the technique to wind 
single-band whips for frequencies from 
3.5 to over 100 MHz, trends were noted, 
and an antenna for the 40- and 20-meter 
bands was attempted. My first attempt, 
which was pure luck, was a helically 
wound antenna similar to the present 
multiband antenna. After rewinding and 
making adjustments, the first design was 
born. It worked on 40 and 20 meters, so I 
tried it on 10. It loaded and worked, but 
as this was done during the quiet period 

9 2  of 10 meters, only local results were 
a? o obtained. Finally the antenna was tried 
0 
c on 15. It worked on that band also. 
=. Subsequent results have been most satis- 
5 factory. Tests on 20 showed 3 dB gain 

over a Hustler a t  a distance of 14,500 
a- 

Z miles. 
V) 

d The form factor was a compromise, 
producing a near-sinusoidal distribution 
of voltage and current similar to that of a 
%-wave atnenna. 4 

8 single-band design m 
i Experimentation has resulted in a for- 

mula for determining the approximate 
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length of wire for a helically wound 
antenna for one frequency. The formula 
is a t  best an approximation as shape, 
dielectric rod length, and wire gage affect 
the formula. To find the approximate 
length of wire for a helically wound whip 
for one frequency, use 

where 
L = wire length (ft) 
F = frequency (MHz) 
This formula will result in a little more 

wire than required providing the top third 
of the antenna length is close-wound. If  
less than one-third i s  close-wound, more 
wire will be required; conversely, if more 
than a third is  close-wound less wire will 
be required. 

The dielectric rod must be of constant 
diameter. Tapered rods will result in a 
different configuration than that speci- 
fied, which may affect performance. 

The rod length represents a quarter 
wavelength or 90 electrical degrees. 
Divide the rod length into nine sections, 
each of which represents 10 electrical 
degrees. To find the percentage of turns 
required a t  each lodegree segment, use 
the data in fig. 1. 

wire gage and length 
Consider now one-third of the rod 

length. From fig. 1 note that 71 percent 
of the total turns, or wire length, (using a 
constant-diameter rod) must occupy that 
space. From geometry the rod circumfer- 
ence is  nD. Therefore, dividing 71 percent 
of the wire length by the rod circum 
ference will give the approximate number 
of turns to be closewound. From the wire 

fig. 1. Diagram showing percentage of wire 
turns as a function of antenna length in 
electrical degrees. Approximately 70 percent of 
the total number of turns must be close-wound 
over the top one-third of the antenna. 

table in the Handbook, find a suitable 
gage of enamelled wire. The wire diame- 
ter should not be less than 0.028 inch.' I f  
the wire table gives a size smaller than 
0.028 inch, use a larger-diameter rod and 
recalculate. 

Helically wound mobile whip for 10-80 meters 
used by ZEGJP. 

Using the formula above, a 3116-inch- 
diameter rod, 18 inches long, was used to 
build an antenna for 10 meters. The 
antenna was mounted on the car and 
tuned. An input of 22 watts was used. 
Good reports were received across town, 
but after one minute of operation the 
antenna was too hot to touch because the 
wire gage was too small. 

winding procedure 
Mark off the rod into 9 sections. It 

will be easy to determine the number of 
turns in each section as the rod circumfer- 
ence is known; also the total length of 

TDu) wire. Divide the circumference into the 
length to obtain the total number of 
turns. Divide each section into inches. 
Note that a change of turns per inch 

*The ARRL Handbook shows this wire 
diameter as No. 21 B&S gage. The current- 
carrying capacity of No. 21 B&S gage, at 15500 
circular milslampere, is 0.54 amp. editor. 
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exists, section-to-section. Mark each num- impedance feed conditions at resonance 
ber of turns in each progressive inch to are not normally harmonically related; 
accommodate the change of turns per however, this antenna does have this 
inch. The winding then will have a con- property. The resonances occur in the 
stant change in pitch, and no sudden ham bands, and the feed impedance 
change of pitch will be obvious. Indelibly allows the antenna to be loaded by the 

fig. 2. Winding details for a 
4-band amateur antenna. No. 18 
AWG enamelled wire is recom- 
mended. 

mark the position of each turn. Anchor 
one end of the wire, then secure the other 
end to the "loose-wound" end of the 
fiberglass rod and wind on. After com- 
pleting the winding lock the top end with 
tape, then adjust the turns to smooth out 
any uneveness in the winding. Secure the 
entire winding with epoxy. 

Mount the antenna in i t s  operational 
position. Make certain the car has an open 
space of at least 20 feet around it. Use a 
two-turn loop to ground the bottom end 
of the antenna. Couple a gdo to the 
two-turn loop. Check the gdo frequency 
with an accurately calibrated receiver. 
The frequency should initially be lower 
than that required. Remove turns from 
the close-wound (top) end, turn-by-turn, 
until the gdo dips at the low end of the 
band. The antenna will load over the 
band by adjusting the transmitter tank 
circuit. 

mu ltiband design 
This is  an extension of the single-band 

design, but by i t s  size and shape it will 
operate satisfactorily on the 40-10 meter 
bands. The multiband version behaves 
like an hf choke. As frequency is increas- 
ed, resonances occur at different fre- 
quencies. These resonances are governed 
by the antenna shape, wire inductance, 
and distributed capacity. The low- 
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conventional mobile pi-section tank cir- 
cuit. By adding approximately 60 pH in 
series with the antenna base most of the 
80-meter band may be covered. Similarly, 
the antenna will tune 160 meters with 
suitable inductance added at the base. 

From band-to-band, the feed-point im- 
pedance at resonance varies but i s  generaf- 
ly between 15-50 ohms. No difficulty has 
been experienced when feeding with 
RG8/U about 15 feet  long. Forget swr so 

I I kV 0WTRK)GE FLGE 

END ff WINDING 
W P P E R  W I D  

@PASS m STEEL 

m 
W N W C T O R  

a 
fig. 3. Suggested mounting arrangements. A 
shows author's mount, which includes loading 
inductance. A simplified version is  shown in  B. 

long as the antenna can be loaded - im- 
proving swr adds very little to the radia- 
tion. In general, the usual pi section is 
adequate, unless in certain manufactured 
transceivers the 50-ohm termination is 
restricted. 
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The rod i s  of fiberglass with a diameter 
of % inch, from 8 to 8 ft. 3 in. long. Lay 
the rod on a bench or table. Mark off the 
turn positions along the rod (fig. 2). 
Scratch the marks so they won't rub off 
when winding. Mark off from the top end 
as in fig. 2. Wind as previously instructed 
and terminate in the same way. Use only 
0.040-inch enamelled wire (18 AWG). A 
suggested antenna mounting is given in 
fig. 3. 

tuning 
All previous instructions apply except 

as follows. Remove turns from the top of 
the antenna until i t  resonates in the low 
end of the 40-meter band. Check reson- 
ances on the other bands with the gdo. 
An increase or decrease in rod diameter 
will change the resonant frequency. 

Note that after each adjustment of the 
antenna a check over the band, on each 
band, should be made. A compromise 
may be necessary in some cases, but this 
was not found to be so in my experi- 
ments. While testing, the antenna must be 
in i t s  normal operating position. Changing 
from mobile to mobile may require some 
readjustments. Removing turns from the 
top has a profound effect on 40 and a 
lesser effect on 15; less s t i l l  on 20 and 10. 

80- and 160-meter operation 
The antenna may be used for the two 

lower amateur bands by adding a suitable 
loading coil. The antenna should be 

fig. 4. Loop with coax plug can be coupled to 
grid-dip oscillator to check resonant frequency 
of the antenna. 

resonated, as before, a t  the lowest fre- 
quency of the band you intend to use. 
Again, check loading across the entire 
band. The antenna should take power if 
your transmitter output circuit is not too 
restricted. 

conclusion 
I am informed by ZS6U that he has 

designed a 40, 20 and 15-meter single 
section, which screws onto a Hustler in 
place of the loading coil. Changes of wire 
gage are used for this antenna, but details 

Close-up of ZE6JP's mount. Details are shown 
in fig. 3. 

are not available. Performance is a t  least 
equal to the single-band arrangements. 

Additional resonances have been noted 
but no attempts have been made to use 
them. Typical resonances are (in MHz): 
3.62, 7.05, 14.2, 21.1, 28.28, 31.8, 
37.42, 44.5, 56, 67, etc. I don't know 
what the polarization really is, except i t  is  
mainly vertical by response on vhf. There 
is  less decrease in signal strength when the 
antenna is  moved from vertical than that 
measured from a base-loaded vertical an- 
tenna under the same conditions. 

It's nice to change bands inside the 
mobile simply by reloading or by switch- 
ing a relay to remove the short across the 
80-meter coil. 

ham radio 
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For the most powerful antennas under the sun 

NEW ll!tRWiR 
2 Meter Fixed Station 

Designed for the man who demands professional standards in 2 
meter equipment. REPEATER LlNE fixed station antennas are the 2 
meter HAM'S dream come true. With everything you need for top fixed 
station performance.. . toughness, efficiency and the gain to gain 
access to distant repeaters with ease. Work many stations, fixed or 
mobile, without access to a repeater. 
The right antennas for the new FM transceivers.. .or any 2 meter 
fixed station. 
REPEATER LlNE Fixed Station Antennas 
Tough, high efficiency antennas with a long, low radiation. For the 
top signal and reception you want.. . and the top performance your 
transceiver's ready to deliver. 
267 Standard 114 wave ground plane. May be precision tuned to any 

discrete frequency between 108 and 450 MHz. Takes maximum 
legal power. Accepts PL-259. Constructed of heavy gauge seam- 
less aluminum tubing. 

268 For repeater use. Special stacked 4 dipole configuration. 9.5 
db offset gain. 6.1 db omnidirectional gain. Heavy wall com- 
mercial type construction. 144 thru 174 MHz. 1.5:l VSWR over 
15 MHz bandwidth eliminates field tuning. Extreme bandwidth 
great for repeater use. Center fed for best low angle radiation. 
DC ground. Complete with plated steel mounting clamps. 

338 Colinear ground plane. 3.4 db gain omnidirectionally. Vertically 
polarized. 52 ohm match. Radiator of seamless aluminum tub- 
ing; radials of solid aluminum rod. VSWR less than 1.5:l. All 
steel parts iridite treated. Accepts PL-259. 

362 SJ2S4 high performance all-driven stacked array. 4 vertically 
polarized dipoles. 6.2 omnidirectional gain. 52 ohm. May be 
mounted on mast or roof saddle. Unique phasing and matching 
harness for perfect parallel phase relationship. Center fed. 
Broad band response. DC ground. 

340 3 element high performance beam. 9 db gain. Coaxial balun. 
Special VHF Beta Match configuration. Unidirectional pattern. 
VSWR 1.5:1. 52 ohm impedance. Heavy gauge aluminum tubing 
and tough aluminum rod construction. 

341 8 element high performance beam. 14.5 db gain. Coaxial balun. 
VHF Beta Match. Unidirectional. Boom length 14'. VSWR 1.5:l. 
52 ohm feedpoint. Heavy gauge commercial type aluminum 
'construction. 

231 15 element high performance beam. 17.8 db gain. Coaxial balun. 
Beta Match. Unidirectional. Boom length 28'. VSWR 1.5:1. 52 
ohm feedpoint. Extra-strength heavy wall commercial alumi- 
num tubing. 
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simplified 

autostart and antispace 
for your ST-5 

I 
E This simple circuit 
L 

w C 

can be easily added rc 
5 
0 

to your ST-5 
w > .- 

RTTY demodulator 
4 

to provide both .' B - 
C 
a 

autostart and 5 

It wasn't long after getting my teletype 
station operating that I became annoyed 
at having to constantly switch my tele- 
printer off, on and into mark when 
tuning or following a transmission. Before 
getting the teletype on the air the con- 
cept of autostart and antispace circuitry 
seemed to  be a luxury that I could do 
without. However, after a few days of 
operating, it fast became a necessity. So 
began the search for suitable circuitry 
that would put an end to  my switch- 
throwing frenzy. 

I use an ST-5 terminal unit, fathered 
by WGFFC, which has been described 
sufficiently in previous articles. Autostart 
and antispace circuitry for the ST-5 has 
been also described previously, but every 
circuit which I happened upon seemed 
much too complex for the task at hand. 
So I decided to  come up with something 

ant ispace operation ,- on my own - a simplified autostart, anti- 
U space (SAA) circuit. 
% Both autostart and antispace functions * require a level-sensing device with a fairly 

high input impedance and good current 
handling capability in i t s  output stage. 

i After a short perusal through the integrat- 
ed circuits catalogs I came across the 

$ Amperex TAA560 level detector 
4 Schmidt trigger. I t s  characteristics include 
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high input impedance, low power require- TAA560 is  used to detect the presence of 
rnents and high output current control. I t  a signal for the front-end portion of the 
looked like just the thing for a start on a autostart circuitry. However, to corr~plete 
simple autostart and antispace circuit. the circuit it is necessary to build a 

time-delay network for use in the tele- autostart operation 
printer on-off control portion of the 

The TAA560 is a four-terminal device autostart circuit and in the antispace 
and its operation is straightforward. A circuitry. Again, the TAA560 is simple to 

AUTOSTA RT 

2 

Q3 

BO 1 TOY 
TAA 560 

fig. 1.  Complete diagram o f  the simple autostart. antispace circuit for  the ST-5 RTTY demodulator. 
KI i s  a 6-vdc relay, spst. 

supply voltage of 2.5 to 4.5 volts i s  
connected to pin 3, and pin 4 is connect- 
ed to return. I f  the input signal applied 
between pins 2 and 4 is above the circuit 
trip point (between 1 and 1.5 volts) the 
output transistor will be off, and the pin 
1 to pin 4 output path is  open circuited. 
However, once the input level drops 
below the circuit trip point, the output 
transistor in the TAA560 is  biased on, 
and the pin 1 to pin 4 path will pass up to 
50 mA of current. 

This level-detecting feature of the 

use. A time delay may be had by using an 
RC network in association with the 
TAA560 input circuit. The capacitor i s  
tied directly across the input of the 
TAA560 and is charged through a series 
resistor. 

When a dc level is applied to t l i e  free 
end of the charging resistor the circuit 
waits until the capacitor i s  charged to the 
trip point of the TAA560 before chang- 
ing state. The resistor-capacitor time con- 
stant determines the resultant delay. I f  a 
different turn-on versus turn-off dlelay is  
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required, a diode can be used to switch a 
resistor into or out of the charge or 
discharge path, as required. 

With the level detector and time delay 
functions in mind, let's look at the total 
circuit operation by referring to fig. 1. 
Start with the autostart portion of the 
circuit. 

fig. 2. Power supply for the autostart, antispace 
circuit is  connected to the ST-5 power supply 
(see fig. 3). 

The obvious place to detect signal 
presence or absence is  the output of the 
ST-5 meter amplifier at point A. The 
autostart input (using high impedances to 
minimize circuit loading) is connected 
here. With R2 properly adjusted, U1 will 
be off when a signal (+5 V or so) is 
present at point A and on when no signal 
(+2.5 V or so) i s  present at point A. If 
signal i s  present and U1 is  off, 0 1  is 
biased on, causing Q5 and Q2 to be 
biased off. When Q5 is off i t  allows the 
loop transistor in the ST-5 to control the 
printer magnets. When Q5 is on, the 
machine is  locked in mark regardless of 
the ST-5 output state. 

Now, back to (12. When 02 gets biased 
off by 0 1  going on, capacitor C2 begins 
to charge through R6 and CR2. When the 
voltage across C2 reaches the trip point of 
U2 (about 3 seconds delay), U2 goes off, 
causing 0 3  and then K1 to switch on, 
which turns the power on to the printer. 

After loss of signal U1 goes on, causing 
01 to go off, which biases Q5 and Q2 on. 
With 0 5  on the printer i s  locked in mark. 
When Q2 goes on capacitor C2 discharges 
through R7 and Q2. After a delay of 
about 30 seconds C2 is discharged below 
the U2 trip point, causing i t  to go on, 
which biases Q3 off, subsequently turning 

K1 and the teleprinter off. Diode CR3 
merely protects Q3 from the voltage 
spike created in switching the inductive 
relay coil. 

antispace operation 
Now, how about antispace? Here you 

must sense the presence of a space con- 
dition, and after a short time delay, cause 
the machine to be set to mark even 
though the space signal persists. If you 
look at the output of the slicer in the 
ST-5 (point B in fig. 1) you will note that 
in space it is in negative saturation or at 
about - 12 volts. This causes transistor 
Q4 to go off which starts C3 charging 
through R11 and R12. 

When the voltage across C2 reaches the 
trip point of U3, its output opens, caus- 
ing Q5 to turn on, placing the machine in 
mark. The time delay set by the C3 
charging circuit time constant (adjusted 
by R12) must be long enough to allow 
normal RTTY copy, but short enough to 
prevent annoying signals from causing the 
machine to run open. 

Diode CR5 provides a low-impedance, 
fast discharge path for C3 to reset U3 
immediately when a mark signal (+12V) 
reappears at point B. Diode CR4 merely 
protects the base-emitter junction of Q4 
from breakdown due to the presence of 
the -12 volts at point B in the space 
signal condition. Diodes CRl and CR6 
allow the outputs of the autostart and 
antispace circuitry to be ORed into Q5 so 
that either can control Q5 without affect- 
ing the other circuits' output state. Again, 
since R10 is  high, loading of the ST-5 
circuitry i s  negligible. 

construction 
As far as construction goes, just about 

anything will do. I used a 3- by 5-inch 
perforated board with stake terminals and 
had room to spare. An etched board or 
any other construction technique is  satis- 
factory. Circuit layout i s  not critical. Be- 
ware of mistakes in connections to Q5 
since its base connections are different 
than you might expect. 

After you have constructed your SAA, 
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some circuit setup will be required. The 
autostart input potentiometer should be 
set to produce about 1.5 to 1.6 volts at 
pin 2 of U1 with a mark or space signal 
peaked in the ST-5. Check to  make sure 
that the circuit is operating by observing 
the voltage at the collector of Q1, with 
the antispace circuit disabled (S2 closed). 

should be set so that no spikes appear at 
the output when receiving a normal tele- 
type signal. However, i f  you don't ovvn an 
oscilloscope, merely set the delay long 
enough to get good printout. The atljust- 
ment i s  not critical once you've allowed 
enough time in the delay for normal 
teletype. 

AMPLIFIER 

fig. 3. Connection points for the autostart, antispace circuit in the original ST-5 demodulator circuit. 

As a space is tuned into the ST-5 space 
filter the machine loop should remain in 
mark until the signal goes above the trip 
point of U1. When this occurs, Q1 should 
switch off (about 1.5 to 2.0 V at its 
collector), K1 should then close after 
about 3 seconds of delay, and the ma- 
chine should start and run open. 

You will note that there is  a slight 
hysteresis in the autostart circuit - the 
tr ip point to  turn on is higher than the 
drop-out tr ip point. This, however, is no 
disadvantage since i t  prevents noise from 
initially triggering the autostart, but, once 
a signal trips it, the hysteresis acts to keep 
the printer functioning during signal 
fading. 

setup 
Setting up the antispace requires that 

the 100k potentiometer R12 be adjusted 
to proviae a delay that will allow good 
copy, but is short enough to prevent an 
extended space condition from causing 
the machine to run open. This control is 
best adjusted by using an oscilloscope to 
look at the output of U3. The time delay 

Switches S1 and S2 were added to 
allow the operator to disable the (auto- 
start and antispace functions if desired. 
The base of Q2 is also switched to  grlound 
during transmit to keep the autostart 
from turning the teleprinter off i ~ h i l e  
transmitting. A most embarassing situ- 
ation! 

Don't try to operate the circuit from 
the zener-regulated, ST-5 supply. The 
additional loading will cause its output 
voltage to drop to an unacceptable level. 
Use the power supply connections shown 
in the diagram and you'll have no trouble. 
The ST-5 power transformer will easily 
handle the additional load. 

That's the SAA. It has certainly made 
my RTTY operation less frantic and more 
enjoyable. Your new ST-5 and SAA may 
not equal an ST-6 but i t  comes 
close. . . say, an ST-5.8? 

reference 
1. lrv Hoff, WGFFC, "Mainline ST-5 RTTY 
Demodulator," ham radio, September, 1970, 
page 14. 

ham radio 
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the Incomparable CX7A by 

m9g"ay*"E 
6 ; i n  6 6 

CX7A 

r z ]  
CT- 1500 

Features: Specifications: . RELIABILITY IS NOW standard equipment. . SENSITIVITY: Better than lOdb signal-pl~s- 
Every CX7A "burnt-in" and cycled more than noise.to-ratio for .25 microvolts at 28 MHz. 
96 hours. . SELECTIVITY: 2.4 KHZ 6,-6db. 1.8:l (6:60db) . QUALITY-PLUS. Every component is instru. shape factor. (16 pole crystal lattice Filters) 
ment grade. American-made, and individually optional: 
tested. . CW-300 and 400 HZ. FSK.1200 HZ. 
ALL MODES 10 t h m  160 meters in full 1 MHz . CARRIER and unwanted sideband suppression. 
bands with overlaps. Minlrnurn 60db. . BROAD.BAND TUNING. Instant band changes . IMAGE and IF REJECTION: more than 60db. 
wlthout tuning. POWER LEVEL: 300 to 500 watts p a p .  plus, . TRUE BREAK-IN CW with T/R switching. continuous duty cycle. . IF SHIFT - deluxe QRM slicer. . POWER AMPLIFIER: 8072 f inal completely . PRE-IF NOISE.BL4NKER that really works. broad-banded driver and final. 150 watts con- . RF ENVELOPE CLIPPING - sounds like a Kw. tinuous disslpatlon rating. . TWO VFO'S transceiver Plus receiver. CX7A- DELUXE INTEGRATED STATION $2395 . BUILT-IN: Spotter, FSK shift, transmit offset. Still 1op.of.the.line. Now greater quality and 
wattmeter, SWR meter, electronic CW Keyer. reliabiltty than ever before. 

=Hgna//irne now presents the most complete 
line of State-of-the-Art Equipment ever offered the Amateur. Available 
very soon from PAYNE RADIO. 

CX-10 INTEGRATED STATION .................................................................. $1795 
Single VFO, PS-10 required, optional plug-in Keyer. 

................................................. CR-1200 STATE-OF-THE-ART RECEIVER $1095 
Single VFO, I.F. Shift, noise blanker, high sensitivity - selectivity. 

CT-1500 STATE-OF-THE-ART TRANSMITTER ........................................... $1450 
S~rigle VFO, 3 0 0  watts, PS-10 required, RF clipping, broadband 
tuning, keyer. 

CR-1500- SPECIAL APPLICATION RECEIVER ......................................... $1650 
Two VFO'S included. 
PS-10 A/C ................................................................................................................ $210 
PS-10 D/C ...................................................................................................... $210 
EV-10 VFO for CX-10 ........................................................................ $225 
SC-10 STATION CONSOLE .................................................................... $350 
CX-2X TWO METER TRANSVERTER ................................................... $460 
CXdX SIX METER TRANSVERTER ............................................................... $460 

Phone/write DON PAYNE, K41D. for a brochure, personalized service and a KING-SIZE trade-in 
on any gear you have - one piece - or the whole station. A small deposit will hold any 
new plece of slgnal/one for you until delivery. Exports are our specialty. 

PAYNE R6DIO 
Box 525 

Springfield, Tenn. 37172 
Phone Phone 

Six Days (615) 384-5573 NitecSund8ys (615) 384.5643 
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Payne Radio Presents the Incomparable 

ALPHA 77 ,, )ID 
& ... ............ .................... .................... ..................... .................... ..................... ................. .................. L'. ................... ..................... .................... ..................... .................... ..................... ..................... ..................... ..................... .................... I;.; r;lu[L 
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The "77" is the finest Amplifier of its type ever offered for Amateur, Commercial, and 
Military Service. It is rated at 3000 watts PEP continuous-duty for Commercial and Military 
Service. It's a cool, quiet loafer at 2000 watts PEP. 

New Eimac 8877/3CX1500A7 air.cooled grounded-grid triode C] 4000 volts on plate 1500 
watts plate dissipation C] 1500 watts continuous-duty transformer - tape-wound core of grain- 
oriented steel - cuts size and weight by 40% Vacuum-variable tuning capacitor IJ 25 mfd 
oil-filled filter capacitor IJ Vacuum relays that don't "clank" - ultra-quiet, instant T/R switching 

6000 volt-20 Amp bandswitch DBattleship construction - %" Aluminum sides Elec. 
trical and mechanical safety interlocks Complete metering by two 3%" taut-band quality me- 
ters - including 0.5000 direct reading RF wattmeter C] ALC.adiustable threshold 0120/240 
volts 50/60Hz. 3 wire, single-phase C] MIL-SPEC BLOWER - centrifugal, balLbearing. lowspeed. 
ultra-quiet - thermostatically controlled Desk-top Cabinet - completely self-contained 

9% x 17 x 18 inches - 70 Ibs. net - 90 Ibs. shipping Grid over current relay "Kicks.out" 
if under loaded or overdriven. Protects tube, input circuit - a warning when "flat-topping" occurs. 
IJ Provision for ful l  electronic break-in with exciters. 

Its perfection for $1795. Available for immediate delivery. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER 
PREPAID AIR-FREIGHT SHIPMENT WORLD-WIDE 

If you want to  move up to  the finest, the "77", phone/write Don Payne, K41D, for 
a brochure, Alpha 77 operating experience, and a top trade-in on any gear you have - one 
piece - or the whole station. Exports are our specialty. 

manufactured by 

EHRHORN TECHNOLOGICAL OPERATIONS INC. 
Brooksville, Florida 33512 

d ls t r lbu td  b y  

PCSYNE RADIO 
Phone BOX 525 Phone 

six days Springfield, Tenn. 37172 Nights-Sundays 
(615) 384-5573 (615) 384-5643 



a single-element 

DX antenna 
I I have spent many years in Asia. In the 
.",sian context, DX usually means 20- to 
c 

100-watts input on CW. A rotary beam is  
almost a curiosity on the CW bands as the 
overwhelming majority of CW DX chasers - .  

Almost unknown, here are using a single-element wire dipole 
m or a simple ground-plane vertical. One 

element, properly erected and matched, 
the ha If-wave vertical however, can produce some astonishing 

w- 
5 can out-perform 6 
- 
m 

the popular ; 
5 

ground-plane and 5 
W 
w 

quarter-wave verticals g 
0 
\ 
0 

results. 
The quarter-wave vertical, or ground 

plane, i s  too well known to require an 
exhaustive description. I t  is traditionally 
accepted as a very simple, and yet effec- 
tive, DX antenna. However, i t  does have 
some disadvantages that are worth con- 
sidering. The greatest disadvantage is  its 
characteristic inefficiency. I t  is fed a t  a 
low-impedance point with a relatively 
high rf current. For every ampere flowing 
in the vertical portion producing useful 
radiation, there is  also an ampere flowing 
in the ground screen. This ground-current 
ampere produces no useful radiation, but 
does account for some very significant 
power losses. 

Most amateurs using this antenna con- 
tent themselves with a ground screen of 
four wires, little realizing how much of 
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their rf power is simply warming the 
wires and contributing nothing to the 
outgoing signal. The same disadvantage 
applies to receiving as inefficiency in the 
ground system saps the incoming signal to 
the same degree. Yet another disadvan- 
tage is that the quarter-wave antenna just 
isn't very tall and doesn't have nearly the 
receiving capture area of a full dipole 
which is twice as long. 

half-wave advantages 
From my personal observation on the 

air, I've noted that the full half-wave 
vertical is unknown around the world. I 
have never yet contacted another station 
using one. This is indeed a mystery. The 
half-wave vertical has several distinct ad- 
vantages which make it much more 
attractive than the quarter-wave. Because 
it i s  a full resonant half wave, and twice 
as tall, i t  is that much better for receiving. 
I t s  base impedance is much higher than 
the quarter wave, and this contributes to 
high efficiency. A simple example will 
clarify this point. 

Feeding 100 watts of rf into a 
quarter-wave vertical with a nominal base 
impedance of 50 ohms would produce a 
current of 1.4 rf amperes. A full half- 
wave vertical made of typical tubing 
would have a nominal base impedance of 
900 ohms. 

ANTENNA 

fig. 1. Switching method to use a 34-foot 
vertical as a half wave on 2 0  meters and a 
quarter wave on 40 meters. 

Feeding 100 watts of r f  into this 
impedance would produce a current of 
0.33 rf amperes. Because the current 
flowing into the ground screen is the 
same as that which flows into the an- 

tenna, the quarter wave system would 
have 4.25 times more ground current 
than the half-wave system. The losses in 
the ground screen are the product of l2 R 
(where I is rf current and R is glround 
losses), and assuming the same ground 
screen for both antennas, the power 

FUSTIC 80% - - - - - - - - - - .. - - - - 
I I 

BilSE INSULATOR 
v 2 '  n m c m  m 

fig. 2. The antenna matching unit. The coil is 
1 0  turns, no. 1 0  AWG wire, 11/z-in. diameter 

and ll/z-in. long. The capacitor is 100-pF 
maximum. 

losses in the quarter-wave system would 
be eighteen times higher than in the 
half-wave system! 

Another advantage to the half-wave 
system is that i t has a theoretical gain of 
about 2 dB over the quarter wave, and 
concentrates that gain at a slightly lower 
angle above the horizon. With all these 
advantages to recommend the half-wave 
vertical, I can't help wondering1 why 
DXers around the world aren't using it. Is 
the 900-ohm base impedance the prob- 
lem? It need not be. A simple coil and 
capacitor matching network takes care of 
that quite easily. 

construction 

Fig. 3 shows a half-wave vertical now 
in use at VQ9N. The material used is 
copper tubing, 718-inch outside diameter. 
It i s  a standard plumber's stock item on 
this island. Aluminum tubing is un- 
available here. Note that the length is 
only 31 feet, rather than 34 feet, which 
would be a resonant half wave for 
20-meter operation. 

The reason for this shortage wa:; pure- 
ly economic. I bought one new 20-foot 
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length. It was so expensive 1 didn't feel 
like buying another whole length to cut 
up. A scrap 11-foot length of 518-inch 
diameter was on hand, so I spliced the 
two to create a 31-foot vertical. The logic 
was that 0.45 wavelength is  so close to 
full resonance, that it would give essen- 
tially the same performance. This logic 
has proven valid in practice. Also, the 
supporting insulators contribute some 
capacitive loading, which would tend 
to make the antenna a little taller 
electrically. 

The most difficult part of the project 
was erecting the vertical. Copper is  a very 
soft metal and cannot support i t s  own 
weight in such a length, le t  alone the 
weight of guys and insulators. During my 
first three attempts at erecting it, my 
copper column suddenly became a folded 
dipole in the middle. This wasn't quite 
what I had in mind! 

On the fourth attempt I enlisted a few 
extra helpers. Two pulled on the upper 
guys, one walked up under it and the 
fourth pushed at the top with a long 
wooden pushing prop. The fourth at- 
tempt was successful, though the copper 
column sustained some permanent stand- 
ing waves along i t s  length, created by the 
earlier collapses. A vertical made of 
1-inch galvanized water pipe would be 
much easier to set up than the copper 
tubing I used. 

The base matching coil i s  made of 
number 10 AWG copper wire (see fig. 2). 
I t  i s  wound on a form and then slipped 
off to make an airwound coil with a 
1%-inch diameter. The original coil was 
made with 15 turns, close spaced. The 
finished coil should be spread just enough 
so that adjacent turns don't short to- 
gether. The matching capacitor i s  an APC 
air padder, 100-pF maximum. This plate 
spacing is adequate for rf powers up to 
200 watts, which would put about 600 
peak volts across the capacitor. 

tuning 
The matching process i s  a simple 

matter of trial and error that can be 

accomplished in minutes. Insert a reflect- 
ed power meter or swr bridge in the line 
at the transmitter end and apply enough 
power to give some meter deflection. 
Begin with the full coil in the circuit, and 
turn the capacitor through its range. If no 
dipping trend is  noted on the meter, 
remove one coil turn and repeat the 
process. 

fig. 3. Overview of the 20-meter half-wave 
vertical. Although copper is used here, many 
different types of tubing could be used for the 
radiator. 

Because the matching is quite critical, 
you won't see much of a meter null until 
you reach a point about two turns from 
the optimum one. Then the meter starts 
going down fast, and on the proper turn 
i t  can be nulled right down to zero with 
the capacitor. That's all there is to it. 

I did my matching a t  14.175 MHz, and 
got an swr of 1 :l. The antenna response 
is  so broad that a t  14.000 and 14.350 
MHz it rose to only 1.05! When the 
matching was finished, I had ten active 
turns in the circuit, which gave a coil 
length of 1% inches. The unused turns 
were then snipped off and discarded. The 
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capacitor was meshed to about 60-pF. 
The proof of the pudding is  in the 

signal reports. Corrugated metal roofs are 
almost the standard in Asia, but I went 
one better. My roof is corrugated alumi- 
num, and almost level at that. A more 
ideal rf ground can hardly be imagined, 
although galvanized iron roofing does 
very well too. A number of tests were run 
on DX paths in excess of 4,000 miles to 

' 

evaluate this half-wave vertical antenna in 
relation to other more familiar types. 

I compared the half wave with the 
twoelement quad at VQ9R and the 
standard quarter-wave vertical a t  VQ9DM 
(also using an almost-level aluminum roof 
for a ground plane). Allowing for the 
difficulty of taking accurate signal read- 
ings over a long path with fading, season- 
ed operators at the other end of the 
circuit gave the quad about a 6dB  advan- 
tage over the half-wave vertical. 

Some of you may find it hard to 
believe that a single vertical element 
could deliver a signal only one S-unit 
below the popular two-element quad. 
Comparing the half-wave vertical to the 
quarter wave vertical, it was found that 
the half wave was considerably better. In 
the case at  hand, the aluminum roofing rf 
ground plane was practically lossless for 
both vertical antennas. 

Finally, the half-wave vertical was 
compared to a regular half-wave hori- 
zontal wire dipole at  about the same 
elevation. The vertical beat the horizontal 
dipole by a considerable margin in any 
direction. So then, low-budget DXers of 
the world, take heart! Now's the time to 
pull down those wire dipoles and start 
standing half waves on end. At VQSN, I 
run only 35 watts input on CW, and I 
work the world with this antenna. Where 
a level metal roof is not available, a 
ground plane of wires can come close to 
the same performance. An increase of 
signal performance over a wire dipole is 
very effective. Can any one imagine a 
simpler way to achieve so much DX gain 
for so little investment? 

ham radio 
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TROPICAL 
HAIMBOREE 
AND 

SOUTHEASTERN 
ARRL CONVENTION 

JANUARY 20-21, 1973 
MIAMI, FLORIDA 

0 . .  

TAKE A BREAK FROM WINTER 
FOR SOME FUN IN THE SUN! . . .  

Manufacturers' exhibits 
Giant in-door flea market 
DX and QSL Manager booth 
ARRL Forum with late info from 
Board Meeting 
YL/XYL program & much more . . . 

Combine it with a flight to VP7 
for a glorious vacation! . . . 

ADVANCED CONVENTION 
REGISTRATION-$1.00 
Convention Hotel Rates 
$14 single - $18 double 

(No advance deposit but reserve 
by January 15) 

More info? Write: 

DADE RADIO CLUB 
P. 0. Box 73, B.A. 

Miami, Florida 33152 
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ials also to numerous to mention 

If you've wanted to  try 2 meter FM, but didn't want to invest a lot of money doing 
it, now is the time to get your feet wet. From now until December 30 you can do 
just that. During this period you can buy 2 Motorola T43 series radios for our 
normal single unit price of $85.00 plus shipping. These radios are 25-30 watts 
output, 6/12v vibrator powered and easily convertable to 2 meters. Both units 

For those of you who are already on 2 meter FM our 2 for 1 sale has something 
in it for you also. If you've wanted to try the other popular FM bands, 6 & 10 and 
UHF, but were hesitant to spend big money doing it now is the time to give it a 

Oak Park, 111.60304 
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techniques 

antenna tuners 
Radio amateurs in the United States and, 
in other parts of the world too, have 
developed a 50 to 70 ohm transmitter 
and 50 to 70 ohm antenna syndrome; 
manufacturers of amateur equipment 
have contracted the same ailment. Anten- 
na experimenters, who probably dom- 
inate ham experimentation today, have 
complained for years about the lack of 
versatility in the output system of mod- 
ern amateur transmitters. Their conten- 
tion is, especially at exciter power levels, 
that a variety of output impedances could 
be made available economically and with 
little additional space at least up to 600 
or 800 ohms. in  fact, the transmitter with 
a little more versatility and a built-in swr 
meter and tuner might well become a 
very popular model. 

The usual antenna experimenter pre- 
fers to work at low-power level because it 
i s  easier to obtain more conclusive results. 
This is not a factor that should preclude 
installation of more versatility in the 
output systems of high-powered trans- 
mitters as well, although i t  i s  true that 
cost and space factors are more signifi- 
cant for high-powered output systems. 

enter the tuner 
The antenna tuner unit (atu) provides 

the matching capability that the trans- 
mitter lacks, fig. 1. I t s  principal duty is  to 
see that the transmitter output i s  match- 
ed regardless of the impedance conditions 
at the transmission line input. I f  the 
transmitter i s  made to see a proper load, 
it operates in an efficient and normal 
manner. A second fine advantage of most 
tuners is that they block harmonics and 
other spurious signals from the antenna 
system. This advantage holds up even 
when using an antenna system that can be 
matched directly to the transmitter. 

It also i s  important to know what an 
antenna tuner does not do. It does not 
alter the standing wave ratio (swr), reduce 
attenuation or otherwise improve opera- 
ting conditions on the transmission line 
connected between the tuner and the 
antenna proper. I t  does not improve the 
operating performance of the antenna. 
What it does do i s  permit you to match 
the transmitter to an antenna system 
regardless of the impedance conditions 
reflected to the input side of the trans- 
mission line and the other variables, 
serious or not so serious, that may be 
inherent in the antenna arrangement. An 
example demonstrates the above state- 
ments. 
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Let us assume a peak performance, 
narrow-band antenna is  designed to oper- 
ate over 100 kHz of the 40-meter band. 
This antenna system has been designed to 
permit a direct match to the transmitter 
output. Except for the reduction of 
spurious frequencies, an atu would be of 
little benefit in operating over this 
100-kHz span. 

ANTENNA 

i T- 

fig. 1. The antenna tuning unit on the trans- 
mitter side of the transmission line. 

Off of the antenna system bandpass, 
impedance conditions would become un- 
favorable and a safe direct match would 
no longer be possible. Now the insertion 
of an atu permits the matching of the 
antenna system to the transmitter. Al- 
though antenna performance and line 
conditions are not improved by the pre- 
sence of the atu, at least the antenna 
system can be loaded by the transmitter. 
In many situations the performance of 
the antenna system would not be notice- 
ably different in practical communica- 
tions than if the antenna were recut to 
this new operating resonant frequency. 

Usually the impedance conditions of 
the above antenna resonated on 40 
meters become intolerable for direct 
matching on 20 meters. Here again an atu 
of suitable design would permit you to 
match the transmitter to the antenna 
system. A feast you would be able to load 
the antenna on 20 even though the 
presence of the atu does not improve the 
line or antenna performance on that 
band. 

An atu is a marvel in an emergency 
situation and when multi-band operation 
is desired in a location where only a single 
antenna can be strung. You can at least 
load up the hunk of wire to obtain 
mediocre to good performance on a 
number of bands. 

In summary, the atu: 

Provides proper transmitter loading. 

Provides harmonic and spurious signal 
rejection. 

Permits you to accommodate an an- 
tenna that has a resonant impedance 
other than 50-70 ohms. 

Permits you to accommodate the 
impedance of a broad-band, non- 
resonant antenna when its impedance 
is other than 50-70 ohms. 

Permits you to load an antenna off of 
its resonant frequency on a given 
band. 

Permits you to load an antenna on a 
band for which the antenna wa:; not 
designed. 

Does not change line conditions and 
swr. 

Does not change antenna performance. 

line considerations 

Line factors are a consideratio17 when 
using an atu at high power level. The atu 
does not change the line attenuation, and 
line attenuation does increase with the 
standing-wave ratio. If the line 11s espe- 
cially long, the swr high and the attenua- 
tion per foot high, you may lose consider- 
able power on the line even though the 
transmitter is matched properly. 

fig. 2. The remote antenna tuning unit between 
the antenna and the transmission line. 

The power handling capability of the 
line is  important. A high swr means 
voltage loops become very high om modu- 
lation crests. The rating of the line must 
be such that it will not break down on 
peaks. The higher the operating Frequen- 
cy the more important becomes the loss 
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consideration because of the increase in 
line attenuation with frequency. 

ratu 
An antenna tuning unit can be made 

to accommodate the transmission line as 
a part of a matched system by locating 
the tuning unit between the antenna and 

ANTENNA - (7 

TRANSMITE0 TUNER 
m 

LAMPCORD 

1 
INOlW TOR 

fig. 3. A remote indicator helps in adjusting the 
antenna tuner. 

the far end of the transmission line, fig. 2. 
Minimum line attenuation and the lowest 
possible standing-wave ratio are now ob- 
tainable, provided the impedance of the 
transmission line matches the impedance 
of the transmitter. The remote antenna 
tuning unit (ratu) now matches the far 
end of the transmission line (same im- 
pedance as transmitter) to the antenna. 
This i s  the technique used by broadcast 
and other commercial transmitters that 
operate at a high power level. 

Seldom necessary in amateur radio 
applications, it is employed to best ad- 
vantage only when the transmission line is 
exceptionally long and high power is  to 
be handled. However, it i s  sometimes a 
convenient way of matching the very low 
resistance and high reactance of a short 
160-meter antenna. When you do wish to 
reduce line loss to a minimum and 
your transmission line is not the best in 
terms of minimum attenuation this 
arrangement is worthy of consideration. 

how to tune a tuner 
A critical transmitter can be damaged 

by reflecting an improper load from the 

tuner. Initial adjustments must be made 
at low power. 

Tuners come equipped with various 
means of band setting - plug-in coils, 
switched coils or switched capacitors. 
Regardless of the method, set the atu to 
the proper operating band. In adjusting a 
tuner try to maintain as low an swr 
reading as possible with the transmitter 
operating at low power. Usually you will 
have to jocky back and forth between the 
tuning and matching controls of the tuner 
to find the very least swr. In almost all 
practical applications this i s  all that i s  
necessary in finding a true setting and 
minimum swr. As the power level i s  
increased touch-up adjustments are usu- 
ally necessary. Keep records of proper 
settings so you can return to them after 
changing frequencies. In most situations 
it i s  as simple as that. 

false loading 
False match points are found occasion- 

ally especially when using home-built 
tuners or trying to accommodate wide 
impedance differentials between input 
and output. Under a false condition the 
component values within the tuner plus 
the impedance conditions presented by 

- . .--.--------- 

fig. 4. Simple circuit for a 
antenna performance indicator. 

remote reading 

the output load are such that most of the 
power is  absorbed by the tuner itself. 
What looks to be a favorable match is  
reflected to the transmitter. False match- 
es can be avoided with the use of some 
sort of simple field-strength indicator. 
The pickup should be placed as near to 
the antenna as is  possible, fig. 3. An 
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occasional check of the meter reading, 
using binoculars or by a second person on 
the job, would be appropriate if you 
suspect a false match point. 

I have found the simple arrangement 
of fig. 4. helpful. A simple diode detector 
and output filter are used and the anten- 
na can be a loaded 6-meter, 10-meter or 
CB quarterwave vertical. Suitable readings 
can be obtained over the entire hf and 
vhf-uhf bands. 

A sensitive dc meter can be used as the 
indicator but it need not be a part of the 
detector proper. A long length of or- 
dinary lamp cord can be run between the 
detector output and the meter. This 
permits you to place the meter at a point 
where i t  can be seen as you adjust the 
tuner. In fact, if you keep the line well 
filtered and isolated as far as possible 
from the transmission line, you can bring 
the meter right into the shack or at least 
to a point where you can see i t  as you 
look out the shack window. Proper tuner 
adjustment i s  indicated by minimum swr 
and maximum field reading. A false 
match will result in a very weak field 
reading. 

how does an atu function? 

has an equivalent series value of resistance 
and reactance. 

That such a relationship exists can be 
proven by setting down the expression 
for an equivalent parallel network of 
resistance and reactance as follows: 

This equation can be reworked to obtain 
the expressions for its real and reactive 
components (resistance and reactance) as 
follows: 

Note that the above is  a simple series 
expression (R - jX). This is a fundamental 
series equivalent with the following 
values: 

Further mathematical procedures can 
be used to set up the parallel reactance 
and parallel resistance equivalents of a 
series circuit. These are: 

The atu performs two major tasks. I t  
cancels out the reactance of the antenna 
system and provides the resistive step-up 

8, ,X,  . $ jXpRp 
X P  R P  

fig. 5. Equivalent series and parallel combina- 
tions. 

or step-down needed to match the resist- 
ive components. It accomplishes this by 
utilizing a basic characteristic of a simple 
or complex CL network. A series network 
with a specific resistance and reactance 
also has an equivalent parallel value of 
shunt resistance and shunt reactance, fig. 
5. Conversely, a parallel combination also 

In matching an antenna systern to a 
transmitter or line, an appropria1:e net- 
work (atu) is inserted between the series 
resistance and reactance presented by the 
antenna to reflect an equivalent parallel 
impedance that matches the strictly re- 
sistive impedance of the line or trans- 
mitter. (Sometimes the load too has a 
reactive component that must be con- 
sidered.) The parallel-connected network 
of fig. 6 consisting of a series inductor 
and parallel capacitor can serve as a 
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fig. 6. Simple LC matching arrangement. 

simple matcher. The values of these com- 
ponents are determined and become of 
such value that an appropriate impedance 
match is made between the two resistive 
components RIlRa. Let us assign a 
symbol of "n" to the latter ratio. 

Further mathematical procedures can 
now be used to reduce the equivalent 
series and equivalent parallel reactance 
equations to the following simple expres- 
sions: 

Let us assume we are to match a 
72-ohm transmitter to an antenna with an 
impedance of 36 ohms resistive and -160 
ohms reactive (capacitive), fig. 7. To 
balance out the reactive component of 
the antenna it will be necessary to use a 
series inductor with at least an inductive 
reactance of +I60 ohms. Additional in- 
ductive reactance will be necessary to 
handle the impedance match. Likewise 
the reactance of the shunt capacitor must 
be selected for appropriate impedance 
match. The two equations are now em- 
ployed. Additional series inductive react- 
ance needed is: 

+Xs = 36 4 2  = 36 ohms 

- Xp = J E  = 72 ohms 
2 -  1 

The former is added to the previous 160 
ohm value to obtain a required L value 
of: 

L1 reactance = 160 + 36 - 196 ohms 

The parallel reactance value becomes: 

C1 reactance = 72 ohms 

The above reactances can be converted 
to inductance and capacitance at the 
operating frequency by using the basic 
reactance equations: 

I f  operation is centered about 1.82 MHz, 
actual values are as follows: 

When antenna characteristics are not 
known exactly it is no great problem. 
You can assume very approximate values 
or draw from your practical knowledge of 
coil and capacitor sizes for a specific 
frequency. It is then only necessary to 
make one or both of the reactances 
adjustable. This i s  why antenna tuning 
units are indeed tunable. They permit 
you to adjust the matching network for 
an idealized match on any frequency by 
making adjustments and watching an swr 
bridge for the very best match and 
forward output. 

counters 
Thank you, Roy (R.W. Lewallen, 

WBETU), for sending the helpful counter 
data that follows: 

In reference to your article in the July 
issue of ham radio, I would like to 
contribute a systematic method of wiring 
a divide-by-n counter, which besides not 

fig. 7. A typical antenna matching situation as 
explained In the text. 
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All of the above is  quite understand- 
able. However, to the uninitiated, the 
wiring of an integrated circuit appears to 
be a very complicated thing. Actually it i s  
simple and the major complication is  
usually the printed-circuit board. How- 
ever, this can be avoided by using straight 
wiring techniques as suggested in the first 
experimental procedures in the June 
column. I f  you use binding posts and 
jumpers it is also possible to change the 
count sequences between the combina- 
tions shown in figs. 2 and 3. 

The pin-out wiring diagrams for the 
7490 are given in figs. 4 and 5. Note 
how very simple i t  is. There are a number 
of terminals to which no connection is 
made and another group which are all 
tied to common. Of course, there are 
supply voltage as well as input and output 
connections to be made. The diagrams of 
fig. 4 are for using the 2-to-1 and 5-to-1 
counters separately. Both the connections 
of fig. 5 provide the 10-to-I count. 

100 kHz 
SOURCE 

However, in the first example, the first 
count i s  5-to-1; the second, 2-to-1. The 
second example is the converse, using the 
initial 2-to-1 count and then the 5-to-1. 

d A h  
100 5 0  1 

b b 
25 5 

fig. 3. T w o  additional count possibilities using 
two decade dividers. 

digital IC oscillators 
Digital ICs of suitable design can also 

be used as high-frequency crystal-control- 
led square-wave generators. The 7400 
NAND gate used initially in this series can 
be operated as a high-frequency oscil- 
lator. Two of the four gates are wired as a 
multivibrator while a third one is used 
as a buffer output. Doug Blakeslee, 
W1 KLK, has used this common IC suc- 
cessfully with the circuit of fig. 6A.1 I t s  
output i s  followed by two 7490 decade 
dividers. 

Ted Bensinger, W5PCX, uses the 7400 
in the 3-MHz IC oscillator arrangement of 
fig. 6B.2 Two of the NAND gates again 
serve as the multivibrator while the two 
other sections are pressed into service as 
buffer and calibrate outputs. Two decade 
dividers provide the countdown to 30 
kHz. W1 KLK operates his circuit at 3 
MHz to get the same 30-kHz output. 
However, he employs a high-frequency 
74H00 NAND gate. Theoretically this IC 
should provide steeper sides and higher 
harmonic output levels. fig. 2. Some of the count possibilities using two 

decade dividers. 
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tebook 
de-rate the dc maximum voltages given by 

oil-f illed capacitors 
When i s  comes to dependability, you 

can't beat oil-filled filter capacitors. While 
electrolytic capacitors have the advan- 
tages of compactness and low cost, they 
just don't have long lives. Whenever long- 
term stability and dependability are im- 
portant, design engineers invariably speci- 
fy oil type filter capacitors. Mor- r, ama- 
teurs would be inclined to use them but 
for the fact that they are reputed to be 
far beyond the amateur's price range. 
This is not so in all cases, for surplus 
oil-filled capacitors appear on the market 
at quite reasonable prices. Some of these 
first-rate capacitors are rated in "working 
ac volts." Lacking a direct translation for 
this industrial rating, the average amateur 
will often write off these bargains. 

For oil-filled capacitors, commonly 
used with ac, there is a unilateral conver- 
sion table for their utilization with dc 
voltages (table 1). For various reasons, 
there is  no equivalent conversion setup 
for dc-to-ac, but this i s  of no interest for 
the amateur constructor. 

An alternate arrangement, which has 
served me very well over the years, i s  as 
follows: Multiply the ac voltage listed by 
2.828. What this equation shows is that 
the maximum steady dc voltage is  equal 
to the peak-to-peak ac voltage rating. This 
calculation will give you the maximum dc 
voltage rating, and for the sake of conser- 
vative engineering and trouble-free opera- 
tion on rectified 60-Hz ac, it i s  wise to 

- - 
roughly one third. 

The calculations listed above seem to 
work best for the higher ac voltages, and 
it roughly parallels the equivalent voltages 
in the higher ranges of table 1. It is worth 
noting that you may end up with some 
odd voltages, such as 2121 volts or 2750 
volts. Do not allow this to confuse you, 
since that seemingly odd value is  very 
close to the true rating. 

In some cases, if the actual size of the 
oil-filled condenser in question is known, 
i t  may be possible to identify i t s  equiva- 
lent maximum dc voltage rating by com- 
paring i t s  size to a dc capacitor which is  
catalogued and rated by the manufac- 
turer. Armed with the  foregoing knowl- 
edge, it is possible to match up the 
various offerings which appear from time 
to time. Still in doubt? Recently I picked 
up a 13-pF oil-filled capacitor, rated 950 
Vac, equivalent dc rating approximately 
2700 volts. This i s  the maximum rating, 
and when used at roughly 2000 volts, it 
should last a lifetime. The cost, utilizing 
the above information, was only five 
dollars. 

Neil Johnson, WZOLU 

table 1. Dc working voltages of ac rated 
oil-filled capacitors. All dc voltages listed are 
the nearest standard voltage. 

ac working voltage dc working voltage 
110 200 
220 400 
330 600 
440 1000 
550 1500 
660 2000 
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NE561 as an 
ssb detector 

I presently have on the drawing board 
a receiver which will use a 561B as a 
multimode detector (fm, a-m and ssb). 
Needless to say, I was somewhat dis- 
mayed to read in the March 1972 "Cir- 
cuits and Techniques" column that the 
circuit will not work as an ssb detector. I 
decided it was time to do some bread- 
boarding. 

In the September 1971 issue of ham 
radio WA2lKL was close. A block di- 
agram of his detector in the sideband 
mode is shown in fig. 1. The crystal 
oscillator locks up the PLL and the 
output from the vco is fed to the bal- 
anced modulator. 

I-F INRIT 
0--- 

fig. 1. WA21KL's detector circuit in ssb mode. 

The NE561 is in essence an NE560 
and an MC1596 combined into one pack- 
age. I had assumed that the 561 would 
work perfectly as a multimode detector. I 
was given further encouragement by the 
Signetics applications memo on the PLL 
which stated, " . . . I t s  design is similar to 
the Signetics 560 Phase Locked Loop but 
it contains an additional product detector 
to perform the a-rn detection function." 

The block diagram of a 561 operated 
in the a-m mode is shown in fig. 2. Phase 
detector number one serves only to lock 
up the vco to the a-m carrier. This 
detector makes no use whatever of the 

WRIQY - 
SHIFTW DEl€CTDR 1 VCO 

+ I 

fig. 2. Phase lock loop used as a-m detector. 

modulation sidebands. The vco i s  locked 
ninety degrees out of phase with the a-m 
carrier; therefore, when an external 
ninety-degree phase shift network is  used 
the vco will be in phase with the carrier. 
The a-m detection occurs in phase de- 
tector number two. In the fifties, side- 
banders used to call this exalted carrier 
detection, except for the fact that they 

fig. 3. Phase lock loop used as ssb detector. 

did not sync their bfos to the incoming 
signal. 

Because a sideband signal is trans- 
mitted without its carrier, the missing 
carrier must be reinserted at the receiver. 
There is no point in combining the bfo 
with the i-f signal directly. As shown in 
fig. 3 the bfo signal i s  fed to the fm input 
to lock up the loop. The i-f signal is fed 
to the a-m input to be detected in the 
second phase detector. The ninety-degree 
phase shift network would be meaningless 
in this case. The vco frequency is identi- 
cal to that of the bfo, and the vco 
becomes the reinserted carrier. Detection 
occurs in phase detector number two just 
as in any other product detector. 

The circuit which I breadboarded is 
shown in fig. 4. The 455 kHz i-f signal 
was stolen from the Drake 20 through 
the Q-multiplier socket. The audio was 
fed into the receiver through an audio 
input I had added to the 28 earlier. The 
third converter tube was removed from 
i t s  socket to disable the unused parts of 
the receiver. 

While there are quite a few omissions 
in the design, sophisticated circuitry was 
skipped in the name of speed. This is not 
intended as a construction project. The 
hope is  that it will give some good ideas. 

The performance of the detector i s  
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excellent. Noticeable distortion both by 
ear and by oscilloscope sets in at about 
2.5 volts peak-to-peak output. Some 
high-frequency bfo hiss is heard, but a 
good low pass filter would probably take 
out most of it. 

My ultimate receiver will have an 
NE561 B as a multimode detector. 

Max Robinson, K40DS 

however, had only one rf stage ahead of 
the mixer, which means the image re- 
sponse was not the best. When tuning 
near the low end of 20 meters, for 
example, the image from a strong Loran 
station completely wiped out the lower 5 
kHz of this band. Further up the band, 
the image from a foreign phone station 
dominated another segment. The receiver 

receiver image 
suppression 

At a local ham swap meet I found 
what appeared to be a good bargain: a 
refurbished receiver about five years old 
with several interesting features, including 
a built-in Q multiplier. I wanted to give 
the set a smoke tes t  before making the 
purchase, but the only source of power 
was being used to operate a PA system 
over which frustrated wives were trying 
to locate lost kids and husbands. Anyone 
who has ever been to a ham swap meet 
will know what I mean. 

I bought the receiver anyway; it 
looked to be in mint condition. The set, 

was practically useless for chasing weak 
DX signals. 

Images are easy to recognize, since 
they appear on the dead-zone side of zero 
beat in receivers with good i-f selectivity. 
The signal-to-image ratio in superhets can 
be improved in several ways, including 
the addition of more front-end selec- 
tivity, multiple conversion, and special 
circuits in the mixer input. However, I 
didn't want to dig into the set, so an 
alternate solution was needed. 

The outboard trap shown in fig. 5 i s  
about the simplest means of attenuating 
images, without opening up the receiver. 
The LC circuit was built into a metal box 
to reduce hand capacitance, which makes 
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fig. 5. Series-resonant trap for improving re- 
ceiver signal-to-image ratio. Circuit covers 20 
and 40 meters. 

tuning difficult. The trap was also effec- 
tive in attenuating a strong local ssb signal 
that caused severe receiver overload. This 
device has been published in the literature 
many times, but I offer it again for those 
who may have overlooked it. 

While certainly not a cure-all for re- 
ceiver front-end problems, this simple 
circuit allowed weak cw signals to be 
copied that could not otherwise be heard 
on the 20-meter band. 

Alf Wilson, W6N I F 

neutralizing tip 
With the tight packaging used in 

modern final amplifier design, it's some- 
times difficult to find space for a neutral- 
izing capacitor. The neutralizing scheme 
used in my mobile rig is shown in fig. 6. 
A one-inch strip of copper foil (shim 
stock) was formed around the final ampli- 
fier tube envelope and positioned so that 
it was level with the plate. The foil was 

b 
+so 

fig. 6. ZEGJP's neutralizing scheme for limited 
space. Neutralizing capacitor, NC, i s  a strip of 
copper foil placed around the tube envelope. 

connected to a compression-type trimmer 
capacitor, and the amplifier was neutral- 
ized in the usual manner. A little cement 
on the copper prevents shifting relative to 
the plate. 

Try the circuit first without the 
trimmer capacitor. It may not be needed, 
depending on distributed capacitance in 
the circuit and the interelectrode capaci- 
tance of your particular tube. Note the rf 
choke connected across the amplifier 
output. This component i s  sometimes 
omitted in pi-network amplifiers, but it's 
good insurance against high voltage ap- 
pearing on the amtenna should the plate 
blocking capacitor develop a short circuit. 

H. L. Booth, ZEGJP 

spurious signals 
with the Yaesu 

A number of obviously spurious ssb 
and CW signals have been heard from the 
United States and Japan recently. Investi- 
gation led to writing Yaesu for help. 
Yaesu's president, JA l  MP, was very co- 
operative, and should be thanked for his 
assistance. 

One of the signals was on Isb on 
14087.37 kHz. It was caused by an usb 
signal on 14306. 85 (a mean frequency of 
14197.1 1 kHz). JAIMP says that several 
trap coils are used in Yaesu equipment to 
reduce spurious radiation by a t  least 50 
dB. 

In this case the spurious signal was in 
an FTdx-400, and was probably caused 
by mistuning of the trap coils L17 and 
L19 which are located in the plate circuit 
of the transmitter first mixer. This spuri- 
ous crosses at about 14,200 kHz and is 
strongest at that frequency. His sugges- 
tion for alignment i s  that the transmitter 
be tuned to 14,220 kHz and the receiver 
to about 14,180 kHz where the spurious 
is heard. Then adjust L17 and L19 for 
minimum S-meter reading on the receiver. 
When properly tuned, the spurious is 
down more than 50 dB - even a t  the 
worst point. 

The CW spurious signals were heard on 
the 10-meter band, where they are caused 
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in Ftdx-560 transceivers by the second 
harmonic of the 3180 kHz i-f that is 
generated by the transmitter second 
mixer stage when the mixer is overdriven. 
Especially on 28 MHz, users are apt to 
overdrive the rig to overcome the lower 
efficiency due to the higher frequency. 
To reduce the second harmonic, Yaesu 
now is  modifying all rigs to install a sharp 
suck-out crystal filter in the i-f circuit of 
transceivers. 

JAlMP enclosed a copy of the Spec- 
tronics "Yaesu Information Bulletin" re- 
lating to the FTdx-5601570 equipment. It 
shows how to place a 6358.6 kHz crystal, 
XT-1, across TC-3 (the middle hole in 
BPF-5) which tunes a tank circuit in 
V-203. 

Bill Conklin, KGKA 

current limiting 

The current l i s t  price for a 2N3054 is 
$1.20, for a 2N3055 it is around $2.00 
and for a 2N3716 it is around $6.50 (all 
in quantities of less than ten). For the 
price of a 2N1711, 75c to 85c, plus the 
cost of a 0.2 ohm resistor, you can save 
yourself many dollars in replacement 
costs. I f  you have fuses in your supply, 
you can save on these also. Fuses are nice, 
but they are just not fast enough for 
today's solid-state devices. 

If you are using a zener-regulated 
supply with a series pass transistor, by 
merely adding a series resistor and tran- 
sistor switch combination, you can have 
whatever range of current limiting you 
desire. 

Fig. 7 i s  representative of many of 
today's dc supplies; however, there may 
or may not be a Darlington pair as I have 
shown here. Numerous articles have been 
written covering supplies for the current 
breed of vhf transceivers; however, some 
are worse than others. Some say they 
have current limiting, but close inspection 
reveals the output pass transistor i s  not 
protected as all. The November 1971 
issue of OST had an excellent article on 
dc supplies. I f  you are building a new 

supply, you may prefer to follow their 
guidelines if you want the latest in 
solid-state design. The April 1972 issue of 
73 Magazine had an article on a dc supply 
for the HR-2. This article had "current 
limiting," if you want to consider a 
resistor in series with the bridge rectifier 

fig. 7. Adding current-limiting to an existing 
power supply. Ql and R 1  are new components. 
See text for calculating value of R1.  

to collector of the pass transistor any 
form of limiting. This method does not 
prevent the pass transistor from getting 
extremely hot and eventually wiping 
itself out. 

Refer back to fig. 7,  with the added 
components Q1 and R1. If the current 
drawn by the load, exceeds a preset value 
(I1 RI), 0 1  then conducts depriving the 
base of Q2 of i t s  drive voltage. The 
output goes to "zero" and nothing burns 
out. The added transistor does not need 
to be mounted on a heat sink, and is  a 
TO-5 case device. The pass transistor and 
its Darlington driver should be mounted 
on heat sinks and adequately insulated 
with silicon grease. 

I f  your supply does not have a Darling- 
ton driver, then connect the collector of 
01  to the pass transistor base. Just 
imagine that Q2 is  not there. 

To calculate the value for resistor R1, 
use the following formula: R1=(0.7)llsc, 
where Isc is  the short-circuit maximum 
current desired. 

This addition to my supply has saved 
many power transistors from destruction. 
I t  i s  a very welcome addition. Thanks to 
Bill Durspek, WBBVR, for his help in 
solving my problem. 

William P. Lambing, WQLPQ 
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THE ONLY 2M FM TRANSCEIVER 
WlTH TOTAL COVERAGE OF 146-148 AND NOT A SINGLE 
CRYSTAL NEEDED 

THAT USES TEFLON WIRE THROUGHOUT 

WITH MORE THAN 25 WATTS OF OUTPUT POWER 

THAT IS EQUIPPED WlTH "ANTITHEFT MOBILE MTG. BRACKET" 

THAT USES 10 INTEGRATED CIRCUITS 

NOW! W l T H  IMPROVED STABILITY 
I 

NOW! ACCESSORY POWER SUPPLY AVAILABLE 

NOW! SUB-AUDIBLE TONE AVAILABLE O N  T R A N S M I T  

NOW! AVAILABLE 
Lancasrer, Pennsylvan~a 17601 

Amateur Net $479.95 
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I The most powerful signals under the sun! a 
out- 

Redesigned 

lhustles them all! 
The famous HAMCAT.. . now redesigned for greater per- 

formance.. .equals or exceeds the performance of any other 
Amateur Mobile antenna. We guarantee it! And you need buy 
only one mast ... whether you mount it on fender, deck or 
bumper. There's just one set of coils and tip rods.. .and they 
all stand up to maximum legal power. That's performance, 
that's value.. . THAT'S HY-GAIN! 
Original Hy-Q "quick changer" coils wound on tough fiber- NO. 
glass coil forms for greater heat resistance, less RF absorption 252 

/ Fiberglass shielded coils can't burn up, impervious to 
weather / Shake-proof, rattle-proof, positive lock hinge now 
even stronger.. .eliminates radio noise / All stainless steel tip 
rods won't bend or break / Full 5' mast gives you 10% more 
radiating area than the competition / Rugged swivel-lock stain- 
less steel base for quick band changes, easy garaging. 

Get the Hamcat.. .from Hy-Gain 
Order No. 257 All new design 5' long heavy duty mast of high 

i 
strength heavy wall tubing $1 6.95 
Order No. 252 75 meter mobile coil $19.95 No. 

Order No. 256 40 meter mobile coil $17.95 257 
Order No. 255 20 meter mobile coil $15.95 
Order No. 254 15 meter mobile coil $12.95 
Order No. 253 10 meter mobile coil $1 0.95 
Order No. 499 Flush body mount $ 6.50 I 

I I 

I No..253 No. 254 No. 255 No. 256 

\ HY -GAIN ELECTRONICS 
P. 0. Box 5407-WL, Lincoln, Nebraska 68505 
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of the electrodes sandwiching the quartz. 
Why must the author refer to Co as 
holder capacitance? Depending on the 
area of the plating, and the thickness of 
the quartz, C, can range from 3.5 to 7.0 

quartz crystals 

Dear HR: 
It is commendable that amateurs are 

becoming aware of the intricacies of 
quartz crystals; it is great that two 
authors chose to write on the subject in 
ham radio. The subject i s  a clear-cut 
science and not the black magic which 
some people try to make it. As a result of 
the black magic aura, much misinforma- 
tion exists. The prime movers in the field 
of crystal enlightenment are the US Army 
Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, 
New Jersey, and Bell Telephone Labora- 
tories. Annually, interested factions of 
the electronics industries are brought up 
to date at the Frequency Control Sym- 
posium held in Atlantic City, New Jersey. 
IEEE-sponsored committees are contin- 
uously at work on a national and inter- 
national basis to aid in standardizing 
terms, measurement techniques, and man- 
ufacturing procedures so that everyone 
can communicate on a common basis. 

It would behoove the amateur radio 
operator to learn the terms used in the 
industry as he studies crystals. Author 
Sondgeroth interchanges terms that have 
specific definitions other than the mean- 
ing he intends. Such will eventually con- 
fuse any student i f  it has not already. 
While I personally have differed with the 
parlance of the crystal industry, I find it 
is  necessary to use the language under- 
stood by my converser. 

The term "holder" refers to the case in 
which the quartz is mounted. The holder 
i s  only a minor contributor to Co. Static 
capacitance (Co) is primarily a function 

- - 
pF on crystals commonly found in sur- 
plus houses. The figure of 5 pF is only a 
seat-of-the-pants estimate. 

Elements of the motional arm are 
usually designated C1, L1, and R1, al- 
though CM, LM, and RM are understand- 
able. When the subscript M is used, I can't 
see the reasoning behind defining the 
terms as "equivalent" and "effective." I 
believe this is misleading if not incorrect. 
"Equivalent Series Resistance" is the 
term used to define the resistance of the 
crystal in an oscillating circuit and it 
includes series resistances and parallel 
conductances of the holder, not shown in 
this equivalent circuit. Hafner* uses the 
term equivalent a second time as equiva- 
lent reactance (Xe) of an oscillating 
crystal, but this cannot be broken down 
into the reactances of CM and L~,solely. 
The reactance of Co also has an effect. 
The terms motional capacitance, motion- 
al inductance and motional resistance are 
preferred. 

A point on which the reader should 
also be cautioned is  Mr. Sondgeroth's 
statement that you can save money by 
tuning a lower accuracy crystal. Not 
necessarily so! Lower accuracy crystals 
are generally so designated because they 
have poorer temperature characteristics. 
If you operate under conditions of wide 
temperature variations, you may become 
a slave to the technique of crystal tuning. 

I t  i s  not my intent to sharpshoot the 
article - I feel i t  i s  well written and 
pertinent to an amateur's problems. 

*Standard Definitions and Methods of Measure- 
ment for Prezoelectric Vibrators, IEEE No. 
177, May, 1966. 
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In G8ABR's contribution to the ham 
notebook, a statement i s  made that 
air-mounted crystals, e.g. IOX, will al- 
ways oscillate at exact multiples of the 
fundamental. I believe in this case the 
crystal is  vibrating in the fundamental 
mode and tripling electrically. Most of 
the air mounts (pressure types) will not 
operate in harmonic mode because the 
coupling of the plates to the quartz is 
poor. This would include FT-243 and 
older HC-6IU crystals. It i s  just about 
impossible to make any crystal with exact 
frequency multiplication by operating in 
harmonic modes. 

Don Nelson, WBZEGZ 
Voorhees, New Jersey 

code practice 
Dear HR : 

The editorial in the May 1972 issue 
concerning building up code speed with 
coastal station transmission copy practice 
is  certainly meritorious. Table 1 is part of 
the schedule I compiled and distributed 
to the fleet of off shore tankers I am 
connected with, for use by the Radio 
Officers. Data was secured from various 
publications and direct observations and 
checks. 

WSL transmits about a half hour 
weather copy four times a day as indicat- 
ed. It is tape and about 23 or so wpm. 
WAX is good for two daily periods at 
about 16 wpm, also tape. WOE sends two 
daily periods, about 20 or so wpm, and 
most of the times is  good copy. WSL on 
the 12-MHz frequency seems to be about 
the best bet for the most powerful signal. 

About the only maritime telegraph 
stations I have found that send in the 30- 
to 35-wpm category are the Russians. 
Their merchant fleet, in recent years, has 
expanded phenomenally. They met the 
need for new frequencies without 
trouble. They picked out low-powered 
coastal stations and moved on top of 
them. They stayed clear of the high 
powered ones like WSL or WCC. One 
example is UOK, Riga, who i s  parked on 
WLO, Mobile, Alabama, 12704.5 kHz. 
They are netting in as the ships use the 

table 1. Weather transmlsslons in International 
Morse Code. 

station time frequency 
location GMT kilohertz 

WCC 0050 436 20364331 
Chatham, 1250 436 2036 6376 8630 
Mass. 1650 436 203663768630 

WSL 0500 4188514 
Amagansett. 1100 418 8514 13024.5 
New York 1700 418 8514 13024.5 17021.6 

2300 418 8514 13024.5 17021.6 

WSC 1418 460 
Tuckerton. 2318 460 
New Jersey 

WMH 0130 428 8686 
Baltimore, 1600 
Maryland 1330 

1930 428 8686 12952.9 

WOE 0105 472 641 1.35 8486 12970.5 
Lantana. 1605 
Florida 

W A X  0135 48842958526 13011 
Miami, 1335 488 8526 13011 17199.2 
Florida 

WPD 1800 420 13051.5 
Tampa, 
Florida 

WLO 1300 438 8714 12704.5 
Mobile. 1700 
Alabama 2300 

WNU 0430 478 4310 6495 8570 
New Orleans, 1630 478 6495 8570 12826.5 
Louislana 

WPA 1748 416 8550 12839.5 
Port Arthur, 
Texas 

same frequency as the coastal stations. 
Weather transmissions from their ships to 
UOK is at about 0000, 0600, 1200 and 
1800 GMT. Speed is in the 30- to 
35-wpm range, very good code sending 
addressed to pagoda and is in standard 
international code. These messages are 
mostly number groups with ships names 
and should be good practice for our high 
speed boys. 

I would suggest stressing the matter of 
regular daily code practice to build up 
speed. Once or twice a week will be of 
not much help in building up speed. A 
month or so of daily practice should 
bring a 13 worder up to 20 plus with no 
strain. 

Paul Szabo, WB4LXJ 
Tampa, Florida 
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power in reflected 
waves 
Dear HR: 

Various letters have been received, 
commenting on my paper, "Power in 
Reflected Waves" (ham radio, October, 
1971). Most writers agreed, but some 
disagreed with my principal conclusion 
that there is  no power in reflected waves 
on a transmission line. I wish to thank all 
who wrote me, for their interest in my 
paper. 

Much of the disagreement appears to 
be based on incredulity, rather than on 
reasoned technical analysis. This is under- 
standabl e, because most pertinent 
writings which have appeared in amateur 
periodicals, and indeed in important 
handbooks written for amateurs and 
even for professionals, have discussed 
power in reflected waves as if it were a 
reality. Rare exceptions are 'Losses in 
Feedlines" by Byron Goodman, QST, 
December, 1956, and "The Mismatched 
RF Transmission Line" by Carl C. 
Drumeller, 73 Magazine, November, 
1969. These writers correctlv said that 
so-called reflected power is not really 
power at all. 

The technical criticisms received can 
be combined and summarized as follows: 

1. The voltage and current standing 
waves on an unmatched transmission 
line have a phase difference of 90 
degrees only when reflection is  com- 
plete, and therefore, under other cir- 
cumstances they represent power. 

2. The input impedance of the trans- 
mission line is  not matched, and can- 
not be matched, to the output 
impedance of the transmitter unless 
the tube's load resistance i s  equal to 
the tube's plate resistance, which i s  
not the case in practice; therefore, 
virtually complete reflection of the 
power in the reflected wave does occur 
at the transmitter output. 

3. In the case of my fig. 2, there is  a 
reflected wave on the coaxial line 
shown, for the reason that there is  no 
other possible destination for the 

power in the reflected wave on the 
open transmission line. 

I will discuss briefly these three points 
in order. 

Point 1. The fact is, the voltage and 
current standing waves on a mismatched 
transmission line have a phase angle of 90 
degrees even though reflection i s  not 
complete. To avoid going into a detailed 
proof, the references are cited in evi- 
dence. 

Point 2. This criticism is incorrect, but in 
any event it i s  irrelevant; i t  does not 
prove or demonstrate that there is  power 
in the reflected wave. 

Point 3. This i s  a peculiarly circular 
argument. It claims that I am wrong in 
denying that there i s  a reflected wave on 
the coaxial line in my fig. 2, because, 
contrary to my principal conclusion, 
there is power in the reflected wave on 
the open transmission line, and this must 
appear on the coaxial line. In other 
words, it says that I am wrong because I 
am wrong! This criticism, like the one 
above, does not prove or demonstrate 
that there is power in the reflected wave 
on the open line. 

Whoever originally wrote about power 
in reflected waves on transmission lines as 
being a reality, no doubt thought that 
this concept would serve to simplify, for 
the non-professional, the manner of for- 
mation and significance of standing 
waves. Historically, it has served only to 
complicate the matter endlessly, as writer 
after writer, following the original lead, 
and unwilling to break with precedent, 
has grappled with reflection of power in 
rf lines and i t s  re-reflection back and 
forth ad infinitum, with trying to explain 
how it is  that a directional wattmeter can 
indicate, under some circumstances, more 
power in the line than the transmitter is 
putting into it, and how power a t  the 
same frequency can travel both ways 
simultaneously. They seem to have for- 
gotten that the basic definition of power 
is, "the rate of doing work," and have 
failed to show where and how this work, 
corresponding to the assumed power in 
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the reflected wave, is being done. Of 
course, they cannot show this, because it 
i s  not power and therefore is  not doing 
any work. 

The underlying error in these miscon- 
ceptions is  the failure to distinguish be- 
tween ac power, or volts ac times current 
ac, multiplied by a power factor other 
than zero, from volts ac times current ac, 
multiplied by zero power factor. The 
former i s  power; the latter is not, and it i s  
a fundamental error to call it so. Power 
utility engineers know better than that. 

The basic point to be recognized about 
power in a transmission line is  simply that 
the power from the transmitter into the 
line is the sum of the power lost in and 
from the line and in any additional 
matching or other devices inserted into 
the line and the power delivered to the 
antenna. There is  no other power moving 
in either direction. I t  i s  that simple. 

Hubert Woods 
Jalisco, Mexico 

tuning toroidal 
inductors 
Dear HR: 

In his article, "Tuning Toroidal In- 
ductors." (ham radio, April, 19721, 
author WABJYK indicates that a grid-dip 
oscillator cannot be used because there is 
not enough flux leakage from the toroid. 

The fact i s  that a grid-dip oscillator 
will give excellent readings on a tuned 
circuit having a toroidal inductance. Just 
put a loop of wire through the toroid and 
twist it into a link around the coil of the 
grid-dipper. I f  a precision capacitor i s  
used, the inductance can be calculated to 
a degree of accuracy limited only by the 
care with which the resonant frequency is 
read. 

Even rough checks by the gdo-capaci- 
tance-frequency method can give better 
results than those given by a l l  but the 
best laboratory bridges since the measure- 
ment i s  usually made with the inductance 
excited a t  the frequency at which it will 
actually be used. 

Barry Kirkwood, ZLlBN 
Auckland, New Zealand 

reciprocating detector 

Dear HR: 
I have received several letters regarding 

my "reciprocating detector" article which 
appeared in the March, 1972, issue of 
ham radio. Transistor 05 is  part of the 
reciprocating detector switch, but the 
questions are understandable due to the 
lack of a dot to show a connection in the 
schematic; resistors R 4  and R 5  should be 
joined with a dot where these two resist- 
ors form a junction point at the input to 
the diode and the base of Q5. The diode 
is  a 1 N252. 

Several readers have also asked where 
the selectivity curve is  500-Hz wide and 
what i s  i t s  slope. The filter I used was 
designed to have i t s  500-Hz passband at 
the 3-dB points on a slope which is  not 
particularly steep for an inductive filter. 
Indeed, a t  500 Hz, the L3 inductance is  
very loosely coupled to the other two 
sections of the transformer. The bandpass 
formula (fr/Qo) indicates that the band- 
pass of the filter is actually narrower than 
500 Hz - in fact, bandpass is  closer to 
250 Hz. The 390-ohm resistor used in 
series with one of the differential inputs 
loads the thing down so i t  i s  broader. I f  
the bandpass i s  too narrow, poor lock-in 
range is  experienced on a-m, and there is 
very poor "presence" in the quality of ssb 
signals. If the bandpass is too wide, poor 
impulse rejection will result. 

Stirling M. Olberg, W I S N N  
Waltham, Massachusetts 

RTTY speed converter 
Dear HR: 

I just completed construction of the 
RTTY speed converter described by 
WAGJYJ in the December, 1971, issue of 
ham radio, and it works like a charm. I 
built the converter on a printed-circuit 
board which greatly simplified its con- 
struction. I can furnish printed-circuit 
boards to interested readers for $6.00. 

Earl E. Palmer, W7POG 
17510 Military Road South 
Seattle, Washington 98188 
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radio control 
Dear HR: 

I would like to remind your readers 
that the frequencies, 53.10, 53.20, 53.30, 
53.40 and 53.50 MHz have been recog- 
nized by the FCC as radio control fre- 
quencies for licensed amateurs who 
engage in remote control of model boats 
or airplanes. 

Interference on these radio control 
frequencies has been on the increase, 
causing loss of control. This can be 
disastrous to the model builder who has 
spent countless hours and a lot of money 
on his model, only to see it crash because 
of interference. 

Considering a l l  the frequencies avail- 
able to amateurs who use six meters for 
communications (CW, ssb, RTTY, etc.), it 
seems reasonable to ask them to stay 
clear of the radio control frequencies 
noted above. In addition, since it is 
impossible to build fancy receivers into 
the very small space available in most 
models, i t  would be appreciated if a 
reasonable guard band, say 6 kHz, could 
be observed. 

Pierre J. Catala 
Needham, Massachusetts 

pi-network inductors 

Dear HR: 
W6FFC's article on pi-network design 

is easily the best and most comprehensive 
treatment of the subject that has ever 
been published in a ham magazine. Con- 
gratulations. I believe I can add some- 
thing on the matter of inductors for 
high-power tank circuits. 

There has been a lot of theorizing on 
the effects of corrosion on bare copper, 
and the benefits of silver plating, but 
little actual measurement. Some time ago, 
out of curiousity, I resurrected an old 
10-meter tank coil from my junkbox. 
It had been wound at least ten years 
previously, and consisted of several turns 
of 114-inch copper tubing, 2-inches long. 
It was the familiar chocolate brown color 
of old copper. 

I measured the Q of this coil on a 
freshly-calibrated HP 260-A Q Meter. It 
measured 173. Next, I had the coil 
chemically cleaned and brightened. The Q 
increased to 176. Then the coil was silver 
plated .0002 inch. This raised Q to 178. 
All of these measurements were made 
during an eight-hour period. 

As a final experiment, I wound a coil 
of number-14 tinned copper bus wire, of 
the same length, diameter and inductance 
as the copper tubing coil. The Q rneas- 
ured 172. 

These measurements show that the 
benefits of silver plating are negligible at 
frequencies up to 30 MHz. The difference 
in efficiency of an amplifier using any of 
these coils could hardly be measured. 
However, I would not recommend the use 
of the wire coil, since, as W6FFC points 
out, at 30 MHz the coil dissipation may 
be as much as 100 watts, and the wire 
coil would be inadequate. Dissipation 
rather than Q is the real reason for using 
tubing or heavy strap a t  the high-frequen- 
cy end of the range. 

The experiments also demonstrated 
something that the textbook equations 
for the rf resistance of an inductor imply: 
the Q of a coil, over wide limits, i s  more 
dependent on the size and shape of the 
coil than on conductor size. 

Harry R. Hyder, W71V 
Scottsdale, Arizona 

laser communications 
Dear HR: 

In regards to W4KAE's letter in the 
May issue, his claim to the first two-way 
laser QSO is  a l i t t l e  late. There was a 
two-way laser QSO on February 
25th, 1971 between WA8WEJl0 and 
W4UDSI0 on a frequency of 475 THz 
using A3 modulation (QST, July, 1971, 
page 93). This precedes W4KAEfs contact 
by almost 9 months. 

Although W4KAE's two-way laser con- 
tact was not the first, it is definitely the 
DX record to date. Keep up the good 
work, Ralph. 

Lee Yazell, WBSAIU 
Pensacola. Florida 
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service and is  available to amateurs who 
demand the ultimate in every respect; i t  
loafs along a t  2000 watts PEP. The Alpha 
77 features a rugged bandswitch with 
20-amp silver contacts, vacuum-variable 
tuning capacitor, silent vacuum relays, 
quiet forced-air cooling and metering in 
al l  circuits. The massive plate coil is  silver 
soldered and heavily silver plated for 
efficiency. Husky toroid coils minimize 
coupling between pi-L network sections. 

The Alpha 77 Power amplifier is built 
like a battleship with %-inch thick alumi- 

I 

' I '  
num sides, and weighs in a t  70 pounds. 
Modular assembly is  used throughout so 
that the power supply, rf deck and 
control panel are easily removable. Sec- 
ond harmonic output is typically -50 dB, 
and the third-order intermodulation prod- 

alpha 77 ucts are -35 dB below peak output. The 

linear amplifier Alpha 77 is manufactured by Ehrhorn 
Technological Operations, Inc., and dis- 
tributed by Payne Radio, Box 525, 
Springfield, Tennessee 371 72. For more 
information, use check-off on page 126. 

.1 \ 

I - 
The Alpha 77 Linear power amplifier 

has several new design features which 
have been added since the unit was 
originally released. The new Alpha 77 
now uses an air-cooled Eimac 
887713CX1500A7 ceramic-metal triode 
with 4000 volts on the plate. This power 
tube has a conservative 1500 watts of 
plate dissipation and requires only 65 
watts drive for full legal amateur power 
input. 

Also new in the Alpha 77 is a grid 
excess-current relay which will kick out if 
the final tube is under-loaded or 
over-driven. This protects the tube and 
the input circuit. Primary power require- 
ments for the amplifier are now 1201240 
volts at 50160 Hz, single phase, making 
the unit compatible with overseas power 
sources. 

The Alpha 77 is designed and rated a t  
3000 watts PEP continuous commercial 

two-mc 
portab 

!ter 
e antenna 

A new industrial type, continuously- 
loaded vhf portable antenna has been 
added to Antenna Specialists' high-perfor- 
mance amateur line. The new Antenna 
Specialists HM-5, designed to withstand 
the rough handling that makes telescopics 
impractical, is completely insulated and 
cannot accidentally be shorted out. It 
features a connector fitting that attaches 
directly to portable equipment with SO- 
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239 connectors. Power rating is 25 watts 
with nominal input impedance of 50 
ohms. A companion model, the HM-4, is 
identical except for a standard 5/16-32 
t h  readed-male mounting base. Both 
models are available from amateur distri- 
butors a t  a suggested ham net price of 
$5.95. For additional specifications, write 
to Amateur Department, The Antenna 
Specialists Company, 12435 Euclid Ave- 
nue, Cleveland, Ohio 44106 or use check- 
off on page 126. 

palomar balun 

Palomar Engineers has announced a 
new 1 : 1 Balun. It matches 50- or 75-ohm 
coaxial cable to center-fed dipole or 
inverted-vee antennas. By preventing radi- 
ation from the coax, a balun improves the 
antenna radiation pattern, reduces noise 
on receive, and helps prevent tvi, bci and 
rf feedback within the station. 

The Palomar Balun transformer is 
wound on a large ferrite toroid core and 
handles a full kilowatt from 1.7 to 30 
MHz. The transformer is enclosed in a 
white plastic housing and is completely 
encapsulated to prevent moisture from 
entering. All hardware is  stainless steel. 

Eye bolts on the sides allow the balun 
to replace the center insulator of the 
antenna, and an eye bolt on top can be 
used to support the antenna. The balun is 
a compact 2% inch in diameter and 2 
inches high. The unit is priced a t  $12.95 
postpaid in the United States and Canada 
(plus 5% tax in California). A descriptive 
brochure is  available. For more informa- 
tion, write to Palomar Engineers, Box 
455, Escondido, California 92025 or use 
check-off on page 126. 

TOP-HAT EPOXY EPOXY MOUNT 
PIV 1.5 AMP 1.5 AMP 3 AMP 6 AMP I 

FACTORY NEW I COMPUTER GRADE CAPACITORS 
10.000 MFD @ 40 
Volts. Size is 2" dia. r ~ z )  for x 311 that high. ower Just r ight SUP. 

'A ,+a, ply. 11.d ea. or 3 
or $4.50 D D ~ .  

200 Volt PIV Small Size - 
Manufactured By General In- 
strument. Ideal For P.C. Board. 

50c Each. 3 For $1.25 ppd. 

18" 
CORD 

PATCH 

Has molded RCA 
Type Plug On 
Each End. Shield- 
ed. Very Nice. 

3 for  $ 1.00 ppd. 

TOROIDS-UNPOITED 
88 or U MHY 

YOUR CHOICE - 
EITHER TYPE 

5 for $2.00 ppd. F 
AMERICAN MADE PILOT LIGHT 

Inch diameter. Made to  work directly 
from 115 volts AC made to  push f i t  i n  5/16 
inch hole, n o  hardware nwded. 50e ea. ppd. 

1% INCH SPEAKER 
*8 Ohm V.C. Very nlce. 

506 ea. ppd. 

I 
115 VOLT AC TRANSFORMER 
Secondary 12412 Volts O 800 
ma. Very Nice. 82.40 ea. ppd. 

Power Transformer. 115 Volt AC Primary. 
Secondary #1: 32432 Volt @ 1 Amp. 
Secondary #2: 6.3 Volts. Low Current For 
Pilot Lights. Size 2%" x 2%" x 3". 

Price: $2.50 Each ppd. 

6.3 Volt 1 Amp Transformer. Fully Shielded 
$1.60 Each ppd. 

' by K 3DPJ BOX 353 - IRWIN, PA. 15642 
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INSTRUMENTS 

HP 415CR SWR METER ....................... good, $ 65.00 
HP 430CR POWER METER .................. good. $ 65.00 
HP 130C 200uV SCOPE ........................ mint. $225.00 

........................ GR lOOlA SIGNAL GEN mint, $595.00 
HEATH 10-18 SCOPE .............................. mint, $ 85.00 
DUMONT 304H DUAL BEAM SCOPE ok. $125.00 
HEATH IP-17 POWER SUPPLY ............ ok, $ 64.95 
HEATH IG-82 GENERATOR ..................g ood, $ 40.00 

............................... 
LATEST SIGNALIONE CX7A 

HICKOK 455 VOM good, S 3'3.00 
BOONTON AM/FM GEN ................. good, $250.00 

......... I N  STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT HP DY5003 XBAND TEST SET excl. $350.00 
................. WRITE FOR 4 PAGE BROCHURE HP 5408 TRANSFER OSC good. $275.00 

........................ HP 685A H BAND OSC good, $225.00 
............................. GR 1208A UNIT OSC good. S 95.00 

HP 416A RATIOMETER ....................... good. $195.00 
DRAKE HP 492A TWT AMPLIFIER .................... good, $125.00 
SPR.4 ...................................................................... new, $ 579.00 HP KS19353 TELEPHONE TEST OSC 

m~nt .  $225.00 
ew, $ 99.95 DlGlPET 

160 MHz 
$ 22'00 TEKTRONI '1 scope same as model 

317. To 15MHz with probe ............................. $225.00 
ew. S 199.95 H p  ATTENUA DC 1000 MHz 

Model 355C like new. $ 75.00 
Model 355D like new, $ 75.00 

AA-10 10 Wa FR-114U 6 d equency .1 - 10k. 
AC-10 Power Supply .0001 to  10 sec. .......................... like new, $225.00 
SC-2 2 meter c 
CPS.1 power 
CC-1 console. 12 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLIES: 110 AC INPUT 

MODEL 102, is a 4 amp overload protected 

TEN TEC power supply that automatically resets itself 
when the overload is removed ............ new. $24.95 

ARGONAUT MODEL 505 ........................... new. $288.00 MODEL 104R, is a regulated power supply with 
210 POWER SUPPLY .............................. new. $ 24.95 the same electronic overload protection as the 

....................... ARGONAUT 405 LINEAR AMP. 50 watts out model 102. MODEL 104R new, $34.95 
new* s149.00 MODEL 107M is a heavier duty supply with the 

250 POWER SUPPLY, powers 505 & 405 same features as the l o w  but puts out 6 amps 
new. $ 49.00 new, $27.95 

ew. $109.95 
$ 59.95 INVERTER/CONVERTER: 

ew, $ 14.95 MODEL 612 is  a special purpose unit t o  provide 
12 VDC negative ground power in  automobiles ew' 18'95 with 

ew, S 12.95 positi 
KR5 new, S 34.95 uous 
KR20 
KR40 HONEYWELL 
Microp 0-25 VDC Voltmeter 
PM2B 
PM3A MISC. 

........................ 
COLLINS 

AUTRONIC KEYER new demo. $ 69.50 
JOHNSON KW MATCHBOX ............ excel., $ 90.00 

KWM2 with 516F2 o o d  $625.00 without coupler (swr) 
MPI  mobile supply ood. $ 95.00 2 METER VHF DUMMY LOAD/WATTMETER 
351D2 mobile mount .............................. fair. $ 65.00 to l5 watts - w/S0.239 

$19.95 
DL1 Dummy Load g o o d  $ 49.95 
30L1 spare parts k i t  less chastis/cab. etc. 

S 99.00 
KWM-I ~ /516-F1  ...................................................... $395.00 
51J-4 Deluxe al l  band revr .............................. $395.00 CASH . . .  FAST' For unused TUBES* 
75S.3 Receiver ............................................................... $345.00 Semiconductors~ VARIABLES* 
75A4 Receiver, lab certifled ......... excel.. $350.00 Equipmentv ETC. Write Or Now' Barryo 

W2LNl. We Buyl 
HALLICRAFTERS We ship a l l  over the World. DX Hams only. See 
SX-122A ............ reg $550 net, new cond.. $375.00 ~ ~ ~ r y  for the new Alpha 77. 
HT-32A .......... $ 195.00 

................................................................. FPM-300 new, $595.00 Send 356 lo4 page #20. 

LINEAR SYSTEMS BARRY ELECTRONICS CORP. 

SB.36 5 Band 500W SSB/CW Digital readout 
transceiver complete with AC power supply 

DEPT. H-12 - PHONE A/C 212-925-7000 

new, $969.95 512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK. N. Y. 10012 
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Even more 
from BARRY 

ANTENNAS 
2M MAGNETIC MOUNT w/RGSB & PL259 s 9.95 
AR.2 RING0 .............................................................. S 13.50 
AR.25 RING0 (KW RINGO) ........................... f 17.50 
DI.2 DIPLOMAT ...................................................... S 13.35 
14AVQ/WB VERTICAL .......................................... S 47.95 

.................................... 18AVT/WB VERTICAL S 69.95 
TH3MK3 10/15/20 Beam Super Thunderbird 

1144.95 
.................................. A144-7 2 METER BEAM $ 13.95 

All of the above antennas are in  stock here. In  
addition, we can order any antenna made by 
Antenna Specialists. Cush Craft. Hy Gain. Mos- 
ley Newtronics or Garn. 
c.d HAM "M" ROTATORS, new. complete $99.95 
HAM "M" CABLE .................................. Q 12e/ft. 
C.D. TR-44 ROTATORS, new, complete 563.95 
CABLE FOR TR-44 ............................................. 6 ~ / f t .  
RG-8A/U 100 ,!t. rolls. VHF connecter PL.259 
one end Type N" (UG21E/U) other end S 12.50 
RG8A/U - 65 feet with PL-259 
CONNECTORS ON EACH END ........................ $9.50 

DX ENGINEERING 
SPEECH COMPRESSORS 
DIRECT PLUG.IN FOR COLLINS 32s ..... $79.50 
DIRECT PLUG.IN FOR KWM - 2 .............. $79.50 
DIRECT PLUG.IN FOR DRAKE TR3 OR DRAKE 
TR4 f 98.50 

BIRD 
4350 80-1OM 2KW Ham Mate ....................... S 79.00 
4351 80.10M 1KW Ham Mate ...................... S 79.00 
4352 6. 2M 400W Ham Mate ........................ f 79.00 
43 Wattmeter ............................................. $100.00 

(Write for quote on slugs) 
81 50 W Dumrng L0a.d ............................ Fair S 49.95 
74 Coaxwitch S 6T New Surplus S 37.50 

......... 72.R Reversing Switch New Surplus S 37.50 

...... Mor-Gain Antenna Distributor Write for Details 

Overseas friends. Barry can demonstrate and 
help you with the purchase of ROBOT SSTV 
Gear. Write or drop in when you are in  NYC. 

500 PIV 12 Amp Diodes 75d 

BARKER & WILLIAMSON 
Dummy Load - Wattmeters - 523 334A DC . 
300 MHz, 1000 watts ~ n t .  $139.95 
374 DC - 230 MHz. 1500 f 167.95 
333 DC - 300 MHz. 250 watt i f 79.95 
Transistorized Little Oi,pper, perated, 
2 MHz-230 MHz continuous C 3 %  accuracy 
with modulation ................................. 1 94.50 
ARRL B & W Kits, al l  available from Barry 

........................................ 850A. 852 Inductors S 59.95 
851 Inductor ........................................................... S 29.95 
FC-15A Filament choke .................................... S 17.95 
FC-30A F~lament choke ......................... ............. S 21.95 
FC.25A Filament choke .................................... S 9.95 
RF Plate choke 90,,H. 2500 VDC, 500 MA 

6 5.49 
B & W PARTS - RF Filters, Plug-in Inductors. 
Auto Match auto antennas. Air Wound Coils. 
Miniductors. Toroid Inductors, Protax auto 
grounding coax switches. 

Write for Deluxe B & W Catalog. 

BUILDERS! 
Barry has lots o f  Millan and National parts in  
stock. 

Write for Barry's latest Green Sheet. 

TAKE 
YOUR 

PICK 

By far the most pop- 
ular manual in  the radio 

industry for amateurs, elec- 
tronics engineers, and technicians. 

LATEST HOW-TOBUILD DATA 
The Radio Handbook contains authoritive, de- 
tailed instructions for designing, building, and 
operating al l  types of radiocommunications 
equipment. 

AN IMPORTANT REFERENCE 
I t  provides a complete understanding of the 
theory and construction of all modern circuitry, 
semiconductors, antennas, power supplies, ful l  
data on workshop practice, test equipment. 
radio math, and calculations. 

18th Edition Only $7.95 
19th Edition $14.95 

(Just Issued) 
All prices postpaid 

Here is your chance to fill an impor- 
tant slot in your technical library. 

We have a limited supply of 18th edi- 
tions at an excellent price for you bargain 
hunters and a good supply of 19th edi- 
tions for those who wish the very latest. 

Either way it's an excellent opportunity 
that you should not miss. 

order today from 

corn'- 
BOOKS 

Greenville, New Hampshire 03048 
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cod. pmctic. sigmls horn popn )op. 

BRAND NEW BC-645 TRANSCEIVER 
EASILY CONVERTED FOR SCR-274-N, ARC-5 COMMAND SET Ha! 
420MC OPERATION 
Thls equipment originally 
cost over $1000. You get BC.453 $16.95 $23.50 
all tn orlginal factory carton. $19.50 $21.50 

. . .  . . . .  . f R E  UENCY RANGE: About 435 to 500 Me ac clsr. 5.3.7 Mc RC-458 18.95 - $11.95 
. . . . . .  ..... .... wASsMITTER has 4 tubes: WE.316A. 2 . 6 ~ f ,  7f7. 7.9.1 Mc.  BC.459 - $22.50 . RECEIVER has I1  tubes: 2-955. 4.7H7. 2.7E6. 3-7W. . RECEIVER I. F.: 40 Megacycler. . SIZE 1 O 1 j ' l  r 13%" r It.,". ARC-5 VHF RECEIVER, TRANSMlllER, MOWUTOR 100-154 Mhx 

Makes wonderful mobtle or flxed rig for 420 t o  500 Mc. R-28 RECENER wilh tuba ond cryrbl. 
Easlly converted for phone or CW operation Excellat Ud ................. fl9.50 

NEW, boxed.. ..... E a h  $1.88 2 f a  $3.25 

4-11 cord ond plug. b g .  $12.50. Our *cia1 Price $2.95 .................. Less aor cwhiom $1.95 
High imxdance adaptor FOI o h m . . .  $ .69 

SCR-522 TRANSMITTER/RECEIVER 
Derrgned to operate from 100 to 156 tnc. 
l h i s  unit makes fine 2.meter rig for 2- 
way mobile radio! Both unlts can be re- 
tn;;dlaf%scasr separately. compiete 

LIKE NEW $36.50 
........................ SCR-625 ARMY M I N E  DETECTOR $44.50 

BC-659 FM TRANSMITTER/RECElVER 
27 to 38.9 Mc. Crystal control on any 2 
pre-selected channels, 80 channels. Uses 
FT-243 Crystal 13 tubes: (1) LH4 (1) 
LC6, (4) 1 ~ ~ 4 ,  ( 2 )  1291, (4) 1 2 ~  & 
(1) 1291. New and complete with tubes, 
speaker and meter. 

BRAND NEW $27.50 
A P N 4  FM TRANSCEIVER 400-150 Mc. 
Freq. modu la ted  by  m o v l n g  co l l  t rans- 
ducer. Easily converted f o r  radio con- "'' Or '' crns' with l4 
tubes. dyn. BRAND NEW $9.95 
LM IREOUENCY METER 
Fine gsmal purport Nory unit 125 to 20,000 
Hz. Operates on 12 a 24 VDC. Canplate wilh 
tuba, crydol, calibration book. .... Chaked out, Excellent Ud $59.50 
Asabove,la. bmk ................ $22.50 

CATHODE RAY TUBES A l l  N e w  i n  Original Car ton  

STANDARD MAKE 
. . .  5AP1 3.75 ea. 5MP1 2.75 ea. 
. . .  9GP7 3.95 ea. 

. . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . .  3" SHIELD 1.75 5" SHIELD 3.95 

TENS: F.O.8. NYC. 25% dapait w i h  order, balonc. COD a remittonce 

(eastly c011veI1.d to 6 volts). Control BOX BC.646 
Mountin. tor PE.IO1C Oyn. Mountins for BC.646 ctr. box: 

TRANSCEIVER ONLY ..................................... $16.95 
AN/APR-4Y Fhl Pc AM RECEIVER 

FB" f o r  Satellite Tracking! 
H i g h  precis ion l a b  instrument,  f o r  mon i to r ing  
a n d  measur ing  f requency a n d  relat ive s ignal  

strength.  3 8  t o  4000 Mc. I n  5 
t u n i n g  ranges. For 110v 6 0  
cycle AC. Bu i l t - in  power s u p  IY 
Original  Circuit d i a g r a m  inckd :  
ed. Checked out. Perfect. 

: ~ : ~ u ~ i ~ ~  unin,iiibr %:: 
bove. P r ~ c e  u p o n  request. 

CRT 

$6.95 

WILLARD 2-VOLT 
STORAGE BATTERY 
(Model 20-2) 
Rat- at 20 ampere 
hours. Compact, 
rechargeable, fine 
for models. 

$2.79 

operating voltage Is taken from the  ~ 0 4 3 ~  
inverter. Al l  con t ro ls  are mounted o n  f ron t  panel. 
Uses a 3BP1 Cathode Ray Tube. a n d  5/6SN7, 
2/6H6. 1/2X2, 1/5Y3. Complete, NEW ........... $ 16.50 

M-1206-C RKENER Aircmft k c o n  Re- 
c e i m  ZOO to ~a KC. ~ p m t e r  Iran 24V DC 1.W. 
Continmu. Wing, vol conlrol, on-oll witch a d  
phone j a k .  Vev mmitive. Compoct. 
Caplate with tuba, NEW 92.50 ............. 

BC-348 Radio Receiver . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  569.50 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BC-312 Radio Receiver ..569.50 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  AN/ARN-7 Receiver $19.50 

ARR-1 OSCILLATOR 
SPECIAL) ' ' $4'25 

AK-Rl iA M.dm 0-5 Il.c.lvr 190 - 5Y) Khr ............. 90.95 
ARC-(U? 540 - I6CO Khr R.c.ivr with Iming d ........ 115.95 
R4/ARR-2 Rw-ivr 234-258 W1, Il &, NEW .......... $8.95 

BC-605 INTERPHONE AMPLIFIER. NEW $3.45 EXC. 
USED .. ........... $1.95 
TELEPHONE HANDSET.'W.E.' type: L I ' K ~ N E W  $2.95 

ID-93/APG-13 INDICATOR SCOPE U N I T  '" MINIMUM ORDER I5.m. M i r t  to via =I* mica chon90 

GLG RADIO ELECTRONICS COMPANY 
45-47 Womn St. (2nd FI) k w  Yo&, N.Y. I0007 Pk. 212-267-4605 



Model 505 Argonaut 
A Complete Low ~ower~ransceiver,  

10-80 Meters 

Model 405 Linear 
For Medium Power, 

10-80 Meters 

Here is the ultimate in station flexibility-The Argonaut plus the new Model 
405 solid state linear amplifier. Now, you can enjoy the fun and extreme portabil- 
ity of QRP yet increase power 25 times by adding the "405" amplifier - simply 
and easily. 

The "405", with less than 2 watts RF input, produces 50 clean sine wave 
watts to the antenna. Yet, it retains utter simplicity in installation, operation and 
tuning. 

With the "405" there is no "tune-up". Just select the desired band. That's 
all. Change bands in seconds with no danger to the final amplifier. Even with 
the wrong antenna. 

Two meters constantly monitor the output in RF watts and SWR. No switches 
or controls to delay band changing. 

The antenna changeover is exciter actuated with front panel time delay con- 
trol. It can be set for nearly instant CW break-in or optimum hold time for SSB. 

The portability of the "405" is unequaled. Weight is just 2'/2 pounds and the 
size 4%" x 7" x 8". The power supply for 1151230 VAC is about the same size 
and weighs 8 pounds. It is a separate unit so it need not be included in a mobile 
installation or where 12 VDC is available. 

The "405" will retain its stamina for the years ahead. Computer estimated 
life of the output transistors is 25.7 years. That's a lot of QSOs, a lot of fun and 
excitement. 

TEN-TEC products are sold by selected Argonaut, Model 505 ................ $288.00 
dealers. If one is in Your trading area, Linear Amplifier, Model 405 .... 149.00 
by all means patronize him. It will help power supply, ~ ~ d ~ l  250 
you and Amateur Radio. However, if. it ........ is more convenient, send your order di- (Will supply both units) 49.00 
rectly to us. Include $2.00 for shipping. 210 fWill 
(Tennessee residents include 5% sales power Argonaut only) ............ 24-95 

............ tax.) Write for catalog and specifics- Microphone, Model 215 17.00 

............ tions. Keyer, Model KR5/605 34.95 

TEN -TEC, lac. 
SEVIERVILLE, TENNESSEE 37862 7mr 
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Reconditioned Model 32's 
Excellent-Complete 
KSR 1250.00 ASR $375.00 

W2DLT ELECTRONICS 
302H Passaic Ave., ST1 R LING, N.J. 07980 

We supply crystals from 
l6kHz to 100MHz. Over 
6 million crystals in 

OlVlSlON O F  BOB 
WHAN & SON 

grees for six rnalor U.S. cltles: Boston. Washington. 
D. C.. Miami. Seattle. San Francisco & Los Angeles. 

postpaid $1.25 

teurs. Packed wi th world.wide ~nformatton - includes 
11 maps, in 4 colors wi th zone boundaries and coun- 
t ry  Drefrxes o n  each map. Also includes a polar pro. 
j ec t~on  m a p  of the world plus a map of the Antarctica 

Almost All CB Sets, Trans. or Rec. 
ICE Svntliesizer Crystal on request) 

Any Amateur Band in  FT.243 
(Except 80 meters1 
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CW or RTTY, whichever way you go, 

HAL HAS TOP QUALITY 
YOU CAN AFFORDv 

_ _  -.. - '  
..... a , .@ 

.-- 

TOP QUALITY R T T Y . .  .WITH THE HAL Top TRE 
MAINLINE ST-6 TU. Only 7 HAL clrcult boards H A L  lSSO 
(drilled GI0 glass) lor all features, plug-In IC sockets, and KEYER- DHlgned lor O P a -  
custom Thordarson transformer for both supplies. 11 51 
230 V. 50-60 Hz. KIt wlthout cablnConty 5135.00; screened, 
punched caMnet wlth pre-drllled connector ralls, 535.00; 
boards and complete manual. 519.50; wlred and tested 
units, only 5280.00 (wlth AK-1. 5320.00): 

OTHER HAL PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 
ID-I Repeater Idmtlller (wlred clrcult board) . . .  S 75.00. 

tion; perlectly timed CW wlth optional 
automatic ID lor sendlng call letters. 
great lor DX and RTTY; TTL clrcuitry, 
transistor switching lor grid block, 
cathode keying. Handsome rugged 
crackle caMnet wlth brushed aluml- 
num panel. Wlth ID.only 590.00; with- 
out ID. 565.00.. 

ID-1 (completely assembled In 1%" rack 
cablnst) , . . . . .  

HAL ARRL FM Transmitter Klt . . . . . . . . . . .  5 50.00. 
W3FFG S S N  Converter KH . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 55.00. 
Malnllne ST-5 TU Klt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  5 50.00. 
Malnllne AK-I AFSK Kit . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  S 27.50. 

-- 

TOP QUALITY.. . 
WITH THE BAL 
MKB-1 MORSE KEYBOARD. 
As easy as typing a letter-you get 
automatic CW with variable speed 
and weight, internal audio oscillator 
with volume and tone controls, in- 
ternal speaker, and audlo output jack. 
Smooth operation; completely solid- 
state. TTL circuitry using GI0 glass 
boards. regulated power supplies. 
and high voltage transistor switch. 
Optional automatic ID available. As- 
sembled MKB-1. 5275.00. In kit form, 
51 75.00. 

NEW FROM HAL- TOP QUALITY TOP QUALITY.. .WITH THE UAL RKBf 
RVD-1002 RTTY VIDEO DISPLAY TTY KEYBOARD. Gives you typewrlter-easy op 
UNIT. Revolutionary approach to amateur eration wlth automatic letterlnumber shlft at four 
RTTY ... provldes v lswl  dlsplay of recelved speeds (60, 66. 75, and 100 WPM). Use wlth RVD-1002 
RlTY slgnal trom any TU, at lour speeds (60.66, vldeo dlsplay system, or insert In loop of any te lb  
75, and 100 WPM), uslng a N rscdver modlfied prlnter. lor fast and easy RlTY. Completely solld state. 
lor v l dw  monltorlng. Panasonlc solld-state N TTL cinultry uslng GI0 glass boards, regulated power 
recelverlmonltor, or monltor only, avallable. supplles, and translstor loop swltch. 
RVD-1002, 5525.00; Panasonlc TV recelverl RKB-1 assembled. only $275.00.. 
rnonftor. 5160.00; monltor only. 5140.00: 

HAL provldes a complete line 01 components. wmlcondwlors. and IC's to 1111 practlcally any cm- 
struclion need. Send 24C to c w u  postage lor catalog wlth Into and photos on all IIAL products 
avallabk. 

**bore pdces do no( Imlud. shlpplng costs. PIeaw add 75s on part# orders. 52.00 on targn kns. 
Shlpplng vla UPS whenever possible: therelore. street address roqulnd. 

H A L  COMMUN ICATlONS CORP., BOX 365 H , urbana, Illinois 61801 



SUPERMatch 4 d  in USA 6 Canada 
Money back Guarantee 

* E-Z Match Tuner 
* SWR Meter 
* Power Meter 

* Antenna Switch 
* 350watts PEP 

Clean up t h e  unsightly 
tangle of wires a r o u n d  
t h e  shack and your wife 
will t h i n k  it's beautiful 

with seacrh back 
SCAN-2 IS DESIGNED T O  I'll'C 1!1T0 llR-2 
CRYSTAL SOCKET. ONLY !:ICESSARY WIRING 
NEEDED IS GROllND A+ ANI) SQUELCII SWITCH 
LEAD. PARTS INCLUDE TWO UNIJUCTION TRAN 
SISTORS. TWO N P N  S I L I C O N  TRANSISTORS. USE A MAGNUM SIX 
ONE I.C. AND TIIREE SILICON DIODES. IT 
IS ON A 2112 X 1112 P C  BOARD. UNIT SCANS 

THE QUALITY R F SPEECH PROCESSOR 
T W O  FREQtlENCIES TWENTY TIMES A SECOND. 
SEARCH BACK FEATURE ALLOWS OPPOSITE ..... 
CHANNEL T O  BE SCANED O N C E  EVERY FIVE .... 

............ 
... 

Collxns. Heath 5119.95 

SECONDS FROM T H E  O N E  T H A T  IS LOCKED O N  
Vacw FTlOl... 5139.95 

BY A SIGNAL. T H I S  FEATURE CAN BE SUIT 
Kcnmod $139 95 

C H E D  IN AND OUT. WIRED..... 519.95 Add 5% Tar ~n Wnhtnmar 

62-HR2 IS DESIGNED T O  ADD SIX U O R E  
TRANSUIT FREQUENCIES T O  HR-2 OR HR-?A. 

KIT .......... 5 9.95 
W I R E D  ........ $1 3.95 4 TIMES THE SSB POWER ON ALL BANDS 

HF-14hU R F  PREAMPLIFIER (UOS-FET) 
TYPICAL GAIN 17db w i t h  3 d b  NOISE ADDED PUNCH FOR PILEUPS .......... FIGURE. K I T  $11.95 ..... WIRED... $17.95 

EXCELLENT VOICE OUALITY 

HF-1hLM (UOTRAC PRE-AMP) ........ WIRED $1 7.95 SPLAlTER FREE, NARROW BAND OUTPUT SIGNAL 

W A U L  "ISO-TIP" CORDLESS SOLDERING 
IRON COUES WITH CHARGER ......... $1 9.95 SOLID STATE DESIGN 

SPECIAL HR-2A or HR-212 WITH SCAN-2 P R I C I S  
AND PRE-AMP INCLUDED. HR-ZA...S229.95 

MORE ADDED POWER PER STHAN ANY OTHER METHOD 

HR-212. .$259.95 lSCLI'l'ES 
SHIPPINC ........................................................................... ~opcka FM communications 

Topeka, Kansas 
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Semiconductor Supermart 
MOTOROLA RCA FAlRCHlLD NATIONAL HEP PLESSEY 

DIGITAL READOUT 
~t a pr i ce  

everyone $3.20 
can afford 

. Operates from 5 VDC . Same as TTL and DTL . Will last 250,000 hours. 

Actual Size 

The MiNiTRON readout is  
a miniature direct viewed 
incandescent filament (7. 

Segment) display in a 16.pin DIP with a 
hermetically sealed front lens. Size. and 
appearance are very similar to LED read- 
outs. The big difference is in  the price. 
Any color filter can be used. 

INTRODUCING NEW 
DEVICES AT NEW LOW PRICES 

LA3018 (replaces CA301 
LA3046 (replaces CA3046 
LS370 (replaces LM370 
LS1496 (Improved MC14 
LS3028A (replaces CA30 
LPlOOO (a new fun4 

audto OSC, timer. 
Coming soon the 
10-pin IC package. 

NATIONAL DEVICES 
LM37O AGC/Squelch amp ................... .... ..... $4.85 

..................... LM373 AM/FM/SSB IF strip/Det $4.85 
LM309K 5V 1A regulator. I f  you are using TTL 

you need this on $3.00 

POPULAR IC's 
MC1550 Motorola RF amp ...................... .... $1.80 
CA3020 RCA 1/2 W audio $ 3.07 
CA3020A RCA 1 audio 3.92 

CA3028A RCA RF amp 
CA3001 RCA 6.66 ................... 
MC1306P Motorola 1/2 W audio $1.10 ....................... 
MC1350P High gain RF amp/lF amp $1.15 ......... 

..... MC1357P FM IF amp Quadrature det $2.25 
MC1496 Hard to find Bal. Mod ...................... $3.25 
MFC9020 Motorola 2.Watt audio ................. $2.50 

... MFC4010 Multi-purpose wide-band amp $1.25 
MFC8040 Low noise preamp ............................ V.50 
MC1303P Dual Stereo preamp ....................... H.75 
MC1304P FM multiplexer stereo demod $4.95 

FET's 
MPF102 JFET 
MPF105/2N5459 
MPF107/2N5486 JFET VHF/UHF ....................... $1.26 
MPF121 LOW-cost dual gate VHF RF ............. 85 
MFE3007 DU~I-gate 1.98 
40673 1-75 
3N140 Dual-gate 1.95 
3N141 Dual-gate 1.86 

MOTOROLA DIGITAL 
MC724 Quad Painput RTL Gate $1.00 
MC788P Dual Buffer RTL ..f ..................................... 
MC789P Hex Inverter RTL ................... ...... $1.00 
MC790P Dual J-K Flip-flop .................................... $2.00 
MC799P Dual Buffer RTL ................................... .. 
MC780/880 RTL decade counter ........................ $3.00 
MClOl3P 85 MHz Flip-flop MECL ..................... $3.25 

MOTOROLA TUNING DIODES 
Silicon voltage variable capacitance diodes in 

~ ~ ~ ~ a , P d " ~ ~ o " , $ ~  :L2 ~ ~ p s t ~ ~ ~ ~ : ~ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ , " P , \ ~  
device; are same. Capacitance value is typical 
at -4Vdc. Tuning ratio is approx. 3:l. 
MV2101/R2500 pF 1.10 
MV2103/R2501 lo pF 1.10 

MV2105'R2502 MV2109/R2503 33 l5 pF pF 1.10 
1.10 

MV2112/R2504 56 pF 1.10 
~ ~ 2 1 1 5 / ~ 2 5 0 5  100 pF 1.10 

MORE RCA IC's 
................................ CA3088E AM rcvr subsystem U.U) 

CA3089E FM IF system with circuits for IF 
amp.. Det., AF preamp., AFC, Squelch. & 

NEW FAIRCHILD ECL 
HIGH SPEED DIGITAL IC'S 

9528 Dual "Dm FF toggles beyond 160MHz $4.65 
............... 9582 Multi-function gate & amplifier $3.15 

........................ 95H90 300 MHz decade counter $16.00 
A 95H90 & 9582 makes an excellent prescaler 
to extend low frequency counters t o  VHF - 
or use two 9528s for a 160 MHz prescaler. 

Box 3047H, Scottsdale, AZ 85257 

Please add 35C for shipping 
CIRCUIT SPECIALISTS CO. 
FACTORY AUTHORIZED 
HEP.CIRCUIT.STIK 
DISTRIBUTOR 



short circuits 

mobile touch-tone 
In the article on mobile Touch-Tone 

operation in the August, 1972, issue, page 
60, the capacitor and resistor across relay 
K1 can cause irhmediate failure of the 
transistor due to excessive current flow. 
When the transistor is first turned on, and 
the capacitor is not charged, current flow 
is  about 500 mA since the 22-ohm 
resistor is the only thing that limits 
current. WB8NAT has suggested a modifi- 
cation which places the timeconstant 
capacitor in the base circuit of the tran- 

ImDrOVOd time-constant clrcult. 

sistor. This has proved quite effective and 
according to several fm operators who 
have built it, the circuit works very well. 
The diode has been added to the tran- 
sistor base circuit to prevent the dial from 
shorting out the charge on the time 
constant circuit. 

frequency-measuring oscillator 
The frequency-measuring oscillator de- 

scribed in the April, 1972, issue was 
originally designed and built by Ben 
Christie, K2BF. A footnote should have 
been included in the article to that effect. 
It seems that Ben designed and built an 
fmo and sent i t  to a friend, Peter Peter- 
sen, KGMFS, in Long Beach, California. I t  
was a t  K6MFS's house that author 
WGIEL saw the original fmo, realized it 
would make a good construction article 
and obtained full information from 
K2BF. The photographs in the article 
were taken by KGMFS, and are of the 
original fmo built by K2BF. 

multimode i-f system 
In the article on the multimode i-f 

system in the September, 1971, issue, 
several component designators were not 
included on the schematic. Capacitor C6 
is  the .001-pF capacitor from pin 14 to 
pin 15 of the NE560 PLL IC. C1 and C2 
are the two 100-pF capacitors across L1 
and L2. R1 is the 1 k resistor from pin 2 
to pin 3 of the MC 15966 IC. R3 is the 
3.9k resistor connected to pin 9 of the 
MC1596G. 

frequency scaler 
In the circuit of the frequency scaler, 

fig. 28, page 42 of the September, 1972 
issue of ham radio, the .Ol-pF capacitor 
should be connected to both V,, pins on 
the 95H90 IC. The circuit-connection dot 
was inadvertently left off by the drafts- 
man. 

direct-reading swr meters 
The meter scale for the direct-reading 

swr meter (fig. 1, page 29, May, 1972) is 
incorrect. The author states that, "An swr 
of 1: 1 is obtained if the reflected power 
is  equal to zero." That would place the 
swr line labeled "1" directly between the 
zero on the reflected scae scale and the 

Bird Model 3122 Thrullne wattmeter. 

pivot of the reflected meter pointer. In 
fig. 1 that line is  displaced to the left, so 
that a reflected reading less than zero 
would be required to obtain an swr of 
one. In addition, ~ h r u l i n e ~  is a registered 
trademark of Directional RF Wattmeters 
manufactured by Bird Electronic Corpor- 
ation. Author WA4WDK's vswr meter was 
patterned after the Bird model 3122 
~ h r u l i n e ~  Wattmeter pictured here. 
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logic monitor 
In the logic monitor circuit described 

in the April, 1972, issue (page 70) the 
output of the first section of the MC844 
should be connected to the 1 k pullup 
resistor. 

LAlE I 's  three-band ground-plane antenna. 

three-band ground plane 
Fig. 6 of LA1 El's excellent article on 

the three-band ground plane in the May, 
1972, issue is in error. The corrected 
drawing is  shown above. 

repeater control with simple timers 
In fig. 1 on page 47 of the September, 

1972, issue, C1, the 400-pF capacitor, 
and the 33-ohm resistor should go to 
ground, not to O of U1. Make the same 
change to fig. 2 on page 48. 

power supply ics 
The RCA CA3055 voltage-regulator IC 

specified in the article on page 50 of the 
November, 1970 issue of ham radio has 
been replaced by the RCA CA3085. The 
CA3085 is a 12-mA device, while the 
CA3085A is  a 100-mA device which is a 
plug-in replacement for the old CA3055. 
The CA3085B. a member of the same IC 
family, has the same ratings as the 
CA3085A, but can withstand higher 
input voltage surges. The price, incident- 
ally, of the CA3085A is  less than the 
CA3055, welcome news in view of the 
higher costs of nearly every commodity 
these days. 

The "STANDARD" 
.\ 

\ 
IV\ 

\4 

Strong, Light, No Upkeep 
Self-Supporting 
Easy to Assemble & Erect 
All towers mounted on 
hinged bases 
Complete Telescoping and 
Fold-Over Series nvailal~le 

*so light you can 
put it up all by 
yourse l f !  N o  
climbing, no jin 
poles, no heart 
attacks. 

+ \ 

,;. t 
And now, with motorized 
options, you can crank it ,I 
up or down, or fold it over, 
from the operating posi- ' 
tion in the house. 

See your local distributor, or write for. 12 
page brochure givlng dozens of combma- 
tions of height, weight and wind load. 

NOW In New b r ~ e r  Facilities 

In  Almont Heights Industrial Park 

Alrnont, Michigan 48003 
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CRYSTAL FILTERS 
and @ DISCRIMINATORS 

4P 
by 

K.V.G. 

XlI of us at 

SPECTRUM INTERNATIONAL I 
wisX all our customers and readers I 

a Very %appy ehristmas 

and a Successful n e w  year  
w 

SPECTRUM 
CONVERTERS INTERNATIONAL 
For further information Check-Off page 126 BOX 1084 CONCORD 

MASSACHUSElTS 01742 

Onlv 

+!+NEW low cost digital 

26 ranges to measure acldc voltages lrom 100 m~crovolts 
to 1200 V, ac/dc currents lrom 100 nanoamperes to 2 am- 
peres and resistance from 100 mlll~ohms to 20 megohms 

Guaranteed to stay w~thln spec~ftcattons for one full year 
Fluke glves you the best specs and strongest warranty on the 
market today for the lowest cost of ownersh~p ever Wtde 
cho~ce of optlons lncludlng rechargeable battery pack, dlgl- 
tal prtnter output, deluxe test leads, htgh-voltage probe. RF 
probe. ZOO-amp ac current probe, carrylng case, dust cover 
and rack mounts. Unlque self-zero feature el~mlnates off- 
set errors. Rugged htgh-~mpact case w ~ t h  securely mounted 
~nternai electrontcs Servlce centers throughout U S .Can- 
ada. Europe and Far East for 48-hour turnaround repalrs 

P.O. Box 7428. 
FLUKE Seattle. Washington 98133 0 

Get all the details from your nearest Fluke sales office. Dial 
toll-free 800-426-0361 tor address of office nearest you. 

$87.50 
PPD 
USA 

v. v r 3 

Self c o m p l e t ~ n g  do ts  a n d  dashes. 

Dot m e m o r y  f o r  easy keying. 

Precision feather - touch k e y  b u i l t - ~ n .  . Sidetone osci l lator a n d  speaker built-in. 
Relay  o u t p u t  keys  300-V @ 100-ma. 

K e y e d  t i m e  base. Ins tant  start. 

5-50 wpm. Perfect dot -dash rat io.  

Send O S L  o r  postcard  f o r  f ree brochure.  
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Look into the FTdx 570 
You're invited to take an inside look at 
Yaesu's new FTdx 570 transceiver. 

What you'll see inside is quality. Con- 
struction features like a heavy-gauge, 
compartmented steel chassis with integral 
outer case, and instrument quality VFO 
gearing. You'll see a beautifully-arranged 
circuit layout, with each component identi- 
fied by part number. And you'll see only 
the highest quality components - rated 
well above their operating levels. 

The FTdx 570 is one of the best built 
rigs around. Anywhere. We built it like a 
tank. But like a fine watch, too. 

The FTdx 570 is also filled with perform- 
ance features you won't find in any other 
rig in its price range. A noise blanker. 
Built-in power supply. Calibrators, WWV, 
VOX and a cooling fan. Not to mention 560 
watts PEP SSB, 500 watts CW input power. 
Plus a super-sensitive receiving section. 
Even a built-in s~eaker. 

For a little extra money, you can have 
a CW filter included. 

Those are the highlights. Send us the 
coupon, we'll send you the details. Better 
yet, send us $549.95 and we'll send you 
the FTdx 570, complete with a one-year 
warranty. Why wait to get into a Yaesu? 

D-- -3, - -_ 

1 

I U Please send d e l a ~ l e d  ~nlorrnallon on all Yaesu I 
I products I ! Enclosed find S-- -- I 

I i Please send model(s) i 
SPECTRONICS WEST I I Address """" I 

[ lvpt  l.llll E Zlith, 5!gll,lI l l ~ l l  ( a  ~ 1 1 1 ~ ~ 1  12131 120 J5'13 
I 

City 
I 

State-___Zip-- -- I 
Al l  prices F.O.B. Signal Hill. Ca. "H.2" 

I SPECTRoNICS EAST I Master Charge and BankAmericard accepted , 
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NOISE ACTUATED SWITCH $1.35 
Solid state noise actuated switch fully wired. 
includes mike pick-up, amplifier. SCR switch. j Actuates by noise or whistle. Useful for burglar 
alarms, lamp lighter, etc. 15 ft. range. 

LIGHT EMllTlNG DIODES 3/$l.00 
Ruby red. gold plated leads. With mercury cell 
for instant testing. 

-- - . -  . . --- 

COMPUTER KEYBOARD WENCODER $35 
Another shipment just received. Alpha-numerics 
keyboard excellent condition. Once again we POWER ~ N E A B L E  VARACTOR $5.00 
expect an early sellout. Price of 3 5  includes 
prepaid shipment in the US and shopment made Si.milar MA-4060, used in 
within 24 hours of receipt of order. tr~plers, amplifiers, etc. Fully guaran. 

teed, with specs and some circuits. 
$5 each or 6 for $25 pp. 

CHARACTER GENERATOR SETS $50 
64 bi t  ASC II Character Generator IC sets. 
Vertical scan set includes SK0002 kit, two 
MM502 and one NH0013C. 
Horizontal scan sets includes SKOOOl kit, two 
MM502, and one NH0013C. 

n 323 FREQ. METER 
Make your own CUT readout o r  use it for hard 
COPY. 

Similar t o  the familiar BC 221 except tnis one E~~~~~ set only $50 includes 10 pages of 
covers range of 2 0 - 4 5 0  mc. Accuracy .005,% info on character generatom. 
Used, guaranteed OK, less batteroes, wtth 
schematic. TS.323 ship wt. 35 Ibs. . .... ... $50.00 

JOHN MESHNA JR. ELECTRONICS SOLID STATE AUDIO AMP $1.25 

p.0. B~~ 62 E. L~,,,,, n,lass. 0 ~ 9 0 4  Fully wired, transistorized, uses 6 volts 

New 
3 Digit Counter 

- 7 " . The model fm-36 3d ig i t  frequency 
meter has the same features that has made 
the 2 digit model so popular with Hams - low price. small size (smeller than a 
QSL ca,rd), 35 Mhz top frequency, simple 
connectton to our transmotter. +O -0.1 
Khz readout - {LVS the added convenience 
of a third digit to  provide a 6 digit capa- 
bility. Kit or Assembled. 
Example: 28.649.800 Hz reads 28.6 MHz 
or 49.8 Khz. (Add the 10 Hz module to 
read 9.80.) 

lW.36 KIT $134.50 

NEW . . . . . .  
3 0 0  MHz PRESCALER only $45 .00  

with fm-36  order 

Micro-Z Co. 
Box 2426 Rolling Hills, Calif. 90274 

FM by STANDARD COMMUNICATIONS 

ANTENNAS by HY-GAIN 
Quality-Selected Used Ham Gear 

Write for listing, updated twice monthly 
CFP ENTERPRISES 

866 Ridge Road 



NEW 
6 M E T E R  F A  
~ $ k -  HR-6 
25 Watt 

12 Channels 
SPECIFICATIONS 
RECEIVER 
Antenna Impedance 50 ohms 
Frequency Range 52-54 MHz Modulation Phase modulation with 
Sensotovoty 0 350v (Nom.) 20db uietong automatic dev~atoon lomitong 
Selectovoty 6db t 9 6  KHz Deviation Internal adjustable from 
Image Rejectoon 50db 2 32 KHz 0.15KC Factory set to  IOKC. 
Spuroous Rejectoons 60db Microphone Preamp FET onput 
Modulat~on Acceptance k 1 5  KHz woth rnternal level adjustment. 
Audoo Output (3 4 ohm speaker) 3 Channels 12 crystal controlled wrth 
watts ( 1  10% or  less distorioon 5 watts ~ n d e  endent channel selector 

maximum. and indoviduai cKannel nettong capacotors 
Squelch System Full "noise" operated Power Amp Protectoon SWR Brodge 
Channels 12 crystal controlled woth llmotong corcuot 

independent channel selector Crystal Installed 52.525 MHz Channel 1 
I.F. Fre uencres 10 7 MHz and 455 KHz POWER 
~rysta l?nsta l led 52.525 MHz Channel 1 Voltage Requirements 13.8V DC (nom.) 
TRANSMITTER 11.5V (mm.) -14 5V (max.) 
Antenna Impedance - 50 ohms Current Requirements A t  13.8 Volts 
Frequency Range 52.54 MHz Rece~ve (Squelched) 280 MA. 
Power Output 25 watts mln. @ 13 8V DC Recelve (Max. audto output) 900 MA. 
Power Bandwlth 25 watts Transmat - 4 5  Amp. 

from 52.54 MHz Fuse Soze 10 amp. 3AG 
Harmonic & Spurious Em~ss~ons  60db Srze .. 2% x 66% x 9% 

or more below carroer Shopping We~ght  .. 6 I b s .  

ALL NEWand ONLY $23900 
FROM 

COMMUNICATIONS WORLD, INC. 
4788 STATE ROAD - CLEVELAND. OHIO 44109 

PHONE: (216) 398-6363 
THE MIDWEST NEWEST COMPLETE COMMUNICATION CENTER 

Stocking A/S. Astatic. CDE. Cush Craft. Clegg. HyGaon. Kenwood. Newtron~cs. al l  Regency 
products, Business. Ham, Marone, and CB, Standard, Rohn. SBE, Tempo and Ten-Tec. 
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WESTERN UNION DESK FAX 
PUT ON THE A I R  - OR B A C K  TO B A C K  

"PRICED TO SELL" 

PAPER 

DESK FAX 

SHEETS 
$12.95 

COOLING FAN 4 pole llOV 60 c c Motor, 
4 bladed nylol; fan. 50 21~l1h:'x 3"H. 
x 2'A"D. $2.25 each 

ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITORS 
............................ 4000 MFD at 15V .75C 10/16.W 
........................... 1000 MFD at 15V 256 10/$2.W 
........................... 50 MFD at 15V ...20C 10/11.50 

* * *  
Miniature reed switch, &ass enciosure 

.......................................................... long 256 ea. lO/$;!g 

..................... ..... 88 MH Torolds, potted .. 1O/s3.W 

IRC Trimpots #Ul22C2 1K-5K-lOK-2OK 
3/$1.W 

Pots, miniature sfl shaft 5K 3/$1.00 

......... Knobs for s" shaft, brass Inserts 5/$1.W 

............................ 1000 PIV 2 amp Diodes 10/$2.9§ 

Molex I.C. Terminals. 120 per Ft. 
$1.00 per toot 

Nixie Tube type National NL940 
$2.95 88. 10/$27.50 

* * *  
R & R ELECTRONICS 
311 EAST SOUTH ST. 
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
46225 

$5.00 minimum order 
Please add sufficient portage. 

RADIO RECEIVERS R-257/U 
BACK WITH AN EVEN BETTER SUPPLY 
R & R has the Motorola Plug In's we sold 
out of last year and more. 

We now have the popular LOW BAND 2550 
MC equipment. Unit comes with these 
plug-ins: . 1st IF 61 2nd Mixer . RF & 1st Mlxer . Oscillator-Doubler unit-Amplifier . 2nd IF & Discriminator . Audio Squelch . Filter Unit 

SCHEMATIC Diagrams tor all units supplied 

COMPLETE SET ................................................... $9.95 

-- - -  
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MAXIMIZE 
YOUR AMATEUR RADIO 

What new 2M FM gives 
me most for my money, MONEY. : K : ~ ~ , s ~ ~ ~ Y : ~ ~ ~ ~ F ~ ~ ~  
performance vs. price? The 
answer's as clear as the superb 
reception you'll get on the new 
Standard 826MA, 10 watt, 2 
meter FM transceiver. You'll 
find such outstanding features 
as 12 channels - with the four 
most popular ones included - 
and a RF output meter with 
selection of 10 watts or 0.8 watt 
for battery conservation. And of 
course, our "Astropoint" system 

and rejection of unwanted sig- 
nals on today's active 2M band. 
Helical Resonators & FET front 
end provide the performance 
needed for tomorrows crowded 
channels. Provision for tone 
coded squelch to activate mod- 
ern repeaters. A radio that won't 
become obsolete. Occupies less 
than 200 cu. in. Weighs less than 
5 Ibs. It has all the same "Astro- 
points" as entire Amateur line. 

f 
NEW 22 CHANNEL BASE STATION 

SRC-14U I 
8 

Ultimate in a 2M FM Transceiver feature 

22 channels 
AC & DC supplies Built In 
10W (1,3 & 10 selectable) 
Receiver offset tuning 
VOX 
Three Front Panel Meters 
Plus many more exciting features. 

For detailed inlormation on these; the complete Standard line and the name of your nearest dealer write: 

$ Standard 
Communications Corp. 

213 / 775-6284.639 North Mar~ne Avenue. W~lmington, California 90744 





flea Y t  market 
I RATES Commercial Ads 25$ per 
word; non-commercial ads 102 per word 
oavable in advance. No cash discounts . - - - - - - - - 
or agency comrn~ssions allowed. 

COPY No special layout or arrange- 
ments available. Material should be type- 
written or clearly printed and must in- 
clude full name and address. We reserve 
the right to  reject unsuitable copy. H a m  
R a d i o  can not check out each advertiser 
and thus cannot be held responsible for 
c la~ms made. Liabi l~ty for correctness of 
material limited to corrected ad in next 
available issue. Deadline is 15th of 
second preceding month. 
I SEND MATERIAL TO: Flea Market, 
Ham Radio, Greenville, N. H. 03048. 

SAROC EIGHTH ANNIVERSARY January 4-6, 1973. 
Advance Registration $10.00 per person entitles 
registrant to SAROC Spec~al room rate $15.00 per 
night plus room tax, single or  double occupancy. 
tickets for admission to technical seminars, Swan 
Electronics and SAROC Social Hour Friday: Hy- 
Gain/Galaxy Electronics and SAROC Cocktail Party 
Saturday, Buffet Hunt Breakfast Sunday; Ladies 
who register will be offered a special program on 
Saturday. Advance Registration with Flamingo 
Hotel mid-night show two drinks $17.00. Advance 
Registration. with ~ i a m i n g o  ~ o i e l  Dinner Show 
(entrees Brisket of Beef or Turkey) no drinks. 
$21.00. Tax and Gratuity included except for room. 
SAROC Roundtrip Jet Vacation Flight Departure 
Cities: Baltimore/Washington, Boston Chicago 
Cleveland, Columbus, Detroit. Hartford. ' ~ i l w a u k e e :  
New York/Newark. Philadelphia. Pittsburq. St. 
Louis Kansas City. Denver, Omaha and L~ncoln. 
Send ' for details. Sixth National FM Conference, 
ARRL. WCARS 7255. WPSS-3952. MARS. meetlnas . . . . . . -, . . -. . . . - . - - - , . . - - - - -, 

and technical sessions scheduled. ~cco&nodatio?k 
reauest to  Flamingo Hotel, Las Vegas. Nevada be. 
fore December 15th. Advance Registration to 
SAROC Southern Nevada ARC, Inc.. Box 73. 
Boulder City, Nevada 89005. Before December 31st. 

WORLD QSL - See ad page 118. 

SAVE MONEY on parts and transmitting-receiving 
tubes. Foreign-Domestic. Send 256 for giant 
catalog. Refunded first order. United Radio 
Company. 56-HR Ferry Street, Newark. N.J. 07105. - 
l l T H  ANNUAL MID-WINTER SWAP AND SHOP on 
Sunday. February 11, 1973 at the DuPage County 
Fairgrounds, Wheaton, Illinois. Hours: 8:00 AM to  
5:00 PM. $1.00 advance/$l.50 at the door. We are 
expanding to  two building; this year. Refreshments 
and unlimited parking. Bring your own tables. Free 
coffee and donuts 9:00 . 9:30 AM. Hams. CB'ers. 
electronic hobbyists, friends and commercial ex- 
hibitors are cordially invited. Write W.C.R.A., Bill 
Rambow, WB9AVD. P. 0. Box QSL, Wheaton, Illi- 
n o s  60187 for ~nformation. 

VK7 GOLDEN JUBILEE AWARD RULES: Radio 
Amateurs outside Australia and New Zealand to  
contact five (5) Tasmanian stations (VK7) during 
the period 1st January to  31st December 1973. 
Any amateur band may be used. Any amateur 
mode may be used with cross mode being ac- 
ceptable. Cross band workin is not acceptable. 
A copy of the log showing fate, time, band and 
other relevant details signed by the operator and 
two (2) other llcensed amateurs or  by the opera- 
tor and the Secretary of his Club. Isolated opera- 
tors who are unable to  comply with the above 
may request their logs be subject to check bv the 
organizers. A suitable certificate will be iskued. 
Sea Mail 3 IRC Air Mail 6 IRC. Address for logs: 
VK7 Golden Jubilee Award, Box 851J. G.P.O., Ho- 
bart, Tasmania, 7001. 

TOROIDS, iron "E" powder 80-10 meters. .50011 - 
8/$1.00. .940rf - 4/$1.00 143711 - 75& each 
or  3/$2.00, 2.310rr - $1:50 ' or 3/$4.00. Please 
include 506 postage, slight1 more on large orders. 
Fred Barken. WA2BLE. 2 7 l  E. Mt. Pleasant Ave., 
Livingston. N. J. 07039. 

QSLS. Second to  none. Same service. 
Samples 256. Ray, K7HLR. Box 33:fYClearfield, 
Utah 84015. - 
THE KEESLER AMATEUR RADIO CLUB at Keesler 
AFB, Biloxi. Mississippi has just formed a 20m net 
to  unite departed Keesler hams and to provide a 
public service for al l  by handling interstate & in- 
ternational (legal third party) traffic. We would 
greatly appreciate a small mention in your maga- 
zine. Net info: Name, K5TYP: Net Freq. 14.330 
MHz: Time, 2000 GMT, Day, Saturday. WBBFDJ. 

WGJSFC WILL COMMEMORATE the f l i  h t  of an 
Apollo Mission. Apollo 17 is to  be launcfed on 16 
Dec. 72. WG3SFC will be on the air from prior to  
launch untll after splashdown. Contacts with 
WG3SFC will be confirmed by a special QSL card. 
All contact confirmation requests should be accom- 
panied by a self-addressed stamped mailing label. 
QSL to  Goddard Amateur Radio Club. P. 0. Box 86. 
Greenbelt. Maryland 20770. Normal frequencies: SSB 
3950, 7275, 14325, 21400, 28650; CW: 3560, 7060, 
14060, 21060, 28060. Novice frequencies in each 
band will be tuned from t ime to time. - 
COMPLETE SCR-508 TANK RADIO SET. The re. 
ceiver (BC-603) mod. to  cover 10, CB, 15M, AM/FM. 
12/115v. Trans.. (BC-604) is 10-15M. FM/CW, with 
1Zv dyno. Al l  like new with manual. $60. W. Roden. 
P. 0. Box 1496. Rancho Santa Fe, Calif. 92067. - 
FREE "WANT" ADS! Details, plus 4 big, issues $1. 
HAM ADS. P. 0. Box 46.653H, L. A,. Callf. 90046. - --- 
"RTTY SPEED CONVERTER" A drilled, fiberglass 4" 
x 61/21! printed circuit board now available for the 
WABJYJ SDeed converter in the Dec. 71 issue of 
Ham Radio. $6.00 post paid. Complete parts krt 
including PCB $40.00, post paid. P & M Electronics. 
519 South Austin, Seattle, WA 98108. - 
ANTIQUE COLLECTORS: Tubes for old sets, trade 
or  sell, New UX200 (RCA) $5, UX2OlA $5. UX30 
$2. SASE for list. WA4NED. Box 468, Gaines- 
vilie. Georgia 30501. - - 
ROCHESTER, N. Y. is the place to go for the 
largest Hamfest. VHF meet and flea market i n  
the northeast May 12th. Write WNY Hamfest. Box 
1388. ~oches ie r .  N. Y. 14603. - 
DISCOUNTS! Standard. Sonar, Clegg, Robyn. Mos- 
ley Cush Craft Rohn. Gladding others. Also 
~ & i n e  anh, CB. 'Arena ~ommunicai ions,  Dept. H, 
1169 N. Milltary Hwy., Norfolk. Va. 23502. -- 
WANTED: QST before March 1923. All letters an- 
swered airmail. Have spare 1930/31 copies and 
NZART "Break-In" - Jock ZL2GX. 152 Lytton. 
Gisborne. New Zealand. 

PILOTS or Air Communicators join International 
Flying Hams' Club. 1600, members worldw~de. Wrlte 
to Box 385, Bonlta, Callf. 92002. 

PRINTED. CIRCUIT DRILL BITS, Trumbull, 833 
Balra Drtve, El Cerrlto, Callfornla 94530. 

TELL YOUR FRIENDS about Ham Radio Magazine. 
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communicationlnavigation electronics 
MA GAZIIVE 

This monthly technical magaztne ftlls a "cornmunicat~oion gap" within the  electrontc communication 
and navigation equipment industry. Its function is to prov~de comprehensive and authentic information 
not available in any other single publication. The types of feature articles include the tollowing: 

SYSTEM DESIGN SERVICING 
The planning of radio communication and The latest techniques for maintaining equip- 
electronic navigation systems, as well as ment-troubleshoot~ng-analysis and use of 
CCTV and electronic security systems. test equipment. 

EQUIPMENT DESIGN INSTALLATION 

State-of-the-art design techniques- analysis Solutions to unique installat~on problems- 

of newly developed equipment. local and national codes-interference and 
interface problems. 

TECHNOLOGY APPLICATIONS 
R e ~ r t s  on technical developments-looking Utilization of system components-scope of 
into the future-measurement techniques. equipment applications - interface require- 

FCC REPORTS 
ments. 

Comprehensive reports on FCC petitions. CASE HISTORIES 
proposed rulemaking and newly adopted rules Economic and operational aspects of unique 
changes-long before they are published in systems-examples of how problems were 
FCC Rules and Regulations. solved. 

Subscription rate $12 per year, $20 for two years. When Check or Money 
Order accompanies subscription request, special rate is $10 for one year 
or $16 for two years. Advertising rate card sent on request. 

COMMUNICATION AND NAVIGATION, INC. 
250 PARK AVE., NEW YORK, NY 10017 
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WANTED: PRE-WAR COLLINS xmtt r  - 4A 328 
32G etc. Have you Handbooks? All l e t tek  an: 
swered airmai(. - Jock ZLZGX, 152 Lytton, Gis. 
borne, New Zealand. 

JOIN WORLD'S LARGEST Amateur Radio Service 
organization. Over 12.000 members in over 750 
I.T.U. Call Prefixes. W r ~ t e  to  International Amateur 
Radio Society, Box 385, Bonita. Calif. 92002. 

RlTY PICTURE TAPES. Stam for list. John Sheetz. 
5 Hansell, New Providence. t& 07974. 

"AFSK GENERATOR" - PCB and al l  components 
except input output jacks power sup ly and 
chassis. $6.60. P & M ~lectrohics, 519 ~ o u t l  Austin, 
Seattle. WA 98108. 

FIGHT TVI with the RSO Low Pass Filter - 115 
March 73 - wrlte for brochure - Taylor &me 
munications Manufacturing Company, Box 126. 
Agincourt, Ontario. Canada. - 
SURPLUS MILITARY RADIOS, Electronics. Radar 
Parts, tons of material for the ham, free catalogue 
available. Sabre Industries, 1370 Sargent Avenue, 
Winnipeg 21, Manitoba, Canada. 

SCALERS - Complete units. 260MHz unit $70; 
high sensitivity 280MHz unit $90. Add Calif. tax 
and $1.50 shipping. Guaranteed. W6PBC. Belmont 
Spectrum Research. 1709 Notre Dame, Belmont. 
Calif. 94002. 

WANTED: QST ma azines. 1916.1922. Paul Kluwe, 
Edmore, Mich. 48839. 

KLEINSCHMIDT MANUALS. Mite KSR teletypewrit. 
er machines, supplies, parts, gears, hotors. SASE 
list. Teletype manuals wanted. Typetronics. Box 
8873, Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33310. - 
WE BUY ELECTRON TUBES, diodes, transistors, 
integrated circuits semiconductors. ASTRAL ELEC. 
TRONICS, 150 ~ i l i e r  Street, Elizabeth, N. J. 07207. 
(201) 354-2420. 

FOR SALE: MODEL 19 TELETYPE, $75. Ed Luck. 
1710 Yahara Place, Madison, Wisconsin 53704. 

l i<60- ~ o s l e y  c i 3 3  124.00: Ham% 99.00; TR44 
59.95: CDE Darts stock: Belden 8448 rotor cable 

, ...-......... ...... 
C60LN cassette 1.49; shipping ~ charges collect. 
Mastercharge. BAC. Warranty guaranteed. Madison 
Electronics, 1508 McKinney, Houston. Texas 77002. 
(713) 224.2668. . . - 
QSL'S - BROWNIE W3CJI - 31118 Lehigh, Allen- 
town. Pa. 18103. Samples 106. Cut catalogue 254. - 
POINT YOUR ANTENNA ACCURATELY! Send SASE 
for information on how to  obtain bearing and dis. 
tance information to over 400 world wide locations 
calculated specifically from your own location. 
W6WAH. Dean C. Hildebrand. 1461 Coronet Ave., 
Vallejo, Calif. 94590. - 
GONSET II - 2 METER TRANSCEIVER - $55.00: 
Gonset 111 - $75.00: Clegg 22er - $125.00; Poly 
Comm IV - $165.00; Norelco Video Tape Record. 
er - $310.00: Philips Plumbicon - $35.00. 
WB2GKF Stan Nazlmek, Jr.. 506 Mount Prospect 
Avenue, Clifton, New Jersey 07012. 

SELL: HW-100 w/AC supply, 25 kHz calibrator. 
CW filter $225. R-274 gen coverage rcvr $100. 2m 
FM Motorola 1400 3T-2R $75, U43GGT 2T-2R $90. 
Both w ~ t h  accessorles and crystals. John Boston 
WB4RUA, Box 354, Calhoun, Ga. 30701 (404) 
629-3048. 

RADlO CONSTRUCTOR 
Magazine 

Audio Construction Projects 
Receiver  Cons t ruc t ion  Projects 
Transmitter Cons t ruc t ion  Pro jec ts  
Test Equipment Projects - Radio Control Projects ... and much more 

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION - $7.00 

Write 

RADIO CONSTRUCTOR 

Greenville, N. H. 03048 

EQUIPMENT 
For d e t a i l s  on a limited a m o u n t  of older 
Ra i l road  Teletype equipment being dis- 
posed of in Texas, K a n s a s  and California 
send S.A.S.E. #10 Envelope to: 

BOX RTTY 
HAM RADIO 

GREENVILLE, N. H. 03048 

. . .~.- ..-* ........ .- .... -- . .- . . . . . . .  ..-.-.--- -._.. - -..-. ..... .-.. ..... -- ...... ..... ^ -.-.I--.*..-. -- -.-*- 2..... --- a,. .." --., ............................... ........................ ....... ..- .... I ? .  . .qe..,- 
,.'_., a-,.. 9.1. 1 . 1  ,.A. 1.1>.1. 

1 ,..,,,, .... ,"",,." .,..-.. ...-.. ".,--, ......... ".- Y I-,.?# 
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ALL 
SOLID 
STATE 

STOCK 
FREQS: 

16 /76  
22 /82  
28 /88  

2 METER 
AMATEUR REPEATER - ONLY $600.00 

PROVEN STATE OF THE ART DESIGN 

INSTALLATIONS WORKING GREAT IN  U.S., EUROPE AND ASIA 

STOCK FREQS DELIVERED IMMEDIATELY, OTHERS 3 - 4  WEEKS 

WRITE FOR FREE DATA SHEET - FULL MANUAL $5.00 

948 AVENUE E P.O. BOX 10116 DYCOM M RlvlERA BEACH. FU. 33404 

. Complete less reed, (Available i n  33 f rqs .  for 517.50 ea) . Output 3v RMS slnewave, low d is tor t~on 

WE PAY HIGHEST 
PRICES FOR ELECTRON 

TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS 
- 

H & L ASSOCIATES 
ELIZABETHPORT INDUSTRIAL PARK 

ELIZABETH, NEW JERSEY 07206 
(201) 351.4200 
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SUPER COUNTER - $349 
TO 160 MHz (ar shown with 
scaler) 5 dlg~ts, w/d~splay stor- 
age very compact, 4.5 Ibs, AC/ 
DC Sens 50mV Slbl ly. 1 p t  
10e/wk full wrni. Immediate de- 
Ilvery. Order yours now or SASE 
for more info. 206-747-8421. 

NHE COMMUNICATIONS 
15112 5. E. 44TH 

BELLEVUE, WA. 98006 

VHF 
UHF 

Crystal Controlled CONVERTERS for DX FM, ATV, Space 
and other uses Extremely S e t ~ s ~ t ~ v e  a& free from spur- 
lous responses. W ~ t h  AC Imwer supply. Cho~ce of 14, Inany 
i n  stock. Uoarade vour stallon t o  JANEL. . -  . 

50 MHz 2.0db N F  $74.95 
144 MHz 2.5db N F  174.95 
220 MHz 3.0db NF  $79.95 

5.5db NF  $74.95 
A l l  postpa~d. Wr i te  for  fu l l  details. Also preamps. Ask 
about our OSCAR special 435 MHz converters. JANEL P.O.BOX112 

SUCCASUNNA. N. J. 07876 
LABORATORIES 201.584.6521 



HOOSIER ELECTRONICS - Your ham headquarters 
in  the heart of the Midwest where only the finest 
amateur equipment is sold. Individual. personal 
service by experienced and active hams. Factory- 
authorized dealers for Drake. Regency. Standard. 
Ten-Tec. Hy-Gain. CushCraft. Ham:M, plus many 
more. Orders for in.stock merchand~se shipped the 
same day. Write today for our quote and try our 
personal. friend1 Hoosier service. Hoosier Elec- 
tronics. R. R. 2$, Box 403. Terre Haute. Indiana 
47802. 

WE SELL CONSTRUCTION P U N S  - gold recovery 
unit! - silver recovery unit! - infra-red scope - 
x-ray fluoroscope - alternator adapter - 200 
watt inverter - electronic insect trap - burglar 
alarm system - chemical formulary (home pro- 
ducts) - electroplater - plans $5.00 - plus 
many morel Ask for free catalog, airmailed 3Od - 
Creative Products. 1551 East Loop 820. Dept. 
H-1172. Fort Worth. Texas 76112. 

F.C.C. TYPE EXAMS GUARANTEED t o  repare you 
for the F.C.C. 3rd., ($7.00). 2nd. ($12.$0), and 1st 
($16.00). phone Exams; complete package, $25.00. 
Research Company, Dept. D. Rt. 2, Box 448, Calera. 
Alabama 35040 - 
CANADA'S MOST UNUSUAL Surplus and Parts 
Catalog. Jam packed with bargains and unusual 
items. Send $1. ETCO-HR. Box 741, Montreal. 
Canada. 

SELL: E.E. and other technical books. SASE for 
list. Roger A. Bairn, WB9BDP. 2753 W. Coyle, 
Chicaao. Illinois 60645. - 
ELECTRONIC CONNECTORS WANTED. unused. 
Air Industry. 5643 W. 63rd Place. Chicago. Ill. 
60638 

1973 DESK CALENDAR. 12 x 9. Name, address, 
call in  gold. $2.00. Henry Morgan. 883 Diana. 
Akron. Ohio 44307. 

2 METER FM, Brand New, lnoue IC.20, l & l O  watts. 
12 channels. w/mike, cable, mobile mount $269.50. 
Bob Brunkow. 15112 S.E. 44th. Bellevue. Wash. 
98006. Phone 206-747-8421. 

NEW FROM COMTECI Ameco books cover al l  
grades of amateur and commercial licenses. Also 
code ~ r a c t i c e  records. Write for ful l  details. 
~ o m t e c  Greenville. NH 03048. 

MANUALS FOR GOYT. SURPLUS GEAR - 16.50 
each: R.390/URR. R-220/URR. R-389tURR. R-3881 
URR. ALR-5. TT.63A/FGC. RCK. LP-5. URM-25D. 
CV.591A/URR. TS.587B/U. BC.348JN.Q. BC.779B. 
TS.34A/AP._W3IHD, 4905 Roanne Dr~ve. Wash~ng- 
ton. D. C. 2~021. - 
TEFLON WIRE #22 gauge stranded, silver plated. 
$1.75/100 ft. Rich Shyer. 625-4 S. Palomares, 
Pomona. Ca. 91766. 

VHF NOISE BUNKER - See Westcom ad In Dec. 
70 and Mar. '71 Ham Radio. - 

PEARCE SIMPSON - Gladding 25's. $219.95 - 
with l l 7vac  Power Supply. $264.90 - HiSkan 
monitor incl. one xtal. $105.00. Antenna Specialists. 
Bill's Radio. South Rd.. Wading River. N. Y. 
11792. (516) 929-6118. . . 

RESISTORS: Carbon Composition brand new. All 
standard values stocked. % watt 10% 50/$1.00: lh 
watt 10$1, 40/$1.00. 10 resistors per value please. 
Minimum order $5.00. Post paid. Pace Electronic 
Products, Box 161-H. Ontario Center. New York 
14520 

FOR SALE. DRAKE R4A, excellent condition, man- 
ual extra crystals prepa~d Insured. First $225. 
~ e o r a e  Streit. Box '1713. ~ c k l l e n .  Texas 78501. - - 
T€KTRONlX C27 SCOPE CAMERA. 0.85X and 0.7X 
lenses. f ~ t t e d  case. 5" and 8 x lOcm scope mounts. 
Polaroid pack back. focu; date. Almost mint. 
$400. Herbert Friedman. W2ZLF. 588 Hewlett St.. 
Franklin Sq., N. Y. 11010. 

deviation on built-in VNM. Cost S1lOO.OO each! In 
original box, with instruct. book & cord. fob Mariposa, Cal. 

.............. Min. signal needed: 15 mv. Shpg wt 110 lbs 49.50 

HIGH-SENSITIVITY WIDE-BAND RECEIVER 
COMMUNICATIONS . BUG DETECTION . SPECTRUM STUDIES 

38-1000 MHz AN/ALR-5; Consists of brand mw tuner/ 
converter CV-253/ALR in original factory pack and an exc. 
used checked OK & grtd main receiver R-444 modified for 
1201v. 50/b0 hz. The tuner covers the range in 4 bands: 
each band has its own Type N Ant. input. Packed with each 
tuner is the factory inspector's checkout shoet. The one we 
opened showrd SENSITIVITY: 1.1 uv at 28.4 mhz. 0.9 at 
133 m h  5 at 538 mhz 495 at 778 mhz 7 at 1 ghz. The 
receivrr /s actually a 30'nthz IF ampl. with all that follows, 
including a diode meter for relat~ve signal strengths: an 
atten. calibrated in b db steps to -74 db, followed by an 
AVC position; Pan. Video & AF outputs' switch select pass 
of +200khz or 4 2  mhz. and S E L E C ~  AM or FM! With 
Handbook & pwr. input piug, all only ...................... 375.00 
CV-253 Converter only, good used w / b k  ........................ 89.50 

30 MHz PANADAPTER OK grtd .................................. $137.50 

Meas. Corp. #59 Grid Dipper 2.2-420 MHz, .................. 75.00 

Attention1 
Buyers, Engineers. advanced Technlclans: 

We have the best test-equipment & orcilloscope Inventory 
in the country so ask for your needs . . .  don't ask for an 
overall catalcq . . .  we also buy, so tell us what you have. 

T- Ar A O k .  

DIGITAL QOCII 

Made in U.S.A. 

10-minute repeating timer buzzes warning to sign inyour 
call letters. Walnut or ebony plostic case. 4"H. 73h"W, 
4"D. 110V. 60 cy. One Year Guorontee. Mode in U.S.A. 

A? Your Deoler, or DIRECT FROM 

WANTED: tubes. transistors. equipment what have 
you? Bernard Goldstein. WZMNP, Box 257. Canal 
Station, New York. N. Y. 10013. 
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DRAKE ML-2 new wlth % antenna $250 prepaid. 
Trade to S S N  setup. Cline WA7TMR, Box 216, 
Logan. Utah 84321. - 
TELDYPEWRITERS - Klelnschmldt, reconditioned. 
reasonable. Mark/Space Systems 3563 Conquista. 
Long Beach, Ca. 90808. 213.429-h21. - 
8. 81 W. 6100 FOR SALE low mileage factory 
inst. F.S.K., excellent cond. k. E. Heisler, i 1 5  Dixie 
Drive, Red Lion. Pa. 17356. Phone 717-244.2212. 

470 PF. BUTTON-MICA by-pass capacitors 5 for 
$1 00 postpaid Specify bulkhead or standdff 
~.a.s.e. for l isi  of other quality components. ?Pped 
Surplus, Box 189. Braintree, Mass. 02184. - 
WANTED - BIRD MODEL 43 thru line wattmeter. 
and signal generator with calibrated out ut t o  
175 MHZ. Will pay good price. Don wood vRevo, 
800 Stockwell Ave.. Kelowna. B. C. 763-7254. - 
HAVE I GOT A DEAL FOR YOU1 Unusual values 
full reconditioned guaranteed equipment. Listed 
alphabetically by manufacturer. Drake 2 8  $169. 
2NT $109. RV4 $79. TR4 $429. TR6 $395. Galaxy 
300 with suppl $149, GT550 both supplies $395, 
RF 550 $49. zonset Communicator IV (six) $99. 
Hallicrafters HT 37 $149. SXlOlA $149. Hammar- 
lund HQ170C $149. HQ170A/VHF $199. Heath 
SB301 CW Filter $199. M~l i tary R 390A/URR $495. 
National NCX5 both suppl~es $349 NC173 $69. 
Swan 260 $295. Tempo DClA $69' Tempo 200 
L~near $339. Lots more. Get comp~etb listing. New 
Drake. Galaxy. Hallicrafters. HyGain. Kenwood. 
Newtronics. Regency. Tempo. Stan Burghardt. Box 
73, Watertown, S. 0. 57201 Phone 605.886.3767. 

WANTED: SWAN MARK 6 8  LINEAR and TV-2C 
Transverter. Russell. 19680 ~ o u n i v i l l e  Drive. 
Maple Heights. Ohio 44137. 216-662-2175. - 
SELL - COLLINS KWM-I. Mint cond. with 516E-1 
DC & Homebrew AC supply. Best offer. 815-725- 
2900. Ed Gerber WBPPWV/9, 1705 Willowbridge 
Rd.. Joliet, 111. 60435. - 
MASSILLON AMATEUR RADIO C 
annual Auction and Flea Mar 
Ohio on Dec 1. 1977 a t  

:LUB wil l  hold i ts 
ket In  Mass~llon, -. the Amh-rct 

cenier.  lea-miiket starts 6:3 
tor bulletin giving detail: 
Box 8711. 

. Shopping 
0 p.m. Send a card 

i and directions, to WBNP, 
Canton. Ohio 44711. - 

RECIPROCATING DETECTOR PARTS KIT. Write Peter 
Meacham Associates. 19 Loretta Road. Waltham. 
Mass. 02154. - 
URGENTLY NEEDED: solid state VLF receiver. RAK. 
AN/URM-6. Rustrak recorder and/or tape, profess. 
ional weather instruments, for research programs 
by children. Dr. R. B. Ammons, 411 Keith. Missoula. 
Montana. 59801. Or call collect evenings. - 
FOR SALE: HWlOO w. AC/DC supplies $225. West 
German 500W two-meter linear 4CX250B (new) 
$350. Same for 432 MHz $375. Andrews 4' dish 
$25. Semco transistor VFO (48 MHz. new) $17.50. 
Henco two-meter TX module (6330, new) $25. 
Ingwersen. 33 Jewett Street, Georgetown Mass. 
01833, 617-352.2858. 

22nd ANNUAL DAYTON HAMVENTION wil l  be held 
on A p r ~ l  28. 1973 at Wampler's Dayton Hara 
Arena. Technical sessions. exhibits. hidden trans- 
mitter hunt, flea market. and special program for 
the XYL. For info write Dayton Hamvention, Dept. 
H. Box 44. Dayton, Ohio 45401. - 
ESTATE OF WIFIA: SB.102. SB.220. SB.600. EV.638 
m~ke;  AM.2 SWR bridge; iP4.18 V ~ M ;  britsh cle- 
vite phones: Trtplett tube tester: Koss stero phones. 
Peter was a science teacher al l  his life and his 
assembly of these units is beautiful - like com- 
mercial work. Listed and checked over by KIRA. 
For prices write: Mrs. Peter Householder, RFD 1. 
Pawlet. Vt. 05761. 

COUNTER MAN, Ham business NYC area, Box 
NY. Ham Radio, Greenville. N. k. 03048. 

YOUR AD belongs horo too. Commercial ads 256 
per word. Non-commerc~al ads 106 per worrl. 
Commercial advertises wrlte tor special alscounts 
for standing ads not changed each month. 

. . . SPECIAL SALE.. . I 
AN/PRM-10 GRID DIP METER 

Unusual buy in  best mill- 
tary grid dip meter. In- 
cludes wavemeter, cw and 
internal modulation func- 
tions. Coverage: 2-400MHz. 
Power SUDD~Y and controls 

'-6a-i In case, UF head connected ., 
.- * by c a b l b s i m i l a r  in opera. 

tton and funct~on t o  Meas- 
8, urements 59 Megacycle Me- 

ter. All units checked, 
guaranteed satisfaction or 
money back. Most in new 
or  like-new condition. 

Price FOB Monroe - 
.4 $65 
- OTHER TEST EOUIPMENT - 

Also in stock, wide range of used test equip. 
ment, military and commercial. Signal genera. 
tors, oscilloscopes, voltmeters, frequency stan. 
dards, counters and more. HP, Tektronix, Fluke, 
Measurements. Polarad, etc. All equipment 
shipped same guarantee as grid dip meter 
above - money back (less shipping cost) i f  
not satlsfled. Send self-addressed, stamped en- 
velope for current list. 

( GRAY Electronics 
P. 0. Box 941, Monroe, MI 48161 

I Specializing in  used test equipment 
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CAPACITOR TES T METER 

1% Accuracy 
5 Ranges 

10-pf to .1 MFD F.S. 

125.00 
(Cash or check with order 5% oft) 

Units shipped C.O.D. unless cash with order. 

ORDER FROM MICON, INC. 
P. 0. BOX 627 

FARMINGDALE, NEW JERSEY 07727 
201-681-7770 

optional converler) 

A lrrpuerry counler with a n q  ol 1 I(Hz to 60 MHz lor 130.10 
MHz whrn u%ed w t h  cur D i q i ~ t - 1 6 0  Connrtrr). Wlth n rnalulion of 1 
KHz or 1 H1 (at 1 ml. 0, 1 $. p l r  t~nusl .  I t  ran h apralrd  M 
ett1~1 A t  or OC. with comp:nr m r l ~ l d  pmtwtoon Plus r 11abllil)l 
aqtw rate of 1 part ~n 10Ymk. And IH WMlr unll 1% 1 mere 7" 
drCp by 2 % "  htqh! 
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WANTED WANTED 
MILITARY SURPLUS ELECTRONIC 

EQUIPMENT, RT-463A/ARC-34B, R-750 
/ARC-34C, RT-742/ARC-51 BX, RT-651/ 
ARC-95, RT-698/ARC-102, RT-823/ 
ARC- 131, RT-857/ARC- 134, RT-384/ 
ARN-52, R -  1388/ARN-82, R-1391/  
ARN-83, APN-158, APN-171, PRS-7, 
PRC-74B, GRC- 106, URC-9, 618T, 
860E-1 OR 2, 490T COUPLER, 807A, 
51Y4, CU-1658A/ARC, WRITE WITH 
DETAILS AS TO CONDITION FOR 
QUICK CASH QUOTE OR WILL TRADE 
FOR NEW HAM GEAR, SLEP ELEC- 
TRONICS COMPANY, 2412 HIGHWAY 
301N, ELLENTON, FLORIDA 33532, 
PHONE 813-722-1843 BILL SLEP. 

m L E P  ELECTROZVICB 
ROX l l l ltt  2 4 1 7  YIC.HWAV 101 N 

tLLrN1ON FLOR!O* 11'11 PHONE I R I I I  I * ?  1R.I 



MEMORY-MATIC 8000 DELUXE Capacity for 8000 bits 
in  8 Read/Write Pluggable Memories. Each memory 
can store either a single message or a number of 
sequential messages. Near-full and Overload alarms. 
"Message Stop" for char. insertion, "Full Control" 
weight ratio, message interrupt switch, var. trans. de- 
lay. 115/220 VAC, 50/60 Hz. Incl. SM-2lB and MST-GO 
features. Sh. wt. 8 Ibs. $398.50 (Incl. 3.500 and 1. 
1000 bit  memories.) 

Additional Memories 500 bit  $21.50 
1000 b i t  $37.50 

- 'U,IT*C X.,.'. 

VHF FREQUENCY STANDARD 

SEND FOR CATALOG 5-YEAR GUARANTEES 
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THE 
HENRY exclmive CX-7A 
3 K-A a 

COOL AND EASY MAX. 

LEGAL POWER . SSB. 

CW, RlTY or S S N  

THROUGH COMMER. 

ClAL RATINGS . 3.5 TO 

3OMHz . CONTINUOUS 

DUTY . SILVER PLATED .160-10 Meters - 300 Watts 
Pi.L PLATE TANK . DC .Transceive or split frequency with two built 

i n  VFOs - CW keyer built in 
RELAYS . ALC . BUILT IN  SWR BRIDGE OUT- .IF shift - new patented QRM remover 
PUT POWER 2KW MIN. IN COMMERCIAL .IF noise blanker - digital nixie frequency 

sERvlcE . THE L ~ N E ~ ~  F~~ THE C X - ~ A  . ~ 9 9 5  readout - superb computer grade construction 
by CMI 
.AFSK keyer - adjustable output power - 
broadband tuning - output wattmeter and re- 

YOU will never know how little it costs to flected power meter $2395 
own M E  incomparable CX.7A or Henry 3K.A AMATEUR-WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS 
until YOU write or phone us and let 8817 S. W. 129 Terrace-Miami, FL 33156 
us know the trade in  deal YOU WANT. Telephone - days ( 305) 233-3631 
We usually say yes1 NO ONE ANY- - nights and weekends call (305)  666-1347 
WHERE BUTS OUR DEAL Use your Master Charge card 

rJ 

1st P r i n t e d  ! 
Application Rules FOR L C 8 
T T L  INTEGRnTED clncv~rs 5° b O v x e  

INcwoo~G Operating oa'+,*+ 2 
Instructions FOR A L L  ,@ A\' 
POPULAR MODF LS kc$ ." " 

Digital Clock 
MlNlTRON 7-SEGMENT Semi-kit 

READOUT 13-70 1s IC'S r MINITRONS IONLYI 
120 VAC 535  00 

SFND 25 & FOR CbTALMi 

PO BOX 112 
rizona Semiconductor oooovrAn, ARlroNn 

15338 

BUILD YOUR OWN 
FM TRANSCEIVER 

for less than $100.00 
Both 2 Meter and 220 MHz model, easily as- 
sembled solid state modules for VHF-FM con- 
struction. Kits include predrilled G-10 clrcuit 
boards. You supply the cabinet. 

Compete receiver kit: . ...................... $59.95 
Complete 1 watt transmitter kit: ............ $39.95 
Ten Watt power amplifier kit: .................. $29.95 

Be sure t o  s ecif whether for 144 MHz or 
2 94; 220.98 or 224.98. 220 MHz 146.5, .'!, . 

Rece~ve or transmit crystals $4.00. 
Write for brochure. 

VHF ENGINEERING - W2EDN 
1017 Chenango St., Binghamton, N. Y. 13901 

OM EGA-T 
ANTENNA 

NOISE BRIDGES 
Precision bridges with a 
broadband s~gnal  source 
permits you to measure 
both antenna resonant fre- 
quency and antenna imped- 
ance at the resonant free 
quency when used with 
your receiver. . A must for the serious antenna enthuslast . Replace VSWR bridges or other antenna test 

equipment. . Get optimum performance f rom al l  types of 
mobile and fixed antennas. 

MPQ 
INDUSTRIES ModelTE7-01 1-100 MHz 
P. 0. BOX 217 s2a : :, ppd 
Hernando. MS. Model TE 7-02 1.300 MHz 

38632 $39.95 ppd 
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User N o t e s  is  ap l~ l i ca t i ons  no te  o n  t l ~ e  latest l inear 
and  d ig i t a l  IC's a i t l i  c o n s t r ~ ~ c t i o n  pro jec ts  such as t he  ..-.---- 
Dig i t a l  % lu l t imc le r  and Calcu la tor  k i ts.  A l s o  inc luded is  
i n f o r m a t i o n  o n  s ta feuf - t l i c -ar t  e lec t ron ic  components. -.---- 
T h i s  scrics is  availahlc o n l y  o n  a n  annual  subscr ip t ion  basis 

pub l is l i cd  elsewhere. ------ -- -. - . - . - - , .- -, . . - - . , - 
Thousands o f  beg inn ing a n d  advanced hobby i s t s  have 
f o u n d  t l ~ e  series i n fo rma t i ve  and st imulat ing. T h e  ap- 
preach is  nonmathemat ica l  and or iented towards ac tua l ly  
bu i l d i ng  t he  c i rcu i ts  ra ther  t han  t l i m r i z i n g  abou t  them. 
B e l o w  is  a par t ia l  l ist  o f  t h e  cur rent  topics. Subscribe 
n o w  and  receive a l l  t he  back  issues FREE. 

(IN312 CALCI'LATOK CIKCllIT - 10 DI(;IT 
llN313 TTI. Db.SI(;S (;L'II)I 
L'N3lh 1'OWI.K SI'PPLII.!, ['OR DIGITAL CIRCUITS 
l'N317 1)tCIMAI. CO1'N'l IS(; AND SEVEN-SEGMENT DISPLAYS 
ltN319 1111.. 75 1 Opt KA IIONAL AMPLIFIER 
UN321 III(;H SPFI.1) VOL-I AGt  COMPARATORS 
UN324 INTERI'ACINC; RTL WITH T1L AND DTL LOGIC 
l!N326 DCIAL OL'TFLT TRACKING OP-AMP SUPPLY 
UN329 CLI~CI'RONIC DIC1: (;AMP 
UN330 III(;It ACCI'RACY LOW COST DIGITAL MULTIMETER 
ltN334 I)RIVIN(; AND SENSING CORE MEMORIFS 
LIN335 DtCADI: COUNTIN(; AND LED DISPLAY 
UN337 LI(;lIT I:.MIlTIN(; 1)IODES 
UN33R Dl(;ITAL STOP WArCll ClRCLllTRY 
UN339 A 12-HOUK DI(;ITAL CLOCK 
UN347 AUTOMATIC T1:LtPHONI DIALER 
llN350 DECADt CO1INTI.K. I.AlCll. DECODERfDRIVER AND 

1.I.D DISPLAY IN ONt  PACKAGE 
UN352 A IINIVIRSAL PRtCISION VOLTAGE REGULATOR 

T h e  series is  n ia i lcd  four t imes per year. Subscr ip t ion  rates are  $5 annual ly  for t h e  US except  
A laska and  H a w a i i  w h i c h  are  sent A i r  M a i l  a t  $6. Canada and  M e x i c o  36. A l l  o t h e r  count r ies  
57.50. 

I 

' l 'h is keyboard is  a must  f o r  repcatcr and re lay  appl icat ions. 

KEYBOARDS T l i e  recent ly  dcvc lopcd elastomeric process is responsible for 
b o t h  t hc  l o w  cost and  very l o n g  life. T h e  k e y  characters can 
n o t  b e  rubbed  or ch ipped off. A l l  contac ts  are single pole, 

0 0 @ 0 
BOB0  
O@BO 

norma l l y  o f f  w i t h  one  side o f  each sw i t ch  c o n n e c t ~ v l  t o  a 
c o m m o n  b u s  

T h e  K B - I  w i l l  in ter face d i r ec t l y  w i t h  a l l  standard logic. C o n -  
tacts arc ra ted a t  40 m A  and 25 volts. T h e  housing measures 
3" s 3" and  has a m a s i m u m  d e p t h  o f  %". We  supp ly  app l i -  
ca t ions i n f o r m a t i o n  i nc lud ing  a c i rcu i t  t o  conver t  each sw i t ch  
t o  3 B C D  ou tpu t .  T h e  K B - l  comes straight f r o m  the  f ac to ry  
a t  less t han  surplus prices. 

K B - 2  s ix teen k c y  ca lcu la tor  keyboa rd  available-same price. 

K B - I  T o u ~ . l ~ - T o n c  K e y b o a r d .  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S7.95 



All solid-state. Deal direct with the manufacturer 
Fully assembled and ready to plug-in and save. 
and operate. Phone or mite for our free illustrated 
Features built-in audiaoscillatorl brochure. 

MARTRONICS 
Post Office Box 4646 

amplifier, monitor, and audio output Send your check or money order for Anaheim, California 92803 
jack 5198.00 (plus Sales Tax for 
Regulated ILC. power supply suits California residents) and we pay 

Telephone (714) 628-7571 

both 115 and 220-240 Volt operation. freight or order C.O.D. freight collect 
i 

G A T E W A Y  
ELECTRONICS 

8123 PAGE AVENUE 
ST. LOUIS. MISSOURI 63130 

314-427-6116 

450 MHz TRANSMITTER w/tubes - 20 watts 
output - from Motorola T446A transceiver - 
with diagram - Ship wt. 7 Ib. $9.50 

450 MHz RECEIVER w/tubes - from Motorola 
T446A Transceiver - with diagram - Ship 
wt. 7 Ib. $9.50 

6/12 VOLT DC POWER SUPPLY STRIP - from 
Motorola T446A Transceiver - Ship wt. 15 
I b. $9.50 

ALL 3 OF ABOVE WITH CASE - Ship wt. 
50 Ib. $25.00 

RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES 6 VOLT-Alkaline- 
Everyready #565 - 4 Amp - 5 %  x 2% x 
2 %  /./charger (buy two for 12 volts) - 

Ship wt. 7 Ib. $4.00 
2 INCH SCOPE TUBE #902A - new - w/dia- 

gram - ideal for RTTY. Oscilloscope, etc. - Ship wt. 2 Ib. $5.00 
TOUCH TONE PAD - 12 button - new - 

manf. by W. E. - w/diagram - Ship wt. 
1 Ib. $19.50 

THUMBWHEEL SWITCHES - 0.5 x 2.125 x 1.78 - 10 position decimal 
$2.75 - 10 osition BCD & Compliment $3.75 - ~ n t  Plates (per pair) $1 .OO 

MINIATURE SIZE - 0.312 x 1.3 x 1.3 - 10 position decimal 
$2.00 - 10 osition BCD & Compliment $2.75 - ~nc! Plates (per pair) 5OC 

$5.00 Minimum Order 
Visit us when in St. Louis 

LIMITED OFFER NEW 
R-390 A/URR $1395 

The finest m~litary digital receiver available. .5 to 32 
MHz unused. In the original package with manual, ac- 
cessories, and spare parts. Guaranteed. F.O.B. N. J. 

MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
76 Brookside Dr.. Upper Saddle River. N.J. 07458 

(201) 327-7640 

+ AI11OMATll. 1lYlNr; 
-- .-- 

P L l l l i  IN M r M O H I  . ALL SOLII) STATE . l l 7 V u  P O W t R  SI IWLV $219 50 Iwth #on. . TONE HUI!Sl ENTRY OPTION llurn 0~ l8Dnl  

W I I l l t  roll R A K + 4 U I F  

BOX 9041. UOllNlAlN VIEW. CALI< 9.040. TEL 14151 96( 3136 

h a t  prepares yar t h o w  f o r  rrC r l r r t  
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Rigs for every use . . . I h, for every pocketbook! I 
STANDARD 

STANDARD SRC-146A 
5 Channels - -94 .94 and .34/.94 supplied 
.3,,V receiver - 4+W transmitter - 

P L  available 
Compact - 8"h x 3"w x l % " d  
Full line of ootional accessories Includes 

ALL PURPOSE 
'TANDARD 826MA ex te rna l  speaker-mike - desk top  - - - 

charger - "stubby" antenna - and 12 channels (4 with crystals) 
10 Watt outout I 

A~ai la;~; ; " i~~~.~~ PL avatlable 
Hot MOSFET receiver, heltcal resonators 

Only $399.00 I 
I - 1 2  Channels 

I - 10 Watt xmtr - .5pV rx  
- Xtals for 223.5 MHz supplied 

I 
d! 

Only $329.00 

I - Meter for Power Out, 
Signal Strength and 
discriminator 

Size: 2.36" x 5.9" x 7.66" I 
I Antennas: 50W Power Amp. (TEMPO 522) Available! I 
1 TEMPO SOLID-STATE POWER AMPS 1 

MODEL DRIVE POWER OUTPUT POWER 

1002-3 5-25 watts 100-135 watts 
1002-38 1-2.5 watts 120.130 watts 

5-12 watts 70.90 watts 
8028 1-2.5 watts 80-90 watts $195 

5.15 watts 35-55 watts SlO5 

And many more from SBE/C/e~/G/adding/Kenwood/Tempohntenna Specialists/Lanen I 
Make ERICKSON your headquarters for all your FM needs . . . 

SEND QSL FOR COMPLETE SPEClFlCATlONS 

ERICKSON COMMUNICATIONS 
4653 N. Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111.60640 (312) 334-3200 
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There will never be a better time to  get your 
1973 CALLBOOKS. Here are the brand new 
1973 editions - Don't delay, the next editions 
are still 12 months away. 
Get your copies today and you will enjoy the 
latest edition for the next twelve months. Put 
i t  off and only you will be the loser. 

US CALLBOOK DX CALLBOOK 

The CALLBOOK is 8 vit8l part of every 8m8bur 
radio station. O w  285.000 listings in the US 
CALLBOOK and ne8rly 200,000 in the DX Edi- 

US CALLBOOK DX CALLBOOK 

tion make thew two volumes an indispensable 
retemnce. Not only do the CALLBOOKS list 
QTH's, but they also have page after page of 
valuable charts, tables and maps all designed 
to make your operating more efficient and 
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ADVANCE 
REGISTRATION WITH 

SHOW - $17.00 

but it's easy to love 

JANUARY 4-6, 
sponsored by 
Southern Nevada ARC, Inc. 
Box 73 
Boulder City, Nevada 89005 

love a bald ) 

1973 SAROC ROOM RATE 
15.00 per night plus tax 
Single or Double Occupancy 
reservations to 
FLAMINGO HILTON 
U S  VEGAS. NEVADA 

Send show reservations to SAROC 

VISIT THE FLAMINGO'S NEW SPEAKEASY RESTAURANT & SALOON 
Las Vegas' most unique dining spot 

decem ber 1972 113 
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MODEL10 KEYER 
MODEL11 PADDLE DIGITAL DIAL MONITORSCOPE 

NO bulky batteries or awkward power cords Tune your 11xr.d or rnobllp transmitter. re- Monitor RF output, read power output to 1500 
wlth the Model 10 Keyer, Internal penl~ght ceiver. or transcetver w ~ l h  100 Hz accuracy watts, measure SWR to 3 1. and observe 
cells and reed relay output produce a com- and no last d~gd  lttter The Model 20 D~g~ta l  RTTY and lrapezo~d Patterns all In a Single 
pact. portable. and versattle unjt Also ava~la- D ~ a l  connects to rlgs wrth 5-5 5 Mhz VFOs instrumentl The Model 31 also includes an 
ble as a c~rcuit board k ~ t  w~thout case for w~th  a stngle wlre II can also be used as a RF actuated CW monltor. two-tone generator. 
custom lnstallatlon general purpose frequency counter and AC and DC verlical and hor~zontal lnpuls 

Keyer Kit .621.90 ~ ~ t ~ h ~ ~ ~  accessories coming soon lor general purpose use. ....................... 
K e y u  Assembled.. .............. ,626.50 ......... ........... ................... p. C. ~~~~d )(it. $12.95 Assembled and Tatted. (169.95 Assembled and Tested.. .8189.95 
Sidetone Kit. ..................... $ 4.95 C ~ s a l  Time B m .  .............. . s  29.95 

SEE Y O U R  DEALER 

LAST CHANCE 
BEFORE 

PRICE INCREASE 
VANGUARD LABS is increasing the 
price all its products as much 
as 30% beginning Jan. 1, 1973. If 
you order now you can still buy any 
Vanguard product advertised any- 
where the past 15 months at 

information on to your friends and 
the low advertised price' Pass this 

send your order in today. You'll be 
glad you did. 

- 
VANGUARD LABS 

196-23 JAMAICA AVE., HOLLIS, N.Y. 11423 

lsl FM TRANS. T-278/U 152-174 MHz 25 watts 
2 channel xlal controlled new with schematic 
$17.95 

ARC R19 RCVR (R508) 118-148 MHz 
Tunable, AM 9 tube superheterodyne with 
schematic like new $14.95 9 
Westinghouse 3 PH Full Bridge Rectifier m7 
290 V (@ 75 A. 6 IN203 dioder new 

$4.95 p 4 ' 4  
~eadset-~icrophane H-63/u 60OQ earphones l o o  ohm 
mike suspended on headband new $4.95 

Chest Set AN/GSA6 adapts above to GRC-VRC equipment 
NEW $2.95 

Potter & Brumfield industrial control relay 9 New Ku-4129-2 ,Po, spsT 115 vAc 60 cps 
$1.00 

TeIetyPe tape W v  canary 1 0  mils $1.00 

Sprague EIectrol~tic 90 MFD 500 VDC 

0 
Modification Ki t  Zener diodes, transistors, etc. $1.50 ppd 

75C 

Manometer Test Set 69-100 A 18" size "U" tube pressure 
or vacuum measurements, tools and hardware included $4.95 

Temperature gauge for Jeeps #I5124 100-220. F $1.00 
#20 gauge shielded cable teflon coated 3C w r  fwt .  

Motorola 2 mtr FM transceiver, 6 volt Input, 7 watt 
output. Model FMTRU.5.V with schematic, $14.95. 

Large quantity e:ectronic equip. and parts in stock. All 
inquiries answered. We also buy electronic parts and quip. 
ment. 

FRANK ELECTRONICS, 407 Rltter Rd., Harrlsbum, PA 17109 
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INTRODUCING: SUPER CRYSTAL - 
The New DELUXE DIGITAL SYNTHESIZER from 

. TRANSMIT and RECEIVE OPERATION - SIMPLEX 
(transceiv~) and REPEATER MODES . ACCURATE FREQUENCY CONTROL - .O(K)5% 
accuracy 
STABLE LOW DRIFT OUfPUT - 20 Hz per d* 
gree c typical . FULL 2 METER BAND COVERAGE - 144.0 t0 
147.99 MHZ . 10 KHz CHANNEL SPACING . FAST ACTING CIRCUIT - 0.15 second t y p i u l  
settling t ime . LOW IMPEDANCE OUTPUTS - 50 o h m  output 
impedance both transmit and receive . LOW SPURIOUS OUTPUT LEVEL - similar t o  
crystal output 

Also A vailable: 
COMPLETE STATIONS 
(WITH SYNTHESIZER) 

PARTS AND 
KITS OF PARTS 

SEND FOR FREE DETAILS & PRICES TODAY 

Will Work With: STANDARD, REGENCY & OTHERS 

$30.00 will HOLD YOUR PLACE IN LINE for FASTEST DELIVERY 

GIFT IDEAS FROM 5 - FAST SERVICE' 

TONE BURST ENCODERS 
AND 

DECODERS 
. UP to 5 fixed t o m  

(factory set) . ADJUSTABLE 
-Duration 
-Output . NO BATTERIES ncnled. . FULLY ADAPTABLE 

EASY INSTALLATION . CONTINUOUS TONE POSSIBLE . FULL 1 YEAR RP Warranty 

PRICES: 

TS-5 5 tons std. encoder . $37.50 
(1800. 1950. 2100, 2250, 2400 Hz.) 

ST-2 Single tone decoder .................................... $37.50 
(Specify 1800, 1950, 2100. 2250, o r  2400 Hz.) 

Special t o m  - Inquire 

Add Sl.EO/unit f o r  shipping 
(Ill. residents add 5% tax) 

A SPEECH COMPRESSOR 
THAT REALLY WORKS 

6 0. e 
RPC-3.3U internal Unit  RPC-3C Cabinet Model 

($24.95) ($ 34.95) 

. Low distortion 
circuit. . Fully wired & test- 
ed. NOT A KIT . Works wi th  phone 
patch. . internal units & RPC-3M Modulo 
modules work mobile. (ONLY $22.50) . FULL WARRANTY - ONE YEAR . INTRODUCTORY LOW PRICES 

(Illinots restdents add 5% Sales Tax) 

Add f l.OO/unA shipping (RPC-3. 3U, 3M) 

Add $2.OO/unit shipping (RPC-3C) 

BOX 1201H 9 ELECTRoNICS CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 61820 



This Christmas The World At His Fingerttips 
It's Portable - BARLOW-WADLEY XCR3O 

CRYSTAL CONTROLLED RECEIVER 
$235.00 

fob San Jose 

A COMPLETELY NEW 
CONCEPT IN 

PORTABLE RADIO DESIGN 
1. 0.5 T O  3 0  M H z  CONTINUOUS COVERAGE - DIRECT 

READOUT 
2. ANTENNA T U N I N G  FOR M A X I M U M  SENSITIVITY 
3. A M  C W  SSB. (SELECTABLE U S E  A N D  LSB)  
4. SELF POWERED B Y  SIX  U M 1  DRY CELLS 
5. POWER JACK FOR EXTERNAL 6-12v. OC SUPPLY 
6. HEADPHONE J A C K  
7. DRIFT FREE RECEPTION 

For Further In forma tion Write 
NOONAN ASSOCIATES 

2056 ALAMEDA WAY 
SAN JOSE, CALIF. 95126 

ACTIVE AUDIO FILTERS 
CW: IC'S FOR SUPER HIGH PERFORMANCE 
Get razor sharp selecl~v~ty 
No Impdance matchlng BW 
(selectable) 180 Hz and 
80 Hz Center frequency. . . 
F = 750 Hz Sklrts 60 db 
down at 1/2F and 2F 4 op 
amps Zr! x 3" PC Board FllTE 
$12 45 w~red, tested, One Hole Panel h4 
guaranteed a Handy Logging Area 
L O W  PASS: 
Res~stors set cutoff .5 
to 20 kHz Factory set Case: 2x4", shaft W"x3" 
for 2 5 kHz, Input imp 1M; 
Load > 2K Galn =1 Mode l  TC2: Sk~rt 2%", K n o b  1%" 
~ o l l o f f  ma; 48db/oct mln FILTER 13?\.  
40 5 op amps, 2" x 3" 
PC Board $15 95 wlred tested guaranteed 

WRITE FOR FREE SP'EC SH~ETSI  (DEALERS INVITED) 
P 0 Box  494 MFJ Sta te  College, Ms 39762 

EXCLUSIVE 66 FOOT 75 THRU 10 METER DIPOLE 

NO TRAPS- 
-: - .  - .  , , . 

I 

# I 6  40% Copper Weld wire annealed so i t  handles like soft &per a i r e i l a t e d  for better than full legal power AM/CW 
or SSB.Coaxial or Balanced 50 to 75 ohm feed line-VSWR under 1.5 to 1 at most heights-Stainless Steel hardware- 
Drop Proof Insulators-Terrific Performance-No coils or traps to break down or change under weather conditions-Comp. 
letely Assembled ready to put up--Guaranteed 1 year-ONE DESIGN DOES IT ALL: 75-10HD-ONLY $12.00 A BAND! 

Model 75.10HD $60.00 66 Ft 75 Thru 10 Meters Model 75.40HD $40.00 66 Ft 75 Thm 40 Metes 
Model 75-20HO $50.00 66 Ft 75 Thru 20 Meters Model 40-20HD $33 00 35 Ft 40 Thru 20 Meters 

Model 80.40HD $42 00 69 Ft 80-40.15 Meter (CW) 

300H Shawnee OR THRU YOUR FAVORITE 
)ROER DIRECT OR WRITE FOR 

FULL INFOW*TION @fm Leavenworth, Kansas 66048 
DISTRIBUTOR 
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VA CA TI0 N 
Will c lose Jan. 2, 1973 
re-open Wed. Jan. 31 

BC ELECTRONICS - c/o  BEN COHN 
MAILING ADDRESS 
1249 W. Rosedale Awe.. Chlcago, Illlnols 60660 
Store: 5696 N. Ridge Ave., Chica o, 111. 60660 

312-7844426 h 33444f3 I 

HARD-TO-FIND PRECISION TOOLS 
Lis ts  m r e  than 1700 items-pliers, 
t*I~ezefs, wire strip rs, Vacuum systems, 
relay tools, opt icarcquipmmt,  tool t i t s  
and cases. Alu,  includes four pages of 
~ m o b l  "Tnnl Tin." I n  aid i n  1 ~ 1  d o r t i n n .  

HR-212 

T4;, <Ry2;;5% Reg HR-2A $2291 

$195 
New! Yodel HR-212 I? r h a n n e l  7 Meter FM Trans. 
csrvsr. 20 watts ?UIPLII p o * ~ r  $259.00 AmaIeuv Net 
LalnI. lactor), I m h ,  f . lc lor ) l  ,r.?llv,l <ar:oi.$ Ircm t k  l a r g n l  US.  
ImDIeU, FM d~rlrabulor Plrrtr w r  our ather rds thll Irrus. 

AMATEUR.WHOLESALE ELECTRONICS [-1 8817~9~t5~~~~;;;;3;5~8;;.~~~315b Oav? 13051 233.3631 

i 

WANTS TO BUY 
All types of military electronics equipment and 
parts. Call collect for cash offer. 

SPACE ELECTRONICS division o f  
MILITARY ELECTRONICS CORP. 
76 Brookside Drive, Upper Saddle River 

New Jersey 07458 (201 ) 327-7640 

RADIO COMMUNICA TION 
Many thousands of you have become fa- 
miliar with the various Radio Society of 
Great Britain books and handbooks, but 
very few of you are familiar with their ex- 
cellent magazine, Radio communication. 

We can now offer this fine magazine to  
you along with the other advantages of 
membership in the RSGB (such as use 
of their outgoing QSL Bureau) for $9.95 
a year. 

order today from 

corn- 
BOOKS 

Greenville, New Hampshire 03048 

VHF-FM 
HEADQUARTERS 

FOR 
SOUTH FLORIDA 
Modify your Gladding 25 

with our 
Coincidence Detector 

True FM Detector 
Improved Sensitivity 
Improved IF Gain 
Superior Squelch Action 
Install in just a few minutes 

Complete G-10 epoxy board wired and 
aligned ready to install. 
1 yoar warranty $19.95 ppd USA 

DlGlPET 601160 

Here's the affordable professional grade 
counter yoube been woiting for, to 160 
M H z  for just $349.00 complete with scaler! 
And look at these features . . . 
-Equiv. 8 digit display with 5 digit readout 

and display storage 
-Overflow indicator 
-Extremely compact 

(6.7'' X 3.6" X 7.0") as shown above. with 
scaler. 4.5 Ibs 

-60th AC and DC ope!ation (8 watts) 
-Xtal stqbility: 1 part In lo./ week 
-Resolutton: 1 Hz, 
-Sensitivity 50 mV 
-Full 1 year U.S. warranty 
-Engineered & constructed for tho profes- 

s~onal. - 
In Stack: INOUE IC 26 $259.50 

INOUE IC 21 $349.50 - 
EMPORIUM SOUNDS OF POMPANO 

51 North Federal Highway 
Pompano Beach, Florida 33060 

305-782-3464 - 
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Special 
VHF COMMUNICATIONS is  the 
quarterly magazine for amateurs 

Two Meter 
interested in  VHF and UHF tech- 
nology and equipment construc- 

Transmitter k i t  
tion. It is the international. Eng- 
lish edition of the well-known Ger- 
man publication UKW-BERICHTE. 

for use through 
VHF COMMUNlCATlONS provides 

OSCAR 6 sixty pages of modern. but prac- 
tical construction articles in  each 

This filter type, sideband issue. Described are transmitters. 
transmitter provides enough receivers, converters. transceivers, 
output (5-7 W. pep) to be antennas, test equipment, etc. The 
used with the OSCAR 6 designs reflect truly current tech- 
amateur communications nology. Solid state devices and 
satellite. Either a beam an- --- 
tenna. or a non-directional antenna with a small linear printed circuit' are used 

amplifier to provide about 80 watts effective radiated sively. All construe- 
power should be used. tion data are included. However. 

All semiconductors. PC boards, crystal filter, crystals, 
the amateur without fabrics. 

trimmers, coil forms, and ferrite chokes are supplied. facilities, special 

Save money by using your own chassis, small resis such as P.C. boards and 

tors. capacitors, controls, and power supply. cavities are made available. read- 

Frequency control is by VXO. VXO crystals are s u p  'Iy and 

plied to cover the input range of the repeater. (Other 
frequency ranges supplied on request). All necessary - 
construction and tune up  information supplied. Order 
# DJ9ZR/OS. 

Price, just $101.75 Air shipped anywhere in  U.S. SPECIAL OFFER 
or  Canada. To new subscribers: 

4 years (1969 through 1972) of  
VHF COMMUNICATIONS PIUS Sub- 
scription to 1973. Supplied in  
Handsome, VHF Blue binders. 
$20.25 ($21.50 alr mail) 

Subscription rates US $4.50 05.75 
air mail  per calendar year). Single 
issues $1.25. Sample S.50. 

DON COOK 
COOK'S COMMUNICATIONS CORPORATION 

next door, the 
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Thevoiceof m-- 

I is heard around the world 

g 1, Here's why Thunderbirds outperform all other 
tri-banders: 

Thunderbird's "Hy-a" traps provide separate traps for each band. "Hy-Q" traps 
are electronically tuned at the factory to perform better at any frequency in the 
band-either phone or CW. And you can tune the antenna, using charts supplied 
in the manual, to substantially outperform any other antennas made. 

' Thunderbird's superior construction includes a new, cast aluminum, tilt-head 
universal boom-to-mast bracket that accommodates masts from 1%" x 2%". 
Allows easy tilting for installation, maintenance and tun~ng and provides mast 
feed-thru tor beam stacking. 

Taper swaged, slotted tubing on all elements allows easy adjustment and readjust- 
ment. Taper swaged to permit larger diameter tubing where it counts! And less 
wind load~ng. Full circumference compression clamps are mechanically and 
electrically superlor to self-tapping metal screws. 

' Thunderbird's exclurlve Beta Match achieves balanced input, optimum matching 
on all 3 bands and provides DC ground to eliminate precipitation static. 

25 db front-to-back ratio. 
SWR less than 1.5 to 1 on all bands. 
24-foot boom.. . none longer in the industry. 

' Extra heavy gauge, machine formed, element to boom brackets. with plastic 
sleeves used only for insulation. Bracket design allows full mechanical support. 
Interlaced, optimum spaced elements for higher gain and better pattern control. 
3 active elements on 20 and 15 meters. 4 active elements on 10 meters. 

New 6-Element Super Thunderblrd Fabulous 3-Element Thunderbird. Jr. 
Model 389 Model 221 

Suggested retail price, $179.95 Suggested retail price. $99.95 

Improved 3-Element Thunderbird Popular 2-Element Thunderbird 
Model 390 

Suggested retall price, 5144.95 Suggested retail price. $99.95 

Buy one today at your favorite Hy-Gein distributor! 

H I  -GAIN ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 
P. 0.  Box 5407-WL, L~ncoln, Nebraska 68505 
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With Signal/One's CX7-A 
you settled for the best. 

- - - .  , -- 

Now meet the rest of the best. 

A few short years ago, Signal/One introduced the solid-state CX7-A. It 
was quickly recognized as the world's most advanced radio transceiver. It still is. 

Now, Signal/One is more than just the CX7-A. A lot more. 

For openers, we've added two new receivers. ~ n e , ' t h e ~ ~ - 1 5 0 0 ,  a dual-channel 
system is so advanced - in selectivity, sensitivity and versatility - you won't 
find anything like it 
this side of a research 
laboratory. The 
CR-1200 receiver, our 
other new one, fea- 
tures a single VFO. If it weren't for its bigger brother, it would be the finest 
receiver you could buy. 

There's a new CT-1500 transmitter, the matching transmitter for use with the 
CR-1200 and CR-1500 receivers. It incorporates 
all modes of operation and includes the famous 
Signal/One RF envelope clipping, broadband 
tuning, full-automat~c CW keying, and many 
other features. 

We're also introducing a new transceiver, the CX-10, which contains several 
CX7-A features. In addition, it can be used with either our new AC or DC power 
supplies, an external VFO, and other accessories. 

Our new accessories include a deluxe station 
console, speakers, 2-meter and 6-meter 
transverters with direct digital readout and FM 
capability, and custom microphones. 

In the past years, there were one or two names in amateur radio gear that 
meant the finest. In their time they were. 

Times have changed. Now, if you want the finest. choosing is easy. 
It's all at Signal/One. 

13130 Yukon, Hawthorne, Ca 90250 (213) 679-9022 
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ham radio 
index to volume V - 1972 

This index covers all articles published in  ham 
radio during 1972. The articles are listed 
alphabetically under each category along with 
the author, page number and month. Categories 
are: antennas and transmission lines; commer- 
cial equipment; construction techniques; f m  
and repeaters; integrated circuits; keying and 
control; measurements and test equipment; 
miscellaneous technical; power supplies; re- 
ceivers and converters; RTTY; semiconductors; 
single sideband; transmitters and power ampli- 
fiers; vhf and microwave. Articles followed by 
(HNI appeared in the ham norebook. 

antennas and transmission lines 
All-band phased-vertical 

WA7GXO p. 32, May 
Antenna coupler for three-band beams 

ZS6BT p. 42, May 
Antenna potpourri 

W3FQJ p. 54, May 
Antenna tuner, automatic 

WApAQC p. 36. Nov. 
Antenna tuners 

W3FQJ p. 58, Dec. 
Coaxial-line loss, measuring with 

reflectometer 
W2VCl P. 50. May 

Colinear antenna for two meters, nine- 
element 

W6RJO P. 12. May 
Curtain antenna (HN) 

W4ATE p. 66, May 
DX antenna, single-element 

W6FHM p. 52, Dec. 
Filters, low-pass, for 10 and 15 

W2EEY p. 42, Jan. 
Grounding. safer (letter) 

WA5KTC p. 59, May 
Groundplane, three-band 

L A 1  E l  p. 6, May 
correction p. 91, Dec. 

Headings, beam antenna 
W6FFC p. 64, Apri l  

Horizontal or vertical (HN) 
W71V p. 62, June 

Log-periodic, three-band 
W4AEO p. 28, Sept. 

Mobile antenna, helically wound 
ZE6JP p. 40, Dec. 

Mobile transmltter, loading 
W4Y8 p. 46, May 

Simple antennas for 40 and 80 
WSRUB 

Small-loop antennas 
W4Y OT 

Triangle antennas 
W6KlW 

Uhf coax connectors (HN) 
WPLCP 

Uhf microstrip swr brldge 
W4CGC 

Vertical antenna, low-band 
W4 lYB  

Vertical dlpole, gamma-loop-fed 
W65AI 

Yagi, 1296-MHz 
WZCQH 

p. 16, Dec. 

p. 36. May 

p. 58, May 

p. 70, Sept. 

p. 22, Dec. 

p. 70. July 

p. 19. May 

p. 24, May 

audio 
Audlo filters, aligning (HN) 

W4ATE p. 72, Aug. 
Audio filters, inexpensive 

WBVFB p. 24. Aug. 
Audio filter mod (HN) 

K 6 H l L L  p. 60, Jan. 
Hang agc circuit of ssb and CW 

WlERJ P. 50, Sept. 
Intercom, simple (HN) 

W4AYV p. 66. July 
Pre-emphasis for ssb transmitters 

OHPCD p. 38. Feb. 
Speaker-driver module. IC 

WA2GCF p. 24, Sept. 
Speech clippers, r f  

G6XN p. 26. Nov.; p. 12. Dec. 
Speech clipping (letter) 

W3EJD p. 72. July 
Squelch, audlo-actuated 

K4MOG p. 52. Apri l  
Tape head cleaners (letter) 

K4MSG P. 62. May 

commercial equipment 
Alliance rotator improvement (HN) 

K6JVE p. 68, May 
Collins 75A4 hlnts (HN) 

W6VFR p. 68, Apri l  
Collins S-line spinner knob (HN) 

W6VFR p. 69, Apri l  
Collins S-line transceive mod (HN) 

W6VFR p. 71, Nov. 
Drake R-4 receiver, frequency 

Synthesizer for 
W6NBl P. 6, Aug. 
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Hammarlund HQ215. addlng 160-meter 
coverage 
W2GHK p. 32. Jan. 

Motoro la channel elements 
WB4NEX p. 32. Oec. 

Motorola Dispatcher, converting t o  
1 2  volts 
WB6HXU p. 26. Ju ly  

Swan 350  CW moni tor  (HN) 
K l  K X A  p. 63, June 

Vaesu spurlous slgnals (HN)  
K 6 K A  p. 69. Oec. 

construction techniques 
Capacltors, oil-fll led (HN) 

W2OLU p. 66. Oec. 
Cold galvanizing compound (HN) 

W5UNF p. 70, Sept. 
Color codlng parts (HN) 

WA7BPO p. 58, Feb. 
Neutralizing t i p  (HN) 

ZE6JP p. 69, Oec. 
Nolsy fans (HN) 

W8IUF p. 70. Nov. 
Soldering a lumlnum (HN) ZE6JP p. 67, May 
Toroids, plug-In (HN)  

K8EEG p. 60, Jan. 
Toroldal inductors, tun ing 

WAQJVK P. 24, Apr l l  
Toroldal inductors, tun ing (letter) 

Z L l B N  p. 77, Oec. 
Vectorbord too l  (HN) 

WAIKWJ p. 70, Apr i l  
Uhf  coax connectors (HN) 

WQLCP p. 70, Sept. 

fm and repeaters 

Carrier-operated relay 
KQPHF, WAQUZO p. 58, Nov. 

Colinear antenna for t w o  meters, nlne- 
element 
W6RJO P. 12. May 

Devlatlon measurements 
W3FQJ p. 52, Feb. 

Filter, 455-kHz for  f m  
WAOJY K p. 22, March 

F m  demodulator. T T L  
W3FQJ p. 66. NOV. 

Interference. scannlng receiver (HN) 
K 2 Y A H  p. 70, Sept. 

Mobile operation w l t h  the Touch-Tone pad 
WBLPQ p. 58, Aug. 
correct ion p. 90. Dec. 

Motorola channel elements 
WB4NEX p. 32. Dec. 

Preamplifier, two-meter 
WA2GCF p. 25. March 

Receiver, modular, fo r  two-meter f m  
WAZGBF p. 42. Feb. 
Added notes p. 73, July 

Recelver performance, comparison o f  
V E 7 A B K  p. 68. A u ~ .  

Receiver, vhf fm 
WAZGCF p. 6, NOV. 

Repeater contro l  w l t h  simple t imers 
WZFPP p. 46, Sept. 
Correction D. 91. Dec. 

Sequential switching for Touch-Tone 
repeater contro l  
W8G RG p. 22. June 

Tone-burst keyer for f m  repeaters 
W8G RG D. 36. Jan. 

Transmitter, two-meter f m  
W9SEK p. 6, Apr l l  

integrated circuits 

Break-in clrcuit, CW 
W8SVK D. 40, Jan. 

Dlgital ICs, part I 
W3FQJ D. 41, March 

Digital ICs, part II 
W3FQJ p. 58, Apr i l  
Correctlon p. 66, Nov. 

Dlgital mult ivibrators 
W3FQJ p. 42. June 

Olgltal oscillators and divlders 
W3FQJ P. 62. Aug. 

Digital readout stat ion accessory. part I 
K 6 K A  p. 6, Feb. 

Digital station accessory, part I I 
K 6 K A  p. 50, March 

Digital station accessory, part I II 
K 6 K A  p. 36, Apr l l  

Emltter-coupled logic 
W3FQJ p. 62, Sept. 

Fl ip-f lops 
W3FQJ p. 60, July 

Flop-f l ip, using (HN)  
W3KBM p. 60. Feb. 

Frequency scaler, dlvide-by-ten 
W6PBC p. 41, Sept. 
Correction p. 90. ~ e c .  

Frequency synthesizer for the Drake R-4 
W6NBI p. 6. Aug. 

IC  power (HN)  
W3KBM p. 68, Apr i l  

Logic moni tor  (HN) 
WA5SAF p. 70, Apr i l  
Correction p. 91, Dec. 

Sequential switching for Touch-Tone 
repeater contro l  
W8GRG p. 22. June 

Phase-locked loop R T T Y  terminal un i t  
W4FQM p. 8. Jan. 
Correction p. 60. May 

Speaker driver module 
WAZGCF p. 24, Sept. 

Ssb detector, IC  (HN)  
K4OOS p. 67. Oec. 

Sync generator for sstv 
WAPEWO p. 50. June 

keying and control 

Break-in clrcuit, CW 
W8SY K p. 40, Jan. 

Carrier-operated relay 
KPPHF, WAQUZO p. 58. Nov. 

Code practice stations (letter) 
WB4LXJ p. 75, Dec. 

CW monitor. Swan 350 (HN)  
K l K X A  p. 63, June 

Key and vox cllcks (HN) 
K 6 K A  p. 74, A u ~ .  

Memo-key 
WA7SCB p. 58, June 

Paddle, electronic keyer (HN) 
K L 7 E V O  p. 68, Sept. 



Threshold-gate/llmlter for  CW reception 
WPELV p. 46, Jan. 
Added notes (letter) P. 59, May 

measurements and test equipment 

A F S K  generator, crystal-controlled 
K 7 B V T  p. 13, July 

Capacitance meter, direct-reading 
W6MUR P. 48, Aug. 

Coaxial-line loss, measuring w i t h  a 
ref iectometer 
W2VCl p. 50. May 

Crystal checker 
W6GXN p. 46. Feb. 

Digital readout station accessory, part I 
K 6 K A  p. 6, Feb. 

Digltal station accessory, part I I 
K 6 K A  p. 50, March 

Digital station accessory. part I II 
K 6 K A  P. 36, Apr i l  

F m  devlation measurements 
W3FQJ p. 52. Feb. 

Frequency scaler, divlde-by-ten 
W6PBC P. 41, Sept. 
Correction p. 90, Dec. 

Frequency standard (HN) 
WA7JI  K P. 69. Sept. 

Logic moni tor  (HN) 
WA5SAF p. 70, Apr i l  
Correction p. 9 1, Dec. 

Moni tor  scope, R T T Y  
W3ClX p. 36, Aug. 

~o ise - f igu re  measurements for vhf 
WB6NMT p. 36. June 

Osclllator, frequency measuring 
W61 E L  p. 16. Apr i l  
Added notes p. 90, Dm. 

Oscillator, two-tone, for ssb testing 
W6GXN p. 11, Apr i l  

Oscillators, resistance-capacltance 
W6GXN p. 18, July 

oscilloscope voltage calibrator 
W6PBC p. 54, A u ~ .  

Ssb, slgnals, monl tor lng 
W6VFR p. 36. March 

Swr bridge (HN) 
WASTFK p. 66, May 

Swr meters, dlrect reading and expanded 
scale 
WA4WDK p. 28, May 
Correctlon p. 90, Dec. 

Vacuum tubes, testing high-power (HN) 
WPOLU p. 64. March 

WWV-WWVH, amateur appilcations for  
W3FQJ p. 53, Jan. 

miscellaneous technical 

Alarm, wet basement (HN) 
WPEMF p. 68, Apr i l  

Bypassing, rf, at uh t  
WB6BHI p. 50. Jan. 

Capacitors, ol l- f i l led (HN) 
WPOLU p. 66, Dec. 

Crystals, overtone (HN) 
G8ABR p. 72, Aug. 

Detector, reciprocating 
W l S N N  p. 32. March 

Digltal Integrated clrcults, part I 
W3FQJ p. 41. March 

Digital Integrated circuits, part II 
W3FQJ P. 58, Apr i l  
Correctlon p. 66, Nov. 

Digital mult ivibrators 
W3FQJ p. 42. June 

Digital oscillators and divlders 
W3FQJ p. 62. Aug. 

Fet biasing 
W3FQJ p. 61, Nov. 

Flip-flops, I C  
W3FQJ p. 60, Ju ly  

Flop-flip, using (HN) 
W3KBM p. 60, Feb. 

Infrared communlcatlons (letter) 
K2OAW p. 65, Jan. 

Mlcrowaves, getting started In 
Roubal p. 53. June 

Mlcrowaves, ln t roduct lon 
W l C B Y  p. 20, Jan. 

Oscillator, crystal. frequency adjustment 
W 9 Z T K  p. 42, Aug. 

Oscillator, Frankl in  (HN)  
WSJJ p. 61, Jan. 

Oscillators, reslstance-capacltance 
W6GXN P. 18. July 

Phase-locked loop R T T V  terminal un i t  
W5FQM P. 8, Jan. 
Correction p. 60, May 

Pi network design 
W6FFC P. 6. Sept. 

Pi-network Inductors (letter) 
W71 V p.78, Dec. 

Power dividers and hybrids 
W 1 D A X  p. 30. Aug. 

Power I n  reflected waves (letter) 
Woods p. 76, Dec. 

Preamplifier, cooled, for vhf-uhf 
WABRDX p. 36. Ju ly  

Pulse-duration modulation 
W3FQJ p. 65. Nov. 

Quartz crystals (letter) 
WB2EGZ p. 74, Dec. 

Reciprocating-detector receiver 
W l S N N  p. 44, Nov. 
Correction (letter) p. 77. Dec. 

Satellite communications, first step t o  
K l M T A  p. 52, Nov. 

Satellite signal polarization 
K H 6 i  J p. 6. Dec. 

Speech clippers, rf, performance o f  
G 6 X N  p. 26, NOV. 

Superregenerative detector, optimizing 
Ring p. 32. July 

Sync generator for  Sstv 
W A ~ E W O  p. 50, June 

Torolds, calculating inductance of 
WBSFHC p. 50. Feb. 

Toroids, plug-in (HN) 
KBEEG p. 60. Jan. 

Vacuum tubes, using odd-ball types i n  
linear amplifiers 
W5JJ p. 58, Sept. 

Y parameters, uslng i n  rf  amplifier 
design 
WAgTCU p. 46, Ju ly  

power supplies 

Current l imi t ing (HN) 
W0LPQ 

Dlode surge protection (HN) 
WA7LUJ 
Added note 

p. 65, March 
p. 77, Aug. 
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IC  power (HN) 
W3KBM P. 68, Apr i l  

Meter safety (HN) P. 68, Ju ly  
W6VFR 

Motoro la Dispatcher, converting t o  
1 2  volts 
WB6HXU p. 26, Ju ly  

Transformers, miniature (HN) 
W4ATE p. 67. Ju ly  

Vibrator replacement, solld-state (HN) 
K B R A Y  D. 70, Aug. 

receivers and converters 

Aud io  f i l ter m o d  (HN) 
K 6 H l U  p. 60. Jan. 

Aud io  filters, Inexpensive 
W8YFB p. 24. Aug. 

Colllns 7 5 A 4  hlnts (HN) 
W6VFR 0. 68, Apr i l  

Converter, hf, solid-state 
VE3GFN p. 32, Feb. 

Cooled preamplifier for vhf-uhf 
WAVRDX p. 36. Ju ly  

Detector, reciprocating 
W l S N N  p. 32. March 

Detector, superregenerative, optimizing 
Ring p. 32, July 

Direct-conversion receivers, lmproved 
selectivity 
K 6 B i  J p. 32, Apr l l  

F m  recelver performance, comparison of 
V E 7 A B K  p. 68, Aug. 

F m  receiver, vhf 
WAZGCF p. 6, Nov. 

Frequency standard (HN) 
WA7J IK  p. 69, Sept. 

Frequency synthesizer for  the  Drake R-4 
W6NBI p. 6, Aug. 

Hammarlund HQ215, adding 160-meter 
coverage 
W2GHK p. 32, Jan. 

Hang agc circuit  fo r  ssb and CW 
W l E R J  p. 50, Sept. 

Image suppression (HN) 
W 6 N l F  p. 68. D ~ c .  

Interference, electric fence 
K 6 K A  p. 68. July 

Interference, scanning receiver (HN) 
K 2 V A H  p. 70, Sept. 

Moni tor ing ~Scil latOr 
WZJIO p. 36. Dec. 

Preamplifier, emitter-tuned, 2 1  M H z  
WASSNZ p. 20, Apr l l  

Recelver, communications, five band 
K6SDX p. 6, June 

Receiver, modular two-meter f m  
WA2GFB 0.42, Feb. 

Recelver, reciprocating detector 
W l S N N  p. 44, Nov. 
Correction (letter) p. 77, Dec. 

R f  amplifiers, selective 
K6BIJ  p. 58. Feb. 

R T T Y  moni tor  receiver 
K 4 E E U  p. 27, Dec. 

Squelch, audio-actuated 
K4MOG p. 52. Apr i l  

Ssb signals, moni tor ing 
W6VFR p. 36, March 

Swan 350  CW moni tor  (HN) 
K l  K X A  p. 63, June 

Threshold-gate/llmiter for CW reception 
W2ELV p. 46, Jan. 
Added notes (letter) 
W2ELV D. 59, May 

WWV-WWVH, amateur applications fo r  
W3fQJ p. 53, Jan. 

144-MHz preamplifler, Improved 
WAPGCF p. 25. March 
Added notes P. 73, July 

2304-MHz converter, solid-state 
K2JNG. WA2LTM. W A 2 V T R  p. 16, March 

2304-MHz preamplifier, solid-state 
WAPVTR P. 20, A u ~ .  

RTTY 

A F S K  generator, crystal-controlled 
K 7 B V T  

Autostart moni tor  recelver 
K4EEU 

Monl tor  scope, phase-shift 
W3CIX 

Ribbon re-lnkers 
W6FFC 

R T T Y  dlstortion: causes and cures 
WB6lMP 

R T T V  for the b l ind  (letter) 
V E 7 B R K  

ST-5 autostart and antispace 
K 2 V A H  

Terminal unit, phase-locked loop 
W4FQM 
Correction 

p. 13, July 

P. 27, Dec. 

P. 36, AUg. 

P. 30. June 

P. 36, Sept. 

P. 76. Aug. 

D. 46, Dec. 

p. 8, Jan. 
D. 60, May 

semiconductors 

Driver and f inal for  4 0  and 80 meters 
W3QBO D. 20. Feb. 

Fet biaslng 
W3FQJ p. 61, NOV. 

Power transistors, paralleling (HN) 
WASEKA p. 62, Jan. 

Trapatt diodes (letter) 
W A 7 N L A  p. 72, Apr i l  

V parameters i n  r f  design, using 
WAVTCU p. 46. July 

single sideband 

Detector, ssb, IC  (HN) 
K4ODS p. 67, Dec. 

Hang agc circuit  for ssb and CW 
W l E R J  p. 50. sept. 

Linear, five-band hf  
W7DI p. 6. March 

Linear amplifier, flve-band conductlon- 
cooled 
W 9 K l T  p. 6. July 

Pi-network design, h f  power amplifier 
W6FFC p. 6, Sept. 

Pi-network Inductors (letter) 
W71V p. 78, Dec. 

Pre-emphasis for  ssb transmitters 
OHZCD p. 38, Feb. 

Speech clippers, rf. performance o f  
G 6 X N  p. 26, Nov. 

Speech clipper, rf, construction 
G 6 X N  p. 12, Dec. 
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Two-tone oscillator for  ssb testing 
W6GXN p. 11, Apr i l  

Vacuum tubes, using odd-ball types i n  
linear ampli f ier service 
WSJJ p. 58, Sept. 

144-MHz transverter, the TR-144 
K l R A K  p. 24, Feb. 

transmitters and power amplifiers 

Driver and f inal for  4 0  and 8 0  meters, 
solid-state 
W3QBO p. 20, Feb. 

Filters, low-pass for 1 0  and 15 meters 
W2EEY p. 42. Jan. 

Key and vox clicks (HN)  
K 6 K A  P. 74, Aug. 

Linear, five-band h f  
W7DI p. 6. March 

Linear amplifier, five-band conduction- 
cooled 
W 9 K l T  p. 6, July 

Neutralizing t i p  (HN)  
ZEGJP p. 69. Dec. 

Pi-network design, high-frequency 
power ampli f ier 
W6FFC p. 6, Sept. 

Pi-network inductors (letter) 
W71V p. 78, Dec. 

Pre-emphasis for  ssb transmitters 
OH2CD p.38, Feb. 

Vacuum tubes, using odd-ball types in 
linear amplifiers 
WSJJ p. 58. Sept. 

Vfo, high-stability 
OH2CD p. 27. Jan. 

Vfo,  mul t iband fet 
K8EEG p. 39, July 

144-MHz f m  transmitter 
W9SEK p. 6, Apr i l  

uhf and microwave 

BY passing, rf, at vhf 
WB6BHI p. 50. Jan. 

Cooled preamplifier for  vhf-uhf 
reception 
WAPRDX p. 36, Ju ly  

Microstrip swr bridge, vhf  and uhf  
W4CGC p. 22. Dec. 

Microwaves, getting started i n  
Roubal p. 53, June 

Microwaves, in t roduct ion t o  
W l C B Y  p. 20. Jan. 

Noise figure measurements, vhf 
WB6NMT p. 36, June 

Power dividers and hybrids 
W l D A X  p. 30. Aug. 

Satellite communications 
K l M T A  p. 52. NOV. 

Satellite signal polarization 
KH61J P. 6, Dec. 

Vfo, high-stability 
OH2CD p. 27. Jan. 

144-MHz colinear antenna 
W6RJO p. 12, May 

144-MHz f m receiver 
WA2GBF p. 42, Feb. 
Added notes P. 73, July 

144-MHz f m  receiver 

WA2GCF p. 6, Nov. 
144-MHz fm transmitter 

W9SEK P 6. Apr i l  
144-MHz preamplifier, improved 

WA2GCF p. 25, March 
1 4 4 - ~ ~ z  transverter 

K l  R A K  p. 24, Feb. 
1296-MHz Yagi 

WZCQH p. 24, May 
2304-MHz converter, solid-state 

KZJNG, WAPLTM, WAZVTR p. 16. March 

2304-MHz preamplifier, solid-state 
W A 2 V T R  p. 20, Aug. 
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Adyertsers l/ 
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. . .  for literature, in a hurry - 
we'll rush your name to the companies 
whose names you "check-off" 
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-Amateur-Wholesale -MFJ 
-Amidon -M PQ 

-Antenna Specialists -Martronics 
-Arizona -Matric 

-BC -Meshna 
-Barry -Micon 

-Bauman -Micro2 
-CFP -Miida 

-CN E -Military, 
-CTG Bitci l  -Mor.Gattn 

-Caringella -NHE 
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-Command -Pennwood 
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-Communications -R & R 
World -Callbook 
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-Cook's -Ra theon 
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-Data -SAROC 
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-Fluke -Spectronics FM 
-Frank -Spectrum 
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-Ham Radio -Topeka 
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-Henry -Tri.Com 
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-L. A. -World QSL 
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Gutter Mount Version $19.95 

MODEL LA 150A 

r ~ ~ r ~ r r r r r r ~ r r r ~ w  
.................. *on18 a 0  UWIYI~SIL S I T  101s ~ L L  a C Y L  AMIIICAN C ~ E I  Gain (6 Meters) Unity 

LIMITED Nominal Impedance 55 ohms 
..................... Overall Length 55 in. 

ITS A BALUN FROM LA-TRONIX  

CLEAN DRAKE GEAR 

REWARD FOR NEW PRICE 

$195.00 2B or 2C R4B $475.00 
R4B $475.00 

T4XB $495.00 
SPECl f lCATlONS 

T4XB $495.00 ..... ......... BANDWIDTH .... 3 THROUGH 10 MU: CONTINIOUS 
......... .................. T4XB $495.00 VSWR ... , . I  WHEN TERMINATEO WITH A 

BALANCED 52 OHM LOAD 
.................... 

................ AC4 $ 99.95 
POWER RATING I K W  DC 7nw PEP 
IMPEDANCE RATIO I I AT 52 OHMS 
INPUT CONNECTOR ............... SO-719 

.......... DC4 $125.00 OUTPUT C ~ N N E C T I O M S  STANDARD TERMINAL LUGS ......... l E A T H E R  PROTECTION INTERNALLY SEALED 

TR4 $599.00 

ISED SUNDA Y & MONDA Y 

CRENSH 
Phone: (i 

CL C 
m LA for 

I.,  T O R R  
$456 or (; 
- . . . . .  

your SWI 

ANCE, CI  
! 1 3) 534-1 
.... - ... 
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for the EXPERIMENTER! 
INTERNATIONAL EX CRYSTAL & EX KITS 
OSCILLATOR RF MIXER RF AMPLIFIER POWER AMPLIFIER 

1. MXX-1 TRANSISTOR 
RF MIXER 
A single tuned circuit intended for 
signal conversion in the 3 to 170 
MHz range. Harmonics of the OX 
oscillator are used for injection in 
the 60 to 170 MHz range. Lo Kit 3 
to 20 MHz. Hi Kit 20 to 170 MHz 
(Specify when ordering) ........ $3.50 

for the COMMERCIAL user... 

4. BAX-1 BROADBAND 
AMP 
General purpose unit which may 
be used as a tuned or untuned 
amplifier in RF and audio appli- 
cations 20 Hz to 150 MHz. Pro- 
vides 6 to 30 db gain. Ideal for 
SWL. Experimenter or 
Amateur ................................... $3.75 

INTERNATIONAL 
PRECISION RADIO CRYSTALS 

+ m i  
:d.l h '  

2. SAX-1 TRANSISTOR 
RF AMP 
A small slgnal amplifier l o  drive 
MXX-1 mixer. Single tuned input 
and link output. Lo Kit 3 to 20 
MHz. H i  K i t  20 t o  170 MHz 
(Specify when ordering) ........ $3.50 

International Crystals are available from 70 KHz 
to 160 MHz in a wide variety of holders. 
Crystals for use in military equipment can be 
supplied to meet speciftcations MIL-C-3098E. 

3. PAX-1 TRANSISTOR 
RF POWER AMP 
A single tuned output amplifier 
designed to follow the OX oscil- 
lator.  Outputs up  to 200 mw. 
depending on the frequency and 
voltage. Amplifier can be ampli- 
tude modulated. Frequency 3.000 

............................ to 30.000 KHz $3.75 

5. OX OSCILLATOR 
Crystal controlled transistor type. 
LO Kit 3.000 to 19.999 KHz. H i  Kit 
20,000 to 60.000 KHz. (Specify 

........................ when ordering) $2.95 

CRYSTAL (GP) for "General Purpose" 
TYPES: applications 

(CS) for "Commercial Standard" 
(HA) for "Hiah Accuracv" close tem- 

6. TYPE EX CRYSTAL 
Available from 3.000 to 60.000 KHz. 
Supplied only in HC 6/L, holder. 
Calibration is -C .02% when oper- 
ated in International OX circuit 
o r  i t s  equ i va len t .  ( S p e c i f y  

.............................. frequency) $3.95 

write for 
CATALOG 

&?!ah 
INTERNATIONAL 

vi2' 
CRYETAL MFQ. CO.. INC. 
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15,552 EIMAC tube types 
power the giant A N / F ~ - s ~  

phased array radar. 
The cost per tube operating 

hour is less than 3/lot. 
Bendix chose EIMAC tubes for the AN/FPS-85 phased array radar for 

two reasons: low cost and long life. Five years of successful operation in 
the world's largest operational, long-range, phased array radar have proven 
the wisdom of their choice. They've also learned that complex systems 
using quality vacuum tubes are easy to maintain and rather forgiving as to 
voltage and power transients. "Cockpii" difficulties, when they occur, are 
usually not costly or catastrophic to the tubes. 

In the UHF output stage of this system, 5,184 EIMAC 4CPX250K 
tetrodes each deliver 10 kW peak power output and typically 18,000 hours 
of life at the bargain basement price of $35 per tube. With this quantity of 
pulsed operating devices, reliability and low failure rates are important. 

10,368 EIMAC type 8745 planar 
triodes are used in the driver stages 
of the AN / FPS-85, providing up- 
wards of 14.000 hours of average 
life at a cost of only $14 per tube. 

The long life and low cost of 

@ 
EIMAC tubes have helped Bendix 

,!lvl?~lon 
varlan 

and the USAF prove that large 
scale phased array radars are 
economically feasible. No other 
tube manufacturer has this kind of 
proven experience. The AN/FPS-85 
program is just one more example 
of EIMAC's dedication to deliver 
reliable, low-cost tubes. 

For complete information, con- 
tact EIMAC Division of Varian 301 
Industrial Way, San Carl 
fornia 94070. Or any of 
than 30 Varian / EIMAC 
Tube and Device Grou 
Offices throughout the w 



@SWAAI, 
\ FIRST WITH 

FULLY 

TRANSCEIVERS 
UP TO 200 WATTS 

Swan was the first to provide a low cost single sideband transceiver the average 
ham could afford. Again, Swan leads the field with "state-of-the-art" concepts! 

No Transmitter Tuning Selectable Sideband, 80-1 0 
Infinite VSWR Protection Meters 
Receiver uses FET's, IC's, Built-in VOX 
and Operational Amplifiers Semi-CW Break-in and 
IF Derived AGC Monitor 
Minimized Front-end Noise Blanker, w i th  
Overload, Distortion and Threshold Control 
Cross-modulation 25 KC Calibrator 

10 MHz WWV Receive 
Mobile is "First Class!" Operates directly from 12 volt DC requiring less than 
500 ma on receive. Ideal for net operation. No tune-up necessary, simply dial 
the station and talk! 

Compatible AC power supplies and a host of other accessories available to 
provide "Top-Of-The-Line" fixed station operation. Operating ease and flexi- 
bility makes ~t a winner for contests or rag-chewing! 

CHOICE OF 3 MODELS: Detail  specifications may b e  found in 

SWAN SS-15,15 watt P.E.P. $579.00 the N e w  1973 SWAN Catalog. Wr i te  

SWAN SS-100,100 watt P.E.P. $699.00 for  your FREE copy, today! 

SWAN SS-200,200 watt P.E.P. $779.00 Just 100h down is all that is needed if 
ACCESSORIES INCLUDE: you use your Swan Credit Service 

SWAN P S 1 0 . 1 1 5 ~  AC Dower s u ~ ~ l v  for SS-15 /SS-100 S 89.00 account to gut an 811 solid-state riq in 
SWAN PS-20. 11 5V AC power suppiy for 

SS-20OlSS-lOO/SS-15 $139.00 
yow ham shack. 

SWAN SS-1200. 1200 wan P E P L~near 
Ampl~f~er  (tube type) $299.00 

SWAN SS-208, ExternalVFO 51 59.00 8 S w m A I  
E L E C T R O N I C S  

SWAN610X. Crystal ControlledOscillator S 53.95 . . . " ,  m,. 

SWAN SS-16B. Super Select~ve F~lter S 79.95 305 Airport Road Oceanslde. CA 92054 



=D-=------==CUTALONGDO~EDL~NE-~~II I I I I=I I  
I : AND MAIL TO SWAN OR BRING TO YOUR LOCAL SWAN DEALER I 

I Dear 
I 
1 Just thought you might like to know that 

talcum left over from last Christmas. I really : and ties, too. What I'd really like to have is th 
OK? 

I SWAN 500CX Transceiver 
5 Bands-550 Watts . . . . . . . .  .5529.95 

I SWAN 600R Receiver . . . . . .  $439.95 
SWAN 600T Transceiver ' 5 Bands-600 Watts . . . . . . . . .  $589.95 
SWAN FP-1 Telephone Patch . . $48.95 
External Crystal Oscillator ! SWAN 510X . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  $53.95 

I 
I still have plenty of shaving lotion and I 

I prefer to pick out my own shirts, socks 1 
te SWAN equipment I've checked below. I 

5 Band Remote Control Mobile I 
Antenna. SWAN 55C . . . . . . .  $129.00 1 
5 Band Manual Switching Mobile 1 
Antenna. SWAN 4 5 .  . . . . . . . . .  $79.00 1 
Trap Dipole Antenna. I 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  SWAN 8 0 / 4 0 . .  $29.95 1 
4 Band Trap Vertical Antenna. The famous I 

. . . . .  GOLDEN SWAN 1040V $69.95 1 
I VOX Accessory, SWAN VX-2 . . $35.95 
I Audio NotcherlPeaker, 

. . . . . . . . . .  ! SWAN ICAF/SOO $59.00 
I IF Noise Blanker, 
I SWAN NB/500 . . . . . . . . . . . .  $89.00 ' lnline Watt Meter. 
1 SWAN WM-1500 . . . . . . . . . . .  $49.95 
1 11 7~ AC Power ~ u p p ~ y .  
I SWAN 117XC . . . . . . . . . . . .  $109.95 
1 12-14V DC Power Supply. 
I SWAN14-117 . . . . . . . . . . . .  $139.95 
I DC Converter for 11 7XC. 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I SWAN14C 869.95 
I 1200 Watt Linear Amplifier. 

. . . . . . . . . . . .  I SWAN 1200X $259.95 

Mobile Antenna Bumper Mount. I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  BMT $24.00 1 
2 Element 40 MTR. BEAM. I 
SWAN MB-40H . . . . . . . . . . .  $145.00 I 

. . . . . .  2 Element SWAN TB-2A $89.95 

. . . . .  3 Element SWAN TB-3A $108.00 ! 
3 Element Heavy Duty I 

SWAN TB-3HA . . . . . . . . . . .  $125.00 ! 
4 Element Heavy Duty I 

SWAN TB4HA . . . . . . . . . . .  $148.00 1 
This check list can be used as an order blank. Check 
the items you want, fill in data below and mail to 1 
Swan. But do it soon to assure delivery before I 
Christmas. All shipping charges will be collect. I 
Name Call - - -- I 

1 2000 Watt Linear Amplifier. Street 1 
. . . . . . . . . . .  1 SWAN MARK 11 $679.95 

City S t a t e Z i p  
I 

I SWAN 2708 Portable Transceiver I 
. . . . . . . . .  1 5 Bands-260 Watts $469.95 Payment by Check Money Order C.0.D. 1 

I SWAN FM-2X Transceiver 
SWAN Finance (10% down payment enclosed) 

$299.95 (Calif. residents add 5% sales tax) 
I 

1 2 Meter FM-10 Watts. . . . . . . .  I ; SWAN FM-1210A Transceiver If Charge, check plan desired 
1 144 Channel 2 Meter FM $359.95 BankAmencard * I . . . . . .  
1 SWAN VHF-150 Linear Amplifier Expirat~on Date 

I 

2 Meter FM-150 Watts. $299.95 
I . . . . . .  Master Charge it _- 1 

~ S W A A I  Expiration Date 
I 

I 
E L E C T R O N I C S  4 digit Interbank it - I 

I 1 ("Ol T . , " O  i o r .  I 
I 305 Alrport Road Oceanslde. CA 92054 SWAN * 1 
1 Phone (714) 757-7525 

Check here i f  this is an add-on order 1 
1111111111111111111111111~~11~~~~~~- 



revised U.S. amateur 

FREQUENCY ALLOCATIONS - 
effective November 22,1972 

from 
cw 0 the editors of 

-IF!YT I and 
ham 

&"A??LE - radio 
ROBOT RESEARCH, INC. 

Leading the way In 
Slow Scan Television 



Convert your ham station to a complete 
SSTV station in 7 easy steps: 
Just add a Robot monitor and camera and 
follow these simple instructions: 
All popular ham radio sets may be used with the Robot SSTV equipment and 
absolutely no modification is required. Pictured above is a complete SSTV sta- 
tion. The inset photo shows the back of the Robot monitor, with all connecting 
cables. To convert your existing amateur station to an SSTV station: 

Connect the cable supplied with the Robot cable i;i, which is connected to the receiver 
Model 80 camera to the socket i i j  on the back by means of a "Y" connector in the speaker 
of the Model 70 monitor. Power is then sup- lead. 
plied to the camera from the monitor and the SSTV signals are connected to the phone 
video image from your camera is displayed on line ; to provide two-way SSTV exchange 
the monitor. with other Robot SSTV sets connected to the 

Next, connect the transmitter connecting ca- phone line. 
ble L ,  to the microphone jack on your trans- After these connections are made, the sta- 
m~tter or transceiver. Your microphone cable tion is operated by switches on the monitor 
now connects to the microphone jack provided front panel. 
on the back of the Robot Monitor a. That's all there is to it. As you can see, abso- 

Phono jack ,G) connects the signal from your lutely no modifications of your existing equip- 
camera or radio receiver to your tape recorder ment are required. All necessary cables are 
so that it may be recorded for later viewing included with your Robot monitor and camera. 
or transmittina. 

Phono jacc @ also connects to your tape Write us for complete information on Robot 
recorder so SSTV signals previously recorded 
on audio tape may be displayed on the Robot SSTV equipment. 
monitor forviewing, or transmitted, whenever 
you wish. 

SSTV signals coming from any radio receiver 
or transce~ver are relayed to the Robot mon- 
itor for viewing and recording by means of 
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